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COMPANY REVIEW 
Alpi, Bacci, Baumer, Biesse, Blum, Bor-
gonovo, Casadei Busellato, Delta Chiodatrici, 
Emc, Finiture, Fravol, Giardina, Grotefeld, 
Greda, Homag, Ica, Ima-Schelling, Ims, Inco-
mac, Leitz, Robatech, Salvamac, Scm, Sis-
temi, Vitap, Wintersteiger, Zaffaroni...are just 
some of the numerous companies featured in this 
issue with articles specifically devoted to them. 
 
                                          from page 9

NEWS     
A rich content of important news about events, 
exhibitions, people and companies from the 
whole world of wood and woodworking industry.

  
      on page 3

USEFUL ADDRESSES... 
For our readers, a “who’s who” we have never 
promoted as it deserved. Now we are casting a 
spotlight in this issue. A way to be found and to 
find partners... 

on page  38

EXHIBITION CALENDAR 
Another very popular section of our magazine: 
the upcoming industry exhibitions! 
 

on page 39

FOCUS LIGNA & INTERZUM 
Most of this Xylon International issue is dedicated 
to the two important exhibitions of the “German 
May”: Interzum (Cologne, 21-24 May) and Ligna 
(Hannover, 27-31 May). A very rich collection of 
articles and product sheets to help exhibitors and 
visitors to get the most out from Ligna and Inter-
zum. 

     from page 8

ACIMALL 
Final 2018 figures for woodworking machinery 
and preliminary trends for 2019. Data processed 
by the Studies office of Acimall, the Italian asso-
ciation of woodworking machinery and accesso-
ries manufacturers.   

       on page 4

scmwood.com

SCM introduces a production model in which digital and automation systems are 

always at your side enabling advanced human-machine interaction. 

Flexible, modular machinery, easy to reconfigure, making mass customisation 

possible with far less waste and optimising your workflow.

DISCOVER SMART&HUMAN FACTORY 
AT LIGNA 2019 - HALL 13

YOU WILL NEVER ALONE
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You will probably read these few lines while 
you are visiting Ligna in Hanover, during a 
break between two meetings. That's what 
I've done many times. Otherwise, even better, 
it means your business has been so intensive 
that you had no time to relax… so you are 
reading now. 
 
Both our magazines, Xylon and Xylon In-
ternational, will be distributed to all exhibitors, 
according to tradition, and also offered to vi-
sitors at the media corners around the fair-
grounds and at our booth inside the Eumabois 
pavilion in Hall 17. 
 
This distribution effort adds to the postal and 
web distribution of thousands of copies to 
Italian and international industry players, a 
huge investment that we have never cancelled 
and that has enabled us to be one of the re-
ference publications in the global industry. 
 
We have achieved this position also with the 
quality of our contents and the article written 
by our editors, with frequent visits to technology 
users, from sawmills to furniture factories, 
from semifinished material producers to sub-
contracting finishing companies. 
 
So, we thank all our staff for their efforts, and 
most of all our advertisers, who put their trust 
in us and help us maintain the editorial stan-
dards that have always distinguished us.    
   
 

Dario Corbetta 
             Editor
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NEWS

EVENTS 
“Ul desain” has its own museum

WEINIG 
Newly established Weinig Rus offers customer-oriented complete service SIEMPELKAMP 

Pfleiderer and Berneck rely on “Mes Technology “Prod-IQ®”

sales in the important regions of the country. To 
this end, plans are being made to set up further 
sales partners.  According to Maxim Prituzhalov, 
personal consulting is a decisive factor in increa-
singly complex technologies. “We want to make 
our customers more efficient. In doing so, we 
rely on Weinig’s overall competence across the 
entire value chain, but also on our leading 
position in wood optimization and the megatrend 
of digitization,” says the Managing Director. 
Maxim Prituzhalov can rely on a committed team 
of 13 people to achieve these goals.  
The spacious office and warehouse areas of the 
new branch offer first-class conditions. Knud 
Dethloff, Sales Manager Cis and guest at the 
opening ceremony, is extremely confident about 
the economic future of Weinig Rus: “Weinig has 
always been deeply rooted and successful in 
Russia. We are striving for strong growth”.  ■

solution competence. In order to implement 
its digitalisation strategy the management 
opted for “Prod-IQ®” for the four existing 
lines as well as for the new plant in Lages, 
Brazil. In addition to the “Sap” connection of 
the press and sanding line, the scope of ser-
vices also includes online quality monitoring 
by “Prod-IQ” quality (Spoc). The self-regulating 
wood-based panel plant is no longer a vision, 
but already in use in production today.  So-
phisticated mechatronic system components 
enable fully automatic product changeover, 
highly reliable machine condition monitoring 
and unique quality assurance. ■ 

According to Mario Bellini – who introduced 
the Italian Design Museum together with Stefano 
Boeri and Joseph Grima – “Ul desain” is the 
Brianza dialect equivalent of "the design".  
This was the call by the multi-awarded designer 
(eight-time winner of the Compasso d’Oro) to 
the production industry of Lombardy and Italy 
in general. At the press preview for the Italian 
Design Museo, officially opened last April 8 on 
the eve of the 58th edition of the Furniture Exhi-
bition, there was much talking about the rela-
tionship between companies and designers. 
The permanent exhibition (first step of a work-
in-progress project of acquisitions and expan-
sions) features approximately two hundred of 
the most iconic and representative pieces of 
Italian design, selected from a heritage of 1,600 
items owned by the Triennale in Milan, illustrating 
the progress from the post-war period until the 
early Eighties. Besides the erudite speech by 
Joseph Grima, French architect and museum 
director, about the division of this time span into 

Weinig has founded a branch in Moscow with a 
comprehensive range of services. The new or-
ganization replaces the service company that 
has existed since 2013. For the first time, sales 
tasks are now also being performed for which 
the German parent plant in Germany had been 
largely responsible in the past. “This is the 
starting signal for an even stronger partnership 
with our Russian customers,” says Maxim 
Prituzhalov, the new Managing Director of Weinig 
Rus. Customer proximity, stocking of spare parts 
and warehousing of machines are central pillars 
of the future orientation. Customers will benefit 
from this holistic support particularly in terms of 
shorter delivery times and fast service. Strategically, 
Weinig Rus would like to restrengthen the sale of 
entry-level planing machines, while project busi-
ness had clearly dominated in the past. For panel 
processing, the second major business unit of 
the Weinig Group, the main focus is on direct 

Two of the world's leading producers of wood 
processing products have decided to rely on 
Siempelkamp's “Prod-IQ®” Mes-system for 
all their plants. In accordance with Duratex 
these producers also rely entirely on Siempel-
kamp, because of the flexibility and performance 
of “Prod-IQ®”. Pfleiderer’s goal is to connect 
the evaluation and performance analysis of the 
press and sanding lines to the “Sap” system, 
which has been achieved excellently in Gütersloh 
and Neumarkt. This year the plants in Grajewo, 
Baruth and Wieruszów follow suit. 
Next to Siempelkamp’s production machinery, 
Berneck also favours Siempelkamp’s automation 

three stages (beginnings, Sixties-to-Eighties, fol-
lowing period until today and developing into 
the coming years), it is worth highlighting the 
key contribution by entrepreneurs and craft-
speople to the definition and meaning of Italian 
design. Tracing back through the different design 
cycles, Joseph Grima stated that, from 1990 on-
wards, it is more and more difficult to talk about 
Italian design, as there has been an increasing 
contamination with international culture and pro-
duction: is a product conceived by an Italian ar-
chitect and manufactured in Korea or France 
still Italian? Is a product imagined by a Japanese 
or German designer and made by an Italian 
company actually Italian? Grima gave his own 
"high" vision: Italian design is related to attitude 
and philosophy rather than territory. 
We respectfully object that it is the "factory", the 
place where items are manufactured, that gene-
rates the "deep soul" of objects, that makes 
them attractive, usable and durable, as a result 
of its history and physical assets. ■

MARKETS 
Wood products market update: global trade of wood pellets

Global trade of wood pellets jumped more than 
21 percent year-over-year in 2018 when a new 
record of 22.3 million tons was shipped, according 
to the North American Wood Fiber Review. 
The five major pellet exporting countries (the US, 
Canada, Vietnam, Latvia, and Russia) have re-
mained the top exporters for over five years. 
They accounted for about 69 percent of the 
world’s export volume in 2018. Following the “big 
five” in 2018 were Estonia, Austria, Malaysia, 
Denmark and Germany, in descending order. 
Pellet production in the US South continued at re-
cord pace in, driven by a European move away 
from fossil fuels and towards renewable energy. 
From the 1Q/18 to the 4Q/18, exports from the re-
gion were up almost 50 percent.The United States 

ships practically all its pellets to  United Kingdom, 
Belgium and Denmark. Only a small share of the 
pellet production in the US is consumed dome-
stically. Demand for imported pellets in Japan 
and South Korea continued a three-year growth 
trend in the 4Q/18 when import volumes reached 
new record highs of 339,000 tons and 993,000 
tons, respectively. In 2018, the total annual import 
volume for the two countries was just over 4.5 
million tons. In the 4Q/18, the price for pellets im-
ported to Japan averaged $182/ton, up almost 
six percent from the 4Q/17. Pellet import prices 
to South Korea, which were nominally lower than 
those in Japan, rose almost 25 percent during 
same period. ■   

paintinG the future!

NEW

via V. Necchi, 63 | I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO) 
phone +39 031 7830801 | info@giardinagroup.com | www.giardinagroup.com

www.giardinagroup.com

COMPANIES 
Ica Group in North America is born

Ica, company belonging to the Paniccia family, 
specialized in innovation of wood and glass paints 
worldwide, continues to expand abroad: Ica 
North America is born. The operation was pos-
sible thanks to the acquisition of the historic di-
stributor for the North American market located 
in Canada. With North America, the direct presence 
in the world's most important paint markets is 
completed. For this group it is the sixth company 
opened abroad in ten years, an important inter-
nationalization process started in 2009 with Ica 
Iberia. The company is present with owned com-
panies in Spain, Germany, China, Poland, India 
and now Canada. Ica recently opened a production 

plant in India, in Gujarat, born from the joint 
venture with Pidilite. The Canadian market will 
initially also manage the US market with a team 
of technicians/sales staff and distributors present 
on site, until a new company is established in the 
Usa. The entire distribution network of the group 
is present in 50 countries covering the major 
world states. The group currently employs 600 
people, plus another 200 at the plant in India. In 
2018 it produced 28 million pounds of paints, 
and the turnover was 122 million euros, half of 
which was sold abroad.  There are around 15,000 
customers worldwide. An investment plan of 29 
million euros is planned for the three-year period 
2019-2021. ■ 
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ACIMALL

The data we present in our articles are always 
updated to the latest surveys available. Let's 
start from the end-of-year figures processed by 
the Studies Office of Acimall, the Italian association 
of woodworking machinery and accessories ma-
nufacturers. Domestic production amounted 
to 2,514 million euro, up by 10.6 percent from 
2017; a significant result originating from the first 
half supported both by the domestic market and 
by export. The second half, instead, was charac-
terized by basically stable production levels, clo-
sing the year with a two-digit increase. Looking 
at the historical trend of the past decade, it is 
clear that this is the best result in the period; 
such trend does not consider the inflation effect 
of production prices, that would negatively affect 
the comparison between today's figures and 
those of 2008.  
Anyway, a historical review reveals four economic 
phases in the past decade of woodworking te-
chnology: the first crisis in 200 causing a 40 
percent market share loss; the subsequent rally 
that only partially restored the production levels; 
the second crisis from 2012 to 2014, when sta-
gnating demand forced companies to undertake 
painful reorganization processes. Since the end 
of 2014 there has been a strong recovery, with 
virtuous and well-organized companies re-gaining 
the market shares they had lost and, in some 
case, even exceed pre-crisis levels.  
The sector is characterized by strong propensity 
to internationalization, between 70 and 80 percent 
on average. The year 2018 closed with an export 

volume of 1,721 million euro, up by 8.2 percent. 
This is another significant result following previous 
positive periods. As written in previous Xylon 
issues, the recovery was mainly driven by Euro-
pean markets, which still account for 70 percent 
of total Italian export, and by North America, 
especially the United States. The third variable 
that distinguishes the end-of-year results is the 
value of the domestic market, close to 800 million 
euro in the year under scrutiny, with a significant 
increase by 16.4 percent. Also in this case, the 
result has been better than in the past ten years 
and more than double compared to 2012. The 
trend is supported by several factors: first of all 
the very low levels of the crisis years has "magni-
fied" the growth rates.  
The recovery of the furniture industry is another 
key factor: Italy remains the third-largest furniture 
manufacturer and has grown significantly before 
the machinery industry, though at slower rates 
than the undisputed leader China. In the past 
two years, however, we believe the most important 
driver for the domestic market was the package 
of measures introduced by the Italian government 
for the mechanical industry, and specifically those 
for Industry 4.0. In recent years, the Sabatini law 
for the purchase of machinery has been prolonged 
and tax credits for R&D investments have been 
maintained.  
 
The last key variable is import, traditionally a 
factor of lesser importance, as Italy has a full-
fledged industrial sector that covers all user re-

quirements. The year 2018 closed with 242 million 
euro import mainly from Germany, China and 
Austria. Recent years have also seen increasing 
supplies from India, Poland and Turkey, where 
local production machinery is developing, although 
less sophisticated than the solutions of historical 
manufacturers. The value of Italian import is not 
significant, and therefore oscillations from one 
year to the next can be very wide. However, we 
can notice a few "break point" in the historical se-
ries, matching the most significant moments of 
the past ten years. In 2009, the lowest level was 
reached at just 123 million euro of imported pro-
ducts, while 2018 has brought the highest value 
in the decade.  
Let's close with two statistics derived from the 
main trends. The trade balance is the difference 
between export and import and apparent con-
sumption, which results from the sum of domestic 
market and import. As to the first variable, the 
year closed at 1,479 million euro, up by 5.5 
percent from 2017, while apparent consumption 
totaled 1,035 million, with a 19 percent increase.  
So, it was a satisfactory year, but what are the 
early signals for companies in the current year? 
The first quarter 2019 shows a widespread re-
duction of woodworking machinery and tools 
orders. This is a natural trend after the very 
positive result of 2017 and a stable trend of pro-
duction levels in 2018. 
However, a drive is needed on the domestic 
side, and the reintroduction of the super amorti-
zation included in the so-called "Growth Act" 
moves into that direction. The extension of hyper 
amortization also ensures continuity in the digital 
innovation process, a necessary step to be com-
petitive in the international scenario. The periodical 
survey by Acimall, based on a statistic sample 
that represents the Italian industry of woodworking 
machinery and tools, is showing a 11 percent 
decrease on the same period of last year. Foreign 
orders dropped by 10.2 percent, while on the 
Italian market the decrease amounted to 14.5 
percent approximately. The book of orders is at 
3.7 months, while prices have been growing by 
0.5 percent since the beginning of 2019. Revenue 
figures are recording an opposite trend to orders, 
with a 10.3 percent increase. Based on the indi-
cations of the sample companies, the quality 
survey gave the following results: 7 percent of in-
terviewees indicate a positive production trend, 
while 60 percent expect a stationary trend; the 
remaining 33 percent of interviewees declare a 
negative trend.  
Employment is considered stationary by 67 
percent of the sample and increasing by 13 per-
cent. Only 20 percent indicated a dropping 
trend.Available stocks are stationary according 
to 73 percent, increasing according to 20 percent 
and falling according to the remaining 7 percent.  
The Studies Office of Acimall also makes a fore-
cast survey on the same sample, indicating 
that the climate of low confidence among operators 
is enduring both at home and abroad. Also ma-
croeconomic indexes confirm that data collected 
in the woodworking machinery industry. The 
minor positive rebound of industrial production 
in February-March was largely due to a repleni-
shment of stocks that had been used at the end 
of 2018. The adjustment of Gdp forecasts to plus 
0.2 percent is not enough to feed confidence.The 
outlook on the domestic market indicates a 
decline according to 7 percent of the sample. 
For 60 percent, domestic sales will keep stable, 
while 33 percent expect a reduction (the negative 
balance is 26). According to 13 percent of inter-
viewees, in the next period foreign orders will 
grow, while they are expected to stay at the 
same level according to 60 percent, and decrease 
according to 27 percent (negative balance 14). 

This is current national picture, definitely on a 
declining trend, but we know well that economic 
cycles have inevitable ups and downs. 
On the export side, it is worth repeating that the 
best evaluation tool to measure the competitive 
scenario is still the measurement of export based 
on customs codes for woodworking machinery. 
Certainly an inaccurate and partial method (some 
machines like dryers and spraying machines 
are not included, yet), but nevertheless still the 
best option available to analysts. In the past 
three years, a new customs code has been 
added for numerical control machining centers, 
a step forward from the past. 
In 2018, the leadership was contended by Ger-
many, Italy and China, in order of export volume. 
German manufacturers sold machines across 
the border for 2.4 billion euro, with a slight 
increase by 2 percent; Italy stopped at 1.6 billion 
euro (we remind you that the EOY figure reported 
above includes tools), while China keeps narro-
wing the gap with European competitors, climbing 
up by 11.7 percent to 1,532 million. 
It is worth mentioning some peculiarities of trade 
distribution among the top-three countries. Ger-
many boasts a much more developed primary 
operation industry than its main competitors. 
The customs code 847930, referring to the seg-
ment and specifically to the sales of particleboard 
and mdf presses, accounted for over 400 million 
euro in Germany in 2018, versus 157 million in 
Italy and 77 in China. German manufacturers 
also have a strong geographic concentration of 
export, totally opposed to Italian rivals. Germany 
has five markets buying more than 100 million 
euro (the United States, China, Poland, Austria 
and France), which account for almost one half 
of total export.  Italy, on the contrary, has a highly 
dispersed presence, with the top-five destinations 
being the United States, Germany, Poland, France 
and Spain.  
The ranking of woodworking machinery exporting 
countries continues with Taiwan and Austria, 
respectively at number four and five. In 2018, 
Taiwan exported 586 million euro, with a slight 
decrease from the previous year. In this case 
trade is mainly concentrated with the United 
States and nearby China. Austria closed the 
period with a sales volume of 505 million euro, 
up by 7.4 percent. Austrian trade flows are 
largely coming from and going to Germany. Ho-
wever, there are a few big companies that give a 
substantial contribution to export. At number six 
and seven, we find the United States and 
Canada, which closed 2018 respectively at 304 
and 253 million euro. The top-ten of exporter 
countries is completed by Poland (203 million), 
Finland (171 million) and Japan (132 million).It 
is worth mentioning three more countries outside 
the top-ten, but recording significant expansion 
in the past five years. The Czech Republic has 
grown from 85 to 125 million, while Slovenia ex-
ceeded 100 million versus 58 in 2014. Also 
Turkey is gradually improving its production sy-
stem. The country exported over 90 million euro 
of machinery in 2018. In this case, it is worth ob-
serving that production for the domestic market 
is quite relevant. 

by Carlo Alberto Strada 
Acimall Studies Office 

 
www.acimall.com 

FINAL 2018 FIGURES FOR WOODWORKING MACHINERY 
AND PRELIMINARY TRENDS FOR 2019
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A VERY POSITIVE “SALONE DEL MOBILE”

EXHIBITIONS

Positive and very satisfactory figures were given 
right after the official closing of the 58th edition of 
the Salone del Mobile: The 386,236 attendees, 
over the 6 days, from 181 different countries 
made for a 12 percent increase over the 2017 
edition, which also featured Euroluce and Wor-
kplace3.0. The comparison must be made with 
2017, as the Salone focuses on light and workplace 
and on bathroom and kitchen at alternate years. 
Inevitably, compared to 2018, attendance de-
creased: “434,509 visitors in six days (26 percent 
more than last year)”, wrote the official press re-
lease in 2018. Apart from figures, we can share 
the enthusiasm of the president of Salone del 
Mobile Claudio Luti “We are closing this edition 
of the Salone del Mobile with a very positive 
feeling. (…) we have taken things much further 
than just business, offering a global experience, 
in which ideas are what counts”. 2,418 exhibitors, 
34 percent of them from 43 different foreign coun-
tries, were split between the Salone Internazionale 
del Mobile, the International Furnishing Accessories 
Exhibition, Euroluce, Workplace3.0 and S.Project, 
including the 550 designers under 35 who took 
part in SaloneSatellite. “Investment, creativity 
and enthusiasm are the words that sum up an 
event that has seen the entrepreneurs take on 
the challenge of helping to make a success of 
an edition which, yet again, has demonstrated 
the importance of a sector that can pull together 
to tackle the challenges of international markets. 
A global success achieved also thanks to the 
staunch and unwavering support of the institutions 
– not least the Italian Trade Agency Ice, which 
has recognised Salone del Mobile.Milano as a 
crucial player in the expansion of Made in Italy 
around the world – and Confindustria which, for 

the first time in its history, held its General 
Council meeting at our event, underscoring the 
need to carry forward a very real dialogue with 
politics in order to support and underpin the 
businesses that, as well as contributing to the 
success of the trade fair, are one of the jewels 
in the crown of the national economy”, said 
Emanuele Orsini, president of Federlegno Arredo 
Eventi.  
“Aqua”, Leonardo’s Water Vision, was also a huge 
attraction, averaging over 2,000 visitors a day. 
There was an equally great influx of visitors to the 
installation devoted to the Renaissance genius at 
the fairgrounds – De-Signo. The Art of Italian 
Design Before and After Leonardo. Curated by 
Davide Rampello and beautifully narrated by 
Diego Abatantuono, De-Signo compared and 
contrasted the “savoir-faire” of today’s businesses 
with Leonardo’s design skills. The Mayor Giuseppe 
Sala marked the close of the business events at 
palazzo Marino, and the course of the evening, 
the Salone del Mobile.Milano also presented a 
Special Lifetime Award to Mario Bellini, also in-
tended as a thank you for his huge contribution 
to the Salone through his collaboration with so 
many exhibiting companies.  
The next edition of the Salone will be held in 
Milan from 21st to 26th April 2020. 

            www.salonemilano.it

CIFF GUANGZHOU, GREAT SUCCESS
A huge exhibition, a real "storm" of events that 
also present technologies and supplies for the 
wood and furniture industry. 
 
It seems that the 4rd edition of Ciff has turned 
the tables. First of all, we remind everybody that 
this big showcase of furniture – which also includes 
semifinished materials and machinery – must be 
held in two rounds to make room for everyone: 
the first from 18 to 21 March for home furniture, 
the second from 28 to 31 March for office furniture. 
We visited the "second leg", as that's the session 
with the products that are "closer" to us. 
And don't forget that this exhibition is held twice 
a year, more or less with the same product cate-
gories: after the March event we are reporting 
here, there is another edition in Shanghai in Sep-
tember. 
All of this to say that we are talking about a real 
exhibition giant: the two March sessions covered 
760 thousand square meters, hosting 4,344 
exhibitors that were very busy with 297,759 
registered visitors.  
All figures have improved, with an amazing 
increase of visitors, according to what we were 
told. Don't ask more, because the only problem 
with this exhibition is getting detailed information. 
But maybe, let's be frank, nobody cares, because 
business opportunities here are huge, the crowd 
is huge, the context maybe a bit confusing, but 
definitely effective.  
So, the table is rich, but not everyone is interested 
in having a 14-piece set of cutlery. 
 
It's a very nice exhibition, especially for the 
"furniture section", definitely more charming and 
glamorous than the areas dedicated to components 
and technology, with accurate stands and products 
that cannot be associated to the traditional image 
of China: quality, design, organization, search for 
destinations outside Asia are the keywords. It se-
ems that, in the Canton aisles, quite a few com-
panies sign orders amounting to 60 percent of 
their revenues or that receive orders filling up 
500 containers in just two days. Yes, 500, no mi-
stake. 
Guangzhou – or Canton, as it used to be – reaffir-
med its role of most successful exhibition place 
in China e probably across Asia: this is true for 
office furniture, as well as for home furniture, ma-
chinery and components.  
We talked with Fabrizio Todeschini, for many 
years now the worldwide communication consultant 
of the exhibition and an expert of "Chinese 
matters”: “The reference events for office furniture 
in the world are three: Orgatec in Cologne, Ger-
many, Neocon in Chicago, US, and Ciff in 
Guangzhou, basically one in each continent. 
The Chinese have conquered this place in the 
sun with a modern, powerful, competitive industry, 
whose growth was driven by the orders from 
big American groups: now they have become 
independent, achieving revenues above half a 
billion euro.  

Their "power" is witnessed by the absence of 
foreign competitors, while in the home furniture 
section, made-in-Italy and made-in-Europe cre-
ations still have much space, although Chinese 
companies are making giant steps". 
 
Back to the grandeur for a while, here's an im-
pressive figure: although the China Import & 
Export Fair Complex is one of the largest in the 
world, Ciff had to look for more space outside its 
gates, adding as many as six "external" halls for 
the first session dedicated to home furniture and 
two for the office furniture event… 
 
ABOUT US 
This wonderful parade also included "our world", 
hidden behind the name Cifm/Interzum 
Guangzhou that embraces all the world of sup-
plies, the rich and increasingly attractive Chinese 
production that literally overwhelms the international 
offer presented by Interzum Guangzhou, one of 
the "branches" of the Cologne event. 
At the opposite end of the fairgrounds, three halls 
dedicated to technologies, a business – together 
with semifinished materials – that according to 
the organizers gathers some 1,500 companies, 
25 percent from abroad, over a surface of 150 
thousand square meters. 
Large areas, including a significant number of 
producers of mattresses and upholstered furniture, 
but definitely a rich display, with highlights repre-
sented by the "usual" brands, side by side with 
an expanding community of Chinese players to 
prove that the Chinese industry is second to 
none. 
 
One more interesting figure: a good portion of 
the Chinese furniture industry is investing in 
Industry 4.0 plants. We noticed this in the booths 
of Italian companies and all leading European 
vendors, Germany first, but also an amazing 
number of Chinese exibitors.  
After all, they told us that the Chinese robot in-
dustry is growing fast and its turnover is expected 
to increase by as much as 40 percent in 2019. 
We saw made-in-China lines with six, seven 
robots integrated in smart and complex flows. 
Don't they have the same reliability, continuity 
and volumes as others?  
Maybe, but the first time we visited an exhibition 
in China, let's say a couple of years ago, we only 
seemed to see "basic" machines for primary ope-
rations.  
Six months later we notice well-made edgebanding 
machines, and six months later machining centers 
that did not really look so bad.  
Last March the bar seemed to have raised again 
and we can talk about "smart factory".  
Not true for everyone? Yes, of course. Just like in 
Italy or Germany. (l.r.) 
 
 
 

     www.ciff.furniture.com 

A story 
full of future

Founded at the end of the sixties Ormamacchine SpA has 
been manufacturing for more than fifty years hydraulic 
presses primarily for the woodworking industries. A long 
journey that has led the company to become a leader 
on the national and international market. In the last 20 
years the company has diversified its production of 
hydraulic presses by applying its know-how also in other 
fields: composite materials, polyurethane panels and 
plastic materials (Solid Surface). Accurate quality control, 
innovative spirit, attention to the customer and their 
needs, great competitiveness, make Ormamacchine the 
ideal partner for all companies from the smallest to the 
largest and most complex.

D E S I G N  A N D  P R O D U C T I O N 
O F  P R E S S E S  A N D  P R E S S I N G  P L A N T S
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MECHANICAL ENGINEEERING: AN INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT

SCENARIOS

www.ceratizit.com

Tooling the Future

CERATIZIT is a high-tech engineering 
group specialised in tooling and hard 
material technologies.

Always  
one step ahead.

Woodworking  
innovations  
start now

Mechanical engineering is one of the most im-
portant sectors of Italian economy, creating added 
value and significantly contributing to the positive 
result of the trade balance. The institution repre-
senting this industry is Federmacchine, with 13 
member associations. In the sector of instrumental 
goods, Italy boasts exceptional skills and expertise, 
standing at the top of global production and 
export rankings.  
The unique features of Italian manufacturers are 
flexibility, creativity and innovation, complemented 
by a range of services that reach beyond technical 
support and maintenance to provide real global 
consulting. 
After all, all Italian players in this industry share 
the principle that technology must be shared, an 

essential premise to understand the most peculiar 
requirements of users. The Italian industry of in-
strumental goods responds to the demand of he-
terogenous markets, highly diversified in terms of 
geography, production requirements and indu-
strialization levels. 
Every year, the Federation drafts an interesting 
document analyzing the economic variable of a 
significant sample, representative of the industry. 
Hereunder we give some information, more or 
less technical, that explain the strategic value 
and relevance of mechanical engineering. 
The survey involved a sample of 981 companies, 
belonging to nine associations (Acimall, Acimga, 
Acimit, Assiot, Amaplast, Assofluid, Assomac, 
Gimav, Ucimu). 49.3 percent of the companies 

are located in Lombardy, followed by Triveneto 
(16.7 percent), Emilia Romagna (11.5 percent), 
Piedmont (9.6 percent) and other regions with 
smaller shares (12.9 percent on the whole). 
This report is based on the databank of Aida, 
whose standard balance sheets have been re-
classified according to the principles of "financial 
reclassification"; of course, available data refer to 
2017, but they still help us better understand the 
peculiarities of the sector. 
In the 2015-2017 period, the sample recorded a 
positive trend of revenues. The average growth 
rate was 6.7 percent, with 2017 giving the strongest 
push to expansion (plus 8.9 percent).  
Also the previous year was positive with a 4.5 
percent increase. 

The three-year period under scrutiny was positive 
in all sub-sectors: the best performance in terms 
of average annual growth was achieved by the 
footwear machinery industry (plus 10.1 percent), 
the worst by mechanical transmissions and ma-
chine tools, both growing by 4.5 percent. 
The earnings-to-revenue ratio recorded a gradual 
improvement, rising from 4.1 percent in 2015 to 
5.9 percent in 2017.  
In 2017, the best situation was recorded in the fo-
otwear machinery industry (10 percent), the worst 
in transmission systems (3.7 percent).  
In the same period, the costs for provisioning 
(raw materials etc.), for services (third-party goods, 
outsourced operations, leasing fees, costs for 
sales, distribution, administration, research and 
development, promotion and advertising…). and 
labor recorded an increase. 
On the whole, in the 2015-2017 period, the costs 
for provisioning recorded the biggest increase 
(plus 16.7 percent), followed by costs for services 
(plus 14.4 percent) and labor costs (plus 11.7 
percent). 
All the sectors represented by the different asso-
ciations are in line with the sample, in most cases 
with two-digit growth rates. 
 
The analysis of 2015-2017 Federmacchine balance 
sheets involved a panel of 981 companies. The 
sample was divided by dimension classes, based 
on turnover: big companies (turnover above 25 
million euro) are 17.8 percent of the sample, mid-
sized enterprises (between 10 and 25 million) 
are 19.1 percent, small businesses (3-10 million 
euro) are 35.8 percent and micro ones (below 3 
million) are 27.3 percent. So, we can state that 
most companies belonging to the sector of in-
strumental goods are quite small, with revenues 
below 10 million euro.  
Big companies are just a small part of the sample 
and account for 73.6 percent of total 2017 turnover. 
Within Federmacchine, 2017 was a year of growth 
(plus 8.9 percent), driven by the positive result of 
almost all companies; only micro businesses suf-
fered from slight decrease.  
If we consider the percent value of earnings 
on turnover, in the period under scrutiny the Fe-
dermacchine companies recorded an improving 
index, from 4.1 percent in 2015 to 5.9 percent in 
2017. All companies benefited from increased 
earnings; micro businesses achieved the worst 
result, while medium companies had the best 
performance. 
 
What comes out of these figures?  
As written at the beginning of the article, this is a 
major and healthy sector, a pillar of Italian economy, 
with solid economic variables. The year 2017 
showed expanding balance sheets that will keep 
growing also in 2018.  
So, we'll be back again next year with a new re-
port! 
 

by Carlo Alberto Strada 
Acimall Studies Office 
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TOP 200 FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS WORLDWIDE

MARKETS

According to Csil preliminary estimates, world 
furniture production was worth about US$ 470 
billion in 2018, with an increasing share of pro-
duction in Asia and Pacific carried out by fast-
growing domestic suppliers and also as a result 
of productive investments made by companies 
from the advanced economies.  
The evolution of furniture production by geogra-
phical region in the past years outlined some 
major issues: from 2013 to 2018 production in 
Asia and Pacific increased by more than one-
fifth, while changes in other regions of the world 
were comparatively minor. As a consequence, in 
2018 over one half of world furniture production 
took place in the Asian and Pacific area. 
 
THE SELECTION OF TOP 200  
FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS 
The selection of Top 200 furniture manufacturers 
worldwide is the result of an extensive effort by 
CSIL to identify the leading players operating in 
the furniture sector. The definition of ‘top company’ 
relates to the value of furniture turnover. 
Altogether the Top 200 companies produced a 
total turnover of around US$ 150 billion, of which, 
around US$ 100 billion relate specifically to the 
furniture sector (or about 20% of world furniture 
production).  Given the importance of new emer-
ging suppliers, who are competing with long-
established and traditional players, CSIL deserved 
particular attention to monitor and keep updated 
the sample composition. As a matter of fact, the 
ranking in the present edition of the report includes 
nearly 40 ‘newcomers’, mainly from Asian and 
Pacific region (AA Corporation, Shing Mark, and 
Truong Thanh Furniture from Vietnam, Lii Hen 
Group and Poh Huat from Malaysia, just to mention 
a few). 
 
THE PERFORMANCE IS POSITIVE,  
BUT DIFFERENT AMONG THE AREAS 
Looking at the last five years, the Top 200 furniture 
manufactures increased more than the total 
furniture production (plus 18 percent growth in 
turnover between 2013 and 2018). 
If we compare turnover trends for the Top 200 
according to the location of their headquarters 
for the last five years, (remembering that the 
sample relates only to big players), we find that 
leading players have grown at two speeds, in 
line with the growth of the world furniture production, 
meaning a strong contribution from the leading 
players in North America and a lower increasing 
trend from European companies. With regard to 
Asian manufacturers, their development in latest 
decades has been impressive, but growth rates 
have been recently stabilizing, particularly in 
China. On the other hand, the worst years of the 
crisis seem to be over in Western economies. 
Furniture production output started growing again, 
firstly in North America and later in Europe. 
 

THE DIFFERENT DRIVERS  
OF INVESTMENTS ABROAD 
The Top 200 furniture manufacturers have head-
quarters in 30 different countries. About 100 com-
panies operate manufacturing plants outside their 
headquarter locations. Over 20 years and more, 
leading companies followed different drivers of 
investments in establishing production operations 
abroad.  
The US companies were among the first players 

opening overseas manufacturing plants. In the 
Top 200 sample, about half of US companies 
operate manufacturing plants in neighbouring 
countries like Mexico and across Asian countries.  
Looking at Asia, the majority of the companies 
started opening plants in China. Two of the first 
movers were Haworth and Ashley. Haworth opened 
its first plant in Shanghai Waigaoqiao Free Trade 
Zone in 1997, with an investment of US$ 40 
million. Two years later, Ashley opened its manu-
facturing plant in Kushan, near Shanghai, where 
more than 5,000 workers are involved in cut-and-
sew operations and in the production of frames 
and finished upholstered furniture for international 
markets.   
The history of foreign investments of the Top Eu-
ropean furniture companies is a long one and 
presents different examples. More than 40 of the 
companies have plants outside the headquarters 
country. One representative example is Natuzzi, 
which in 2000 expanded its global production 
capacity in China, Romania, and Brazil.  
Some companies (mainly upholstered furniture 
manufacturers) invested in neighbouring Eastern 
European countries, where the scenario for furniture 
production is dynamic. 
Since 1993, Polipol made huge investments in 
Poland by opening several factories and 10 years 
later expanded production in Romania. In June 
2018, the company announced the opening of a 
new factory in Belarus to produce soft furniture to 

sell across the EU markets.  
In 2017 Ekornes invested more than EUR 10 
million in opening a new manufacturing plant in 
Lithuania, starting production in the first half of 
2019.  
Chinese leading furniture manufacturers did im-
portant investments abroad following different 
drivers. Some companies of the sample invested 
in locations where production costs are becoming 

comparatively lower than in China, following a 
policy of differentiation and mitigation of risks 
linked to trade policies. This is the case of Man 
Wah and Henglin Chair, which in 2018 invested 
in setting up operations in Vietnam. Some Chinese 

companies invested near to the markets where 
they are willing to sell, for example, in the United 
States or Europe. In 2018 Markor Investment ac-
quired the US upholstered furniture manufacturer 
Rowe Furniture and the high-end wood furniture 
manufacturer Jonathan Charles. In 2017 Man 
Wah acquired 50% of Home Group which operates 
facilities in Eastern Europe and will support the 
Man Wah’s business growth in Europe. Most re-
cently, following more investments drivers of bran-
ding/know-how acquisitions, Chinese companies 
made important investments entering in agreement 
or merging with leading European furniture ma-
nufacturers. In 2018 Kuka acquired the German 
upholstered furniture manufacturer Rolf Benz and 
Qumei Home Furnishings completed the acqui-
sition of Ekornes.  

by Giulia Taveggia 
Csil Market Research 

 
 
Csil Report “Top 200 Furniture Manufacturers 
Worldwide”, X Edition, 372 pages, was released 
in March 2019. The Report is available for on-
line purchase and download at:  

       www.worldfurnitureonline.com

TOP 200 FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS TURNOVER, 2013-2017  
BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA OF HEADQUARTERS. MAIN AREAS. INDEX (2013=100)

Source: Csil.

 
Starting from this issue of Xylon Interna-
tional, we are resuming our valuable col-
laboration with Csil, a partner that provides 
quality contributions that we are sure 
will be very interesting for our readers.

Source: Csil.
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INTERZUM AND LIGNA AT THE STARTING LINE! 

Ligna & interzumFOCUS

 
Next 21 May is the starting date of the so-called 
“German May”, the Interzum&Ligna duo (in al-
phabetical and time order), a milestone for the 
entire industry of wood and wood-based materials, 
and for the furniture industry.  
With a weekend break in-between – Interzum 
from Tuesday 12 to Friday 24, Ligna from Monday 
27 to Friday 31 – these two events will give an 
overview of the entire value chain. 
 
LET'S START FROM COLOGNE 
The halls of the fairgrounds on the Rhine banks 
will host over 1,700 exhibitors who will meet about 
70 thousand visitors expected in Cologne, 
more than 80 percent coming from 150 countries 
around the world. 190 thousand square meters 
will be occupied, and they might be more if 

there were more space. For some product cate-
gories, applications and space demand are really 
"sparkling". These include hardware, panels and 
decors, where everyone would bend over back-
wards to get a few more square meters. The 
current layout has several constraints, however: 
in recent years, new halls have been opened, but 
the situation has hardly improved. Things might 
change significantly in two years, for the 2021 
edition, when the new "Hall 0" will be available at 
Koelnmesse. According to rumors, it might be an 
occasion to shuffle the cards, to start from scratch 
and reassign space, designing a map that takes 
into account the "unheard wishes" of the past few 
years. But these are just rumors, we all know how 
hard it is for exhibitors to move away from locations 
that every visitors knows. We will see, maybe if 

they are offered bigger showcases, the entire In-
terzum layout can be redesigned. At the upcoming 
edition, the “Function & Components” segment 
(hardware) will be in halls 3.2, 4, 5, 7 and 8, “Ma-
terials & Nature” (panels, materials and surfaces) 
in halls 4.2, 6 e 10.2, and “Textile & Machinery” 
(machines and products for mattresses and uphol-
stered furniture) in 9, 10.1 and 11 We invite you 
to discover the rich agenda of events, meetings, 
shows and special areas that awaits us in Cologne 
and we close by giving our interpretation of the 
expansion of Interzum, where you no longer go 
to buy a handle, a piece of particleboard or a 
box of screws, but to see the future of furniture, a 
technology display that anticipates and defines 
the look, the functionality, the effectiveness of fur-
niture.  

CNC
ROUTING
EDGE BANDING
DRILLING

NESTING

LIGNA 2019, 
Stand C28
Hall 13

The shapes of wood

So, at Interzum space is never enough, companies 
will never miss such an important date, visitors 
come from everywhere.  
 
THEN TO HANOVER 
Also Ligna has to deal with trade wars and Brexit, 
just two mention a couple of big "unknowns", but 
everything suggests that it is going to be a suc-
cessful edition, because the economic situation 
of the global industry ranges from "good" to "very 
good". And as exhibitions are the mirrors of the 
market, most players are looking forward to Ha-
nover with tangible optimism, despite some clouds 
on the horizon. After all, the wood technology in-
dustry was affected by deep crisis first, and then 
swept by a radical technological evolution 
that has brought it closer to more advanced 
sectors like automotive and aerospace. Maybe 
it's a bit exaggerated, but the "working methods" 
for wood have really changed and Ligna will 
show this transformation. So, it's going to be 
"Digital first", using the words of Ligna organizers 
that put the smart factory and digital networked 
systems in the forefront. The motto will be "Inte-
grated Woodworking - Customized Solutions", 
for industrial companies and handicraft businesses, 
from primary operation to finishing for high-end 
design furniture. The world has changed and 
Ligna will show this. Needless to say, Ligna is 
scheduled from Monday 27 to Friday 31 May, five 
days involving 1,500 exhibitors from 50 coun-
tries on a net exhibition area larger than 130 
thousand square meters. As usual, the review 
of technology and solutions in Hanover will be 
comprehensive: from forest machinery in the out-
door area to advanced finishing technology in 
Halls 16 and 17. Plus a rich program of meetings 
and roundtables, seminars and events, about all 
the industry knowledge.  
New this year, "Ligna Forum" is a presentation 
platform featuring expert papers and presentations 
on Ligna's focus themes and various topical 
issues relevant to the wood industry: processing 
of plastics and composites, smart surface te-
chnology, the contribution of "technology 4.0" to 
extreme customization, wood construction and 
additive manufacturing. 
Let's close with an initiative we really like. It's 
“Wow - Women of Woodworking”, a networking 
opportunity for women working in a typical men's 
industry. If this event is not just "folklore" but 
actually promotes the role of women also in the 
wood business, we really believe this is a note-
worthy initiative. (l.r.) 
 

           www.interzum.com 
   www.ligna.com 
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SO SPOKE ROBERTO SELCI... 

Ligna & interzum FOCUS

Everyone agrees that Biesse has made giant 
steps lately. The group has overcome hard times 
during the global crisis, while maintaining full 
control on customer relations and technology. 
Then, in the past few years, every piece went 
into place and the resulting puzzle can now be 
exhibited in the sitting room on the most visible 
wall. The last piece was the "takeover" by Roberto 
Selci, born 1960, managing director: he is not 
fond of interviews, but he accepted to meet us 
and it was a frank conversation, pleasant and 
full of hints for reflection. 
 
Mr. Selci, let's get straight to the point: now it's 
your turn. Do you regret or appreciate this? 
“No regrets, really, otherwise I would have quit 
Biesse a long time ago! I think it's the natural 
course of events, although taking up this re-
sponsibility in this period, very complex from a 
political and economic point of view, is no 
child's play. I know my task is to define strategies 
that a team of managers will implement, aware 
that we all need to be very good and focused, 
because we are right in the middle of a revolu-
tion, and industrial turning point from hardware 
to digitization, as I like to describe it, and we 
have to keep controlling this change like we 
are doing. Then you should add a political 
class that, in Italy and also around the world, is 
showing – I think – a lack of real leadership 
and no vision of priorities and scenarios, which 
is essential for an entrepreneur. We know well 
how we should face these situations, with a 
strong team that can carry on common projects 
and strategies, even if making the right decision 
is always a challenge and things don't always 
go the way we would like to. But I believe that 
errors are an integral part of success and you 
learn from mistakes, often resulting into im-
provements or better experience". 
 
Biesse went through a very positive period, pu-
shing its leadership beyond any expectation. 
“That's what the market says: personally, I am 
not comparing with anyone and we have great 
esteem for our competitors, because each en-
trepreneur has a long story. People and man-
agers at Biesse have the tools and skills to do 
their job at their best every day, designing ma-
chinery that make our customers happy. What 
matters to me is figures at the bottom of the 

page, Ebit and Ebitda, the "operating margin", 
which is positive but can still be improved. 
Growth is always the result of the quality of 
your work and the decisions of a company. 
You always need to have a clear project and 
ideas, and you have to evaluate acquisitions 
or investments in different segments, so that a 
group like ours can make business in multiple 
industries and minimize the impact of fluctuations 
in a single sector or market". 
 
Biesse has not made many acquisitions… 
“If you look at the wood industry, you are totally 
right: few and focused to acquire specific skills 
we did not have, like Viet or Uniteam, people 
and organizations that make a difference.  
There are no projects ahead in the wood in-
dustry: I am not thinking about coating, which 
is too far from us, while we have opportunities 
with traditional machinery, but we are not inter-
ested. If we should really consider that, we 
would focus on alternative materials or the so-
called "high end"..". 
 
… but there are many companies that would be 
happy to hear you knock on their door, because 
the gap between big and small is widening. 
“The ingenuity and quality of Italian businessmen 
is undisputed, maybe some of them have a 
lack of resources in sales and communications. 
At Biesse, we have always been strongly com-
mitted to sales, and the communications as 
well since we decided to entrust them to skilled 
professional with excellent results.”. 
 
However, today you cannot just talk about product, 
as you mentioned at the beginning… 
"That’s true. I don't think everyone will get to 
the end of the road ahead of us, because it 
takes major investments that some cannot af-
ford. We have invested a lot in the transition to 
digital and we know we need to invest more: 
we have hired people, created new skills, ac-
quired tools according to a specific vision and 
strong strategy, but we are just halfway across 
the river, because we have to face a rapidly 
changing environment.  In the past you studied 
"hardware", you focused on machines, then 
came plc and software; now it's the other way 
round, you choose software, a working method 
to achieve the desired result, and then you 

start thinking about the ma-
chine. This approach re-
quires to be very flexible, 
capable and at the same 
time determined to seize 
new opportunities, keeping 
the bar straight indepen-
dently of the size of the boat 
you are sailing. We are at 
the dawn of a new world 
that will bring benefits: mod-
ern machines are actually 
cells, while the line is the 
machine! There has been a 
leap forward from many 
points of view: this is the scenario, and if we 
don't start from the awareness that the language 
has changed, it will be hard to face the fu-
ture…The new language is spoken by 30-
years-old engineers who have a totally different 
approach from what we used to know". 
 
Mr. Selci, you mentioned the importance to ad-
dress different sectors. 
“Intermac, our glass, stone and metal division, 
where I was more directly involved, has reached 
130 million revenues; advanced materials or 
plastics offer wide margins to achieve the same 
level of expertise we have in other sectors; we 
are leaders in mechatronics and number one 
in power spindles. As you can see, we are 
looking at new contexts knowing that there are 
margins for growth, the same we have in the 
wood business, although we want these new 
sectors to increase their share compared to 
the current prevalence of wood". 
 
You also mentioned the team. 
“It’s essential. I can reveal to your readers that 
we are optimizing our organization system to 
be more compact and cohesive, working with 
clear and common objectives: being "one body" 
rather than separate companies will give us a 
boost. It cannot be different for companies like 
us, who put the customer on top, and then 
subsidiaries and resellers, which means that 
we realize that we need to speak their own lan-
guage and think by the same paradigms. This 
requires to review our processes, to choose 
the most suitable one and to adopt it as 
standard across all operations, in order to 
define, develop and manufacture a product, 
and then deliver it to our customers.  
We are creating a unique "Biesse standard" to 
offer excellent service to our customers, from 
all points of view, down to the tiniest detail. The 
“made in Biesse” concept, our leitmotiv in the 
past, is still valid, today more than ever, because 
I believe in people, but people must be guided 
by the Biesse standard, to work better and to 
follow defined processes to improve day by 
day". 
 
With all you've said, we cannot avoid talking 
about your family: your father, Giancarlo Selci, 
passed you a witness to shake your wrists… 
“It's a big challenge, because I know what we 
have to do. I have no magic stick, but I recognize 
the challenges we have to overcome and the 
opportunities to seize. To perform well, I repeat, 
we need a standard to create top-quality ma-
chines that can work 24 hours a day with no is-
sue, thanks to suitable processes and people 
who have their targets clear in mind. And each 
one, as I always say in the company, must do 

their job. The Biesse I imagine is an 
organization that can go by itself, it 
does not depend on individuals, but 
on the strength of a team. It's an or-
ganism with its own life thanks to 
teamwork, as together we have de-
veloped very clear tools, methods, 
processes and objectives, and each 
of us knows his task within this sys-
tem". 
 
Will innovation take back the impor-
tance it had until few years ago? 
“Let me tell you: I expected the 2009 
crisis to bring a stronger revolution, 

but we haven’t seen many sweeping changes: 
we have decided to promote the “digital revo-
lution” rather than developing single technolo-
gies. There was no such acceleration as the 
crisis had suggested. In my opinion, we are 
still in a world that's not mature, with margins 
to improve quality and reliability, getting close 
and closer to the standards of metalworking". 
 
Maybe you will become the world's top group? 
“Being the first group by revenues is not my 
priority. My goal and my first duty, as I said at 
the beginning, is to improve the figures at the 
bottom of the page: I don't have the ambition 
to break the threshold of one billion revenues, 
as experience has taught me that you grow if 
and when you work well.  
If the numbers check out and the products are 
good, growth is a natural consequence. We al-
ways go beyond our best and the market will 
reward us, it has already rewarded us and is 
still doing so, despite fluctuations in the eco-
nomic, social and political scenario. Consider 
that "booming" expansion can be harmful: grow-
ing with having planned investments in facilities, 
people and skills, not to mention the machines 
that have to be installed, combined with suitable 
training, is risky for a solid company like Biesse. 
Biesse has always been committed to acquiring 
knowledge, such as skilled engineers, which 
are hard to find on a global scale. Last October, 
in this respect, we created our new training 
center "Biesse Academy".” 
 
And outside your gates? 
“…In our world, big companies have got big-
ger, in all industries; few mid-sized companies 
have managed to double or triple their turnover. 
Entrepreneurs in Euro pe seem to have been 
much better than many Italian companies. But 
let me go back to Biesse, I prefer to talk about 
ourselves: we have grown so much and acquired 
market shares because we looked at the world. 
Today, almost half of our staff are outside Italy: 
the costs are very high, logistics are challenging, 
we have many issues to deal with, but also by 
means of the integrated systems and processes 
of One Company, implemented a few years 
ago, we have been able to double our turnover 
from 2013 to today". 
 
One final remark: a witness handed over from 
father to son on the fiftieth anniversary of Biesse's 
foundation is a great message… 
"It's important to keep up with times: companies 
are young and up-to-date depending on the 
people that work there, who have to be rich in 
ideas. Companies also have to be able to 
adapt to "new young people" who are totally 
different from our generation. Do we need to 
do better, even more? Probably yes: someone 
said that the next twenty years will bring 
changes in the industry with a stronger impact 
that the last 300 years. We can and we want to 
play our part!".  
Hall 11.      by Luca Rossetti 
 
 
 
 
 

 www.biesse.com 

Roberto Selci
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DELTA CHIODATRICI: TECHNOLOGY FOR PALLETS 

Ligna & interzumFOCUS

Ligna will feature Delta presenting their latest fle-
xible and smart machinery with high automation 
levels, a combination that has distinguished the 
industrial strategy by Marco Morselli and his 

business partner Maurizio Gilli for a long 
time. We went to interview them. Everybody 
knows them as Delta, but their full business 
name is longer and self-explaining: “Delta 
chiodatrici e impianti per costruzione 
pallet srl” (Delta nailing machines and 
plants for pallet production). No room for 
doubts was left by Marco Morselli, mana-
ging director of the company based in 
Crevalcore, between Modena and Ferrara, 
but in the province of Bologna. “1,500 
square meters of production area”, Mor-
selli said, and then added: “And over 
three hundred square meters of office 

space to host all corporate functions comfortably 
Today it is no longer enough to be able to pro-
duce: you have to take care of each detail in 
each phase, because our reference market is 

not Italy, it's the world, where we export 
more than 70 percent of our production. 
We are selling anywhere, not only in the 
markets with traditional wood resources: 
we are preparing to install a few plants in 
the Arab Emirates, which proves that trade 
has transformed the region we used to 
know. Companies are now processing ev-
erything and everywhere, with a more and 
more critical role played by logistics”. 
 
Who are your customers? 
“Anyone who makes pallets and sells them 
to companies that need them to ship their 
products. We have developed our business 
over time: we were born in 1985, I had a 
different job before, but then I decided I 
wanted to build machinery, although I had 

not identified a specific product, yeat... In few 
months we built the first machine and we have 
been growing constantly ever since, until today's 
Delta based in this new shed with 25 employees 
and revenues close to 3.5 million euro. We are now 
producing all the machines required to make pallets: 
this is our industrial decision. It's a closed loop, so 
to say: we start from machines to cut the cubes that 
support the pallet strips, then the machines to cut 
the packs of boards, and finally the nailing machines 
to assemble all the components as efficiently and 
automatically as possible. We offer the right plant 
with the right features for the goals of each customer. 
Take nailing machines, for instance: we have models 
for large-scale production, meaning four to five "fin-
ished" pallets per minute, as well as more versatile, 
smaller machines with a capacity up to two pallets 
per minute. The nailing machine is the "core" of the 
system, accounting for 80 percent of our revenues. 
The most popular models are pallet making machines 
from 500 to 3,000 millimeters, they are versatile 
and suitable for special, custom applications. These 
machines require a small investment, affordable 
also for small and medium businesses that represent 
the majority of this segment; we are selling many in 
Northern Europe, and in general, in the regions 
with substantial supplies of wood. These machines 
offer a highly automated process, like all our 
solutions, because the most frequent problem com-
panies have to face today is the scarcity of labor. 
This is not true only for our segment, but also for 
the entire industry, we all know this kind of situa-
tions…". "The most complex operation in our machines 
is dropping the nails to the grippers that will position 
them to be hammered into the wood...These ma-
chines, these plants incorporate much more tech-
nology than you can imagine: take our brand new 
"Master Multiflex Ess" that we will launch at the 
next Ligna. Among other features, it offers a system 
that no one has adopted in our industry, yet, namely 
a device that starts and stops the plant so that it 
consumes power only when the pallet is positioned 
correctly and the nailing operation can start, cutting 
energy consumption by over 50 percent. And the 
machine is also very silent, because noise is one of 
the big issues of pallet production. Our machine is 
hydraulic, not electric, with very low oil consumption: 
nine liters versus 200 normally requested...This new 
machine represents the future of nailing machines: 
lower energy consumption, greener, more sustainable 
from multiple points of view, first of all the quality of 
workplaces". 
 
You are very active also online… 
“That's true, we have acquired a domain name that 
brings our name to the top of search results. We 
have been investing in this since 1996, and also 
thanks to effective “Seo”, we often make new 
contacts over the web...Recently we have also 
launched a Whatsapp number to communicate di-
rectly with our customers for any issue”.  
 
What about the future? 
“Wooden pallets will always be necessary, they are 
a mature product. The sector still has margins for 
growth, it is essential to understand what the market 
needs. I believe that Delta has understood this, 
and the results are proving us right: offer modular 
and flexible solutions while meeting an adequate 
balance to safeguard investments and focus on 
technology that can be used by customers and not 
designed for its own sake... At Ligna we will exhibit 
our new nailing machine “Master Multiflex Ess” and 
a pack cutting machine in response to our established 
German competitors: we will have a booth of about 
one hundred square meters to show who we are 
and what we do..". 
Hall 27, stand C16. 

by Luca Rossetti 
 
 
 
 
                  www.deltaitaly.com
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Ligna & interzum FOCUS

THE “SMART&HUMAN FACTORY“ BY SCM 
Scm is showcasing its model of factory of the 
future in Hanover, featuring highly flexible and 
modular automation and man-robot interaction 
systems. This having achieved a double-digit 
growth rate in the last two years which propelled 
the group over the 700 million turnover target at 
the end of 2018, with a technological range of 
products increasingly in line with "Industry 4.0" 
requirements. From its over 4,000 square metres' 
booth in Hall 13, the Italian woodworking giant 
will present its "Smart&Human Factory": a cut-
ting-edge production model based on digital and 
automation systems and allowing for advanced 
man-machine interaction and 360-degree control 
over the entire production flow. "Ligna 2019 will 
be one of the key international events for Scm, 
traditionally a historic and reliable partner for 
the entire woodworking industry", explains the 
Scm Division Director, Luigi De Vito. “We will 
showcase top-level technological innovation, 
designed to support more and more companies 
in their business and help them meet new “In-
dustry 4.0 “requirements. The new production 
trends, which will be the focus of the next edition 
of Ligna, are expected to widen the gap between 
more and less intensively automated compa-
nies…”. The claim “You will never work alone” 
effectively summarises the goal of the new Scm 
product range: to supply a "user-friendly" wood 
panel processing automation system, with the 
option to reconfigure the production process whe-
never this is necessary, to quickly process in-
creasingly smaller "order-to-production" batches. 
After the January previews, Scm will showcase 
an even richer version at the next Ligna: an auto-
mated system for all the phases of furniture pro-
duction, from furniture designing to the generation 
of machine programs and from panel processing 
to cabinet assembling. The process aims at opti-
mizing as much as possible panel cutting, edge-
banding and drilling operations.  
At Ligna 2019, Scm will add to its digital range, 
by combining digital technologies with high added 
value, specifically targeted services. To meet 
the needs of 4.0 industrial production, the "Maestro 
Connect " IoT platform will be extended to new 
technologies applied to the wide range of Scm 
machining options (cutting, edgebanding, drilling 
and routing, nesting and edge machining) for 
both panels and solid wood.  
The launch of the new “Maestro Active” man-
machine interface software is also showcased at 
Ligna. “Maestro Active” (special mention at the 
last German Design Award) is the new operator 
interface which, combined with the touch “eye-
M” control panel, revolutionizes the way to interact 
with Scm technology.  For office software, as well 
as the supervision software for our "Maestro 
Watch" integrated cell systems, the "Maestro 
Cnc 2019" version will be released with major 
updates for Cnc machining centers and drilling 
machines.. User-friendly, intuitive software, which, 
most importantly, can be integrated and interfaced 
with other systems used by customers. Talking 
about surfaces, Scm offers specific laboratories 
like the Superfici Technology Center in Villasanta 
(Monza), the Superfici Tech Lab in Villa Verucchio 
(Rimini) as well as other finishing laboratories in 
foreign branches. The Italian company will present 
its wide range of technologies for sanding, pressing 
and finishing, distinguishing itself as a unique 
partner in the entire surface treatment process, 
with innovative “dmc system” operating units 
which have transformed the concept of the 
sanding machine into a flexible abrasive modular 
machine, the Superfici spray painting systems 
and robot equipped glue application and the 
“Sergiani 3d” form membrane presses, that allow 
for uneven surfaces to be smoothed.  Solid wood 
sees the arrival of “Hypsos”, the anticipated 5 
axes machining center with integrated cabin, de-
signed for interior decorators and the three-di-
mensional processing of elements, and "Accord 
42 fx", the machining center with dual operator 

unit combined with 3 and 5 axes, ideal for the 
production of windows, doors and stairs. Of par-
ticular interest to solid wood chair, table, furnishing 
and object manufacturers is the "Balestrini 
power" machining center which will be showcased. 
Timber construction will see the world preview of 
“Oikos x”, the new machining center, specifically 
designed to machine structural elements, X-
lam/Clt wall panels, fitted with the new 6-axis ma-
chining head unit that allows any machining work 
to be carried out on every side of the element 
from a single position and in reduced spaces. 
New entries also for double ended squaring and 
shaping machines: you will get a chance to see 
the “Celaschi p40” in operation. Other important 
“new entries” in panel technologies, starting with 
the new range of Cnc “Morbidelli x200” and 
“x400” machining centers, the new “Morbidelli 
cx220” drilling center, providing even better per-

formance in terms of finishing quality, precision 
and productivity, and “Morbidelli ux200d”, fitted 
with the exclusive dual variable-axis broaches 
and the new "Clamex" operating units for joints. 
The best of “Gabbiani” technology will take 
center stage for sizing, with new devices aimed 
at processing delicate panels, integrated with 
the "Flexstore HP" warehouse management sy-
stem, characterized by the "Saw-Set" device to 
make tool settings even faster and more exact.  
As far as edgebanding is concerned, there is 
great anticipation surrounding “Stefani cell”, the 
new generation of cells for “batch-1” processing, 
with high-tech solutions  and the new “Pickback” 
bridge system for the automatic return of panels, 
that guarantees simple production management. 
There will also be a new generation rounding unit 
with servo-assisted technology, designed to pro-
cess even the most delicate panels with surprising 

continuity and quality. For the "Olimpic" range, a 
new glue pot and a new glue scraper to process 
panels coming from the nesting cycle. And also, 
the semi-automatic “Action e” clamp, presented 
for the first time with semi-automatic loading and 
unloading ergonomic systems, 
and numerous “new entries” for 
joinery machines too.  
Hall 13, stand C56. 
 
           www.scmgroup.com 
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AKE CUTTING 2.0, THE SUCCESS STORY MOVES ON
Ake presents at Ligna their latest and most inno-
vative tooling solutions. The focus is on the award-
winning Cutting 2.0 technology. 
Cutting 2.0 stands for the directed chip removal, 
which almost eliminates unwanted multiple chip-
ping - the specific conception of the tools makes 
it possible. With the saw blade there is no longer 
the classical gullet. Immediately after cutting the 
chip is purposefully guided to the specific area 
of the blade’s stepped body, the so-called “ChipBelt 
“and carried off. The chips of the cutters are re-
moved upward through the spiral chip channel. 
They can thus be removed from the material im-
mediately after cutting without the risk of being 
cut again. The positive experiences with Cutting 
2.0, both nationally and internationally, are evidence 
of the excellent acceptance and outstanding ad-
vantages of this innovative technology. The 2.0 
product family is therefore constantly expanded. 
The latest developments of 2.0 will initially be 
presented on the occasion of the Ligna 2019. All 
interested parties as well as visitors to the fair 
can look forward to it. The current Cutting 2.0 
product family consists of: “Panel sizing saw 
blade 2.0”; “Dp Jointing Cutter 2.0” (optionally 
in Harmony); “Dp Shank Cutter 2.0” (optionally 
in Harmony); “SuperSilent”. The advantages of 
Cutting 2.0, of which the users benefit every day 
during their application, are intriguing. Thanks to 
the universal application brilliant cutting results 
can be achieved.  At the same time tedious tool 
changes can be reduced considerably due to 
the huge variety of materials. Another big advan-
tage is the long tool life with simultaneously 
reduced processing costs. Apart from the eco-
nomic aspects the users also benefit from an er-
gonomical point of view by means of the consi-
derable reduction of noise and dust. The Cutting 

2.0 product family is rounded out by the “Hp” 
clamping system which combines the advanta-
ges of various different clamping systems. It 
stands out due to an improved run-out accuracy, 
slim design and easy mounting. Compared to 
conventional clamping systems it ensures that 
improved processing results can be achieved.  
Howema Italia, Forlimpopoli, is Ake partner for 
Italy (www.howemaitalia.com). 
 
Hall 12, stand C78. 
Hall 25, stand F40. 
 
 

          www.ake.de 
 

MADE-IN-ITALY REVOLUTION FOR SANDING
What Emc is presenting at Ligna, together 
with Liq Italia, is not just an innovative system: 
it's a real revolution for the sanding industry, 
called the “Plano System”.It's a new rotary 
sanding system where three different systems 
(one wide abrasive belt, two stationary electronic 
pads and one rotary abrasive unit) melt into a 
unified movement to create excellent sanding 
with an unprecedented planar effect. Until 
today, everyone believed that sanding could 
only be executed with the conventional len-
gthwise systems (wide belt) and crosswise sy-
stems (narrow belt), with the support of more 
and more sophisticated electronics applied to 
both methods.  
These conventional systems operate on three 
adjustable parameters: belt conveyor feed spe-
ed; pad pressure; abrasive belt rotation speed.  
 
THE “PLANO SYSTEM” 
The new "Plano System" introduces the fourth 
dimension, i.e. the rotation speed of the rotary 
unit that creates a sanding effect on the panel.  
This new system completely changes the sanding 
process concept: while in conventional systems, 
the abrasive belt moves towards the panel, in 
the “Plano System”, the panel moves towards 
the belt. This movements delivers perfect sanding 
on all four panel edges, ensuring a flawless "fillet" 
between edge and corner.  
In this way, the piece has no "in" and "out" phase 
on the workpiece: it's the piece that "glides" onto 
the belt. 
 
BENEFITS 
This system has several benefits, including a si-
gnificant improvement of finished product quality. 
With the rotary system, planar sanding is executed 
across the entire surface and is perfect even on 
the panel edges; operations are optimized at the 
edges and paint buildup is eliminated. Its footprint 
in the workshop is smaller, as with planar operation 
the sanding process is entirely concentrated in 
one machine, thus optimizing space occupation 
in the factories, avoiding to use two or three san-
ding machines and roller conveyors.  
The new “Plano System” uses only one sanding 
machine, producing many more square 
meters/hour compared to traditional machines 
consisting of length and crosswise units, as it 
can work "piece by piece" or "with full 
bench", producing more square meters at the 
same speed. Furthermore, the system is easy to 
program with the 15.4" touchscreen display on-
board and the possibility to store over two hundred 
programs. It is also intuitive with its simplified 
graphics, the operator can work directly next to 
the machine, checking the workpiece and adju-
sting the settings very rapidly and accurately.  
Finally, the “Plano System” is friendly to the envi-
ronment, as it allows to save up to 60 percent of 
electric energy and it reduces belt consumption, 
as the rotary system offers a more uniform wear 
of the abrasive belt, doubling its life.  
With just one belt and changing only the grain, 
you can sand any type of surface requested 
(paint, melamine, polyester, grain-wise, across 
the grain, mosaic, Corian…). 
Sanding is a combination of mechanical techno-
logy and abrasive tools. For this reason, for over 
35 years we have been partnering with Lba, a 
Treviso-based leader in the production of innovative 
abrasive systems and patented products, belon-
ging to the industrial group Napoleon Abrasives, 
a market leader in this industry with made-in-
Italy production. Lba brings a set of values, ideas 
and concepts that they promote each day with 
passion and determination, to spread a new 
culture of finishing, knowing that the correct use 
of an abrasive product is essential to achieve the 
desired surface. 
 The "Plano System" uses Lba belts based on 
“Combi” technology, a patented and constantly 
evolving technology that combines a Pet film 

with paper or Velcro, onto which high-tech minerals 
are scattered with self-rejuvenating properties 
and cooling additives. 
 
THE SYSTEM AND THE MACHINE 
“Plano” (Wipo Pct Wo 2016/005918 A1) is the 
machine designed to incorporate the entire Plano 
System, created and patented to "embed" the 
system entirely. It can be configured to any requi-
rement, integrated with conventional systems and 
it is totally designed and built in Italy. So, it's a 
real made-in-Italy brand and it is distinguished 
by a "very Italian" color scheme at Ligna. 
 
Founded thirty years ago in Monterenzio, near 
Bologna, Emc has grown rapidly and the founders' 
experience has been completed by the arrival of 
young engineers and technicians that bring es-
sential knowledge about new technologies.  
The product portfolio ranges from machines for 
the small and medium industry up to high-end 
machinery for big companies.  
Besides excellent production quality and lea-
ding-edge innovation, the ace in the hole of the 
company is the attention it pays to customer rela-
tions, in order to provide constant support while 
improving products and services according to 
specific requirements. Emc takes care of engineer 
training at production sites, dealers and end cu-
stomers; installation and startup of single machines 
and plants; scheduled maintenance and overhaul; 
software upgrades; remote assistance for dia-
gnostics; documentation for spare parts; spare 
parts and implementation kits for each machine 
model; worldwide distribution by leading couriers 
including Dhl, Tnt, Gls; optimized management 
lead time and constant control through the online 
platform for ticket generation (real-time tracking 
of each request). 
Hall 16, stand E19. 
 
 
 
 
  

  www.emc-italia.it 

THE BRAND 
Emc, supported by qualified industry and 
product specialists, strongly believes in the 
"planar" concept and wants to involve ev-
eryone into this "enterprise". 
A patent application for the "Sistema Planare 
– Plano System" has been registered 
through the Bugnion company. 
This official act will secure the exclusive 
use of the brand to distinguish the products 
and/or services offered by Plano. 
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IMA-SHELLING GROUP: ROBOTS AT WORK

Ligna & interzum FOCUS

“Best Performance For Your Success” is the 
motto of the Ima Schelling Group. 
Robotics will be a major issue at the booth of 
the Group. In fact, no less than three robots are 
part of the fully automatic high-volume line for 
single component manufacture shown by the 
group at Ligna. Other highlights are the “Bima 
Px80” gantry routing machine with diode laser 
and 6-axis robot, the “Novimat Contour L20” 
lipping and veneer edge banding machine with 
multi-profile technology as well as the ls 1 panel 
cutting line with leaner processes and the “fh 4” 
panel saw. Furthermore, Ima Schelling will present 
the new holistic IoT and service platform of the 
Group and optimised software solutions for panel 
storage, panel cutting and residual parts mana-
gement as well as – last but not least – its new In-
dustrial Consulting portfolio. Together with the 
Ima Schelling Group, the company Priess + 
Horstmann GmbH will show its drilling and 
mounting systems in a common project for office 
furniture production.   
Cutting of free-form parts.The  Ima Schelling 
Group will show a fully automatic integrated line 
for single component manufacture in action. The 
highlight of the production line, which has been 
sold to Spain already, is a Performance. Cut ma-
chining centre that can also cut free-form parts 
such as nested desktops. Another specific feature 
of the line is the edge banding process on a 
“Combima Systems” running in a production en-
vironment that enables formation of pairs for effi-
cient panel arrangement in the circular work cell. 
The whole cell is equipped with two 4-axis and 
one 6-axis robot. 
Lipping and veneer edge banding machine 
with multi-profile technology. The “Novimat 
Contour L20” lipping and veneer edge banding 
machine with multi-profile technology is specifically 
designed for automatic processing of multiple 
profiles. It is equipped with the Ipc.Net plant 
control system. Panels travel out of the “Novimat” 
edge bander on a “Feedback 2.1” panel return 
conveyor which differs from its predecessor in 
that its design has been optimized.  
Gantry routing machine with 6-axis robot 
and diode laser. At the booth D50 in Hall 12, 
the Ima Schelling Group will show an upgraded 
“Bima Px80” gantry routing machine for pro-
cessing furniture elements. Highlights are a mo-
vable 6-axis robot, the load pick-up device of the 
robot with integrated part orientation recognition 
(“vision technology”) and an Ldm diode laser 
with a power of 3 kW for producing a perfectly 
seamless joint. 
Panel cutting line with new circular workcell 
concept. Ima Schelling has revised the circular 
workcell concept of the ls 1 panel cutting line. 
The benefits of the new system are leaner pro-
cesses and reduced floor space requirements.  
Moreover an electrically actuated clamping bar 
reduces cycle times and allows for a constant 
takt time. At the booth D50, visitors can convince 
themselves of the advantages of the new “ls 1” 
and at the same time get an impression of the 
“vs 12” area storage system with an upgraded 
version of the “Evolution Storage” software which 
utilizes a new significantly improved search al-
gorithm. Also the “Hpo” cutting plan optimization 
software and the XBoB software for manual ma-
nagement of residual parts have been extended 
with new features.   

Holistic IoT and service platform. The new 
IoT and service platform of the Ima Schelling 
Group will be a key focus of the Group’s trade 
show presence. It closes the data gap between 
the machine manufacturer and the customer, 

bringing essential insight and giving target-
oriented recommendations to the machine user 
for efficient plant operation – a crucial assistance 
that can decide about success or failure in times 
of budget trimming and compressed schedules 
and, at the same time, increasing product diver-
sification. The open flexible software offers maxi-
mum customer benefit and forms the basis for 
sustainable development of companies in a 
rapidly changing digital environment.  
Modern furniture productions and their value-ad-
ding structures are going through fundamental 
changes due to increased digitalisation and au-
tomation –  keywords are Industry 4.0 and Internet 
of Things.. The new Ima Schelling Group Industrial 
Consulting portfolio helps customers find what 
they need through its complete solution approach 

and process transparency. At the 2019 Ligna, 
the new consulting division will present itself, for 
the first time, to a qualified audience. 
Other products shown at the Ligna are the laser 
edge banding unit on a throughfeed machine 
and the Ipc.Net plant control system.  
Robotics is also a topic at the info point of the 
Ima Schelling booth where visitors can watch 
films and presentations on this topic as well as 
on door production and the newly organised af-
ter-sales support of the Ima Schelling Group. 
Hall 12, stand D49. 
 
 
                         www.ima.de 
      www.imaschelling.com 
                www.schelling.at 
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“I cannot really complain 
about how things are go-
ing: we closed 2018 at 
5.3 million euro revenues, 
consolidating earnings 
and reaffirming our “pole 
position” in several Euro-
pean and American mar-
kets, where we achieved 
excellent results". This was 
the start of our conversation with Giorgio Sal-
vador, owner of the company in San Vendemiano, 
near Treviso, specializing in the production of 
optimizing and cross-cutting saws for wood ele-
ments.  “We are very proud of our work and we 
have evidence we are moving into the right di-
rection: the key is the determination to offer so-
lutions that respond to the real requirements of 
end users. Cross-cutting is a key step in most 
woodworking operations and our machines en-
sure the best efficiency, saving time and money 
and helping the operator work in a safe and 
measurable manner. Our experience has enabled 
us to develop a comprehensive portfolio, offering 
suitable solutions from small cabinet makers to 
big companies, standalone or integrated into 
high-automation lines, which can process both 
finished products and semifinished materials...To-
day, with over three thousand machines installed, 
we can say that our product in a leading-edge, 
very reliable and enduring solution, and that 
the Salvador brand is recognized among the 
global leaders". 
 
What about the upcoming Ligna? 
"We will present a brand new solution for Sal-
vador, namely an audio-video system to interact 
remotely with our customers, based on estab-
lished Internet protocols that have now been 
implemented into our machines, proving the 
constant attention we pay to service and post-
sales support. We are exhibiting the full range 
of optimizing saws: "Superangle 600", which I 
mentioned before, "Superpush 200" in the "Ac-
curate" version with stainless steel table to pro-
cess even delicate materials safely, such as 
drawers sides and semifinished materials that 
must be accurate in length and free of surface 
defects. We will also display a "Superpush 
250" and the high-speed saws "Supercut 500 
Superfast" and "Supercut 100". I would also 
like to add that Ligna will be the occasion to in-
troduce the new "Salvador team": besides my 
son Manuel with his solid experience, we have 
hired a new sales manager that is showing his 
excellent skills, and a technical director, a me-
chanical engineer with longstanding experience 
outside the wood industry.". 

 
“During the first months of this year – Salvador 
concluded – we have had further evidence that 
the new season will be in line with recent years: 
we have already signed 50 percent of all orders 
collected in 2018, so we keep working with our 
distinctive pragmatism. We want to focus on 
machines and their productivity, in order to pro-
vide customers with solutions that meet their 
production requirements, as a result of what we 
have done in the past. We want customers to 
be happy with their decision to join the "Salvador 
family": in this phase of renovation, essential to 
face future challenges, we are all committed to 
succeed...".  
Hall 27, stand K31. 
 
 
 
www.salvadormachines.com 

A NEW SEASON FOR SALVADOR

Giorgio Salvador.

SCAVOLINI AND ALBERTI ENGINEERING:  
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF COLLABORATION
A major anniversary for the Gessate-
based company, a historical brand of 
innovative woodworking machines that 
celebrates twenty-five years of par-
tnership with the producer of the famous 
"most loved by the Italians". It was an 
easy job for Marco Alberti, sales ma-
nager, and Giorgio Cazzaniga, ma-
naging director of Alberti Engineering 
in Gessate (Milan) to involve us: “This 
year we are celebrating twenty-five 
years of collaboration with a renowned 
brand like Scavolini and we would 
really like to celebrate also with an 
article in Xylon”. Just the time to make the nec-
essary arrangements and we were driving to 
Pesaro: how can you miss the opportunity to 
take a closer look at the "most loved by the Ital-
ians"? 
We were greeted by Fabiana Scavolini, Valter's 
daughter and managing director of the group. 
She told us about the industrial and economic 
relevance of this brand, so famous that it needs 
no introduction. “One of our distinctive features 
is the desire to grow abroad: Italia is in our 
hearts and we want to be leaders in our country, 
but you have to go global if you want to make 
big volumes. We began with the first shop in 
Greece in the Eighties, then in 2007 we opened 
Scavolini Usa; two years later the Scavolini 
Soho Gallery in New York, in 2014 an office in 
Shanghai, in 2015 a branch in the United 
Kingdom, in 2017 a dedicated store for de-
signers in Manhattan, and last year a store Mi-
ami, both controlled directly and supporting 
the network of showrooms in the US; and finally, 
Scavolini France in Paris. The world is our 
market, with strong operations in the United 
States, the determination to grow in a key 
market like China, the commitment to serve all 
the countries where we achieve good results 
with a product like kitchen sets, quite "difficult" 
to export, and all the collection for other rooms, 
also through independent distribution networks 
like in Russia, Spain or the Arab countries". 
“Another more and more strategic topic is 
product diversification: in 2012 we presented 
the first Scavolini collection for bathrooms, 
strengthening our position in the contract sector; 
ten years ago, at the Furniture Show in Milan, 
we presented our vision for the living room, 
and this year our walls have become "deeper", 
turning into a series of ideas for walk-in closets. 
The kitchen remains our core business: in fact, 
we acquired Nicolini in 1994, a well-known 
company, which we relaunched with the 
Ernestomeda brand. We reaffirmed the same 
determination to expand our business opportu-
nities in 1995 by creating Flamek, now Scavolini 
Basic, and in 2012 with Scavolini Easy, in 
order to offer a quality solution to every segment 
of demand. Concurrently, we invested massively 
in distribution and to increase the visibility of 
our brand around the world". “Meeting all cus-
tomer requirements is a very "involving" chal-
lenge. We are talking about big volumes, while 
preserving the capacity to offer specific, peculiar, 
off-standard solutions… It's a way to keep our 

ties with "craftsmanship", a concept we have al-
ways valued, although a long time ago we 
chose to adopt leading-edge technology for 
our production, without which we could not 
achieve the levels of elegance and quality we 
are keen on. Just think about the many thousands 
of items we have to manage, produce, combine, 
and you will realize that we wouldn't have gone 
far without evolving our techniques. Of course, 
design is very important: we have an internal 
department, guided by Sonia Geminiani, that 
takes care of the relationships with our selected 
designers...We know very well how a concept 
should evolve from the idea to the final product, 
engineered for industrial production based on 
technology: Alberti has been one of our key 
partners for twenty-five years, a relationship 
that has evolved over time and changed year 
after year. I had the opportunity to test their re-
sponsiveness and flexibility to our requests…". 
“Technology has enabled us to move from few 
models, very similar to each other, to full collec-
tions meeting a wide range of requirements in 
terms of visual impact, finishing, functionality, 
adaptability to home environments”, said Fabrizio 
Gualazzi, production manager. “Today we must 
be efficient and produce big volumes with 
very accurate organization: we work to order, 
customizing on the production lines the semifin-
ished materials we purchase from a network of 
suppliers. The most challenging expectation 
we have from technology is the possibility to 
execute ever new and accurate operations, as 
demand changes very quickly and is more and 
more diversified. Each design is the result of 
teamwork: we start from a concept, a drawing 
that turns into a design and is checked by the 
purchasing and production departments to val-
idate its feasibility. Then we ask Alberti to do 
some miracle, helping us define the machine, 
the necessary line to make that order and 
maybe others. In twenty-five years we have 
built a relationship of mutual trust that has led 
to the acquisition of several lines. A stable rela-
tions, profitable for both parties, and if we 
normally choose Alberti rather than their com-
petitors, we have a reason". 
 
We leave Fabiana Scavolini and start a tour of 
the huge Scavolini factory, that we cannot visit 
entirely due to its size. 
“We produce hundreds of combinations every 
day, including kitchen and bathroom sets and 
components, then we ship them already as-

sembled”, Fabrizio Gualazzi explained. 
“Standard, "low-rotation" elements are 
made on ten “optimized" lines for the 
process to be executed and then move 
on to a dynamic storage when the kitchen 
or bathroom set are "reassembled" once 
all elements are available and ready to 
be shipped. Our furniture can be divided 
into three main types: base units, hanging 
units and columns. Alberti has built ded-
icated lines for each type, proving they 
can understand our needs; the drilling, 
milling and inserting systems must per-
fectly suit our organization and handle 

hardware that we have selected according to 
methods we consider essential. The six Alberti 
lines installed at Scavolini and Ernestomeda 
execute most drilling and inserting operations". 
 
“Scavolini is definitely a well-organized company 
with a smooth integration of each phase of the 
production cycle”, Marco Alberti said. “The 
support given by Alberti Engineering to this 
company is based on an open approach to 
discussion and dialog, the analysis of the spe-
cific problems of a process or operation, in 
order to find the right solution. When you work 
with companies like Scavolini, it's no longer 
about machines, you have to think how a shoul-
der, a drawer front or bottom can be picked, 
processed, transferred to the next stages, how 
they should "move" between machinery and 
people. Take our drilling line for cabinet shoulders 
and refrigerator columns, for instance, fed like 
many others by an automated system that picks 
the left and right walls according to the working 
program and sends them to the first machine, 
where they are drilled and milled, while the 
second one inserts hardware according to a 
specific sequence and method, because we 
have to operate within a defined process where 
our cell interacts with other machines according 
to Scavolini's instructions. The same philosophy 
governs Alberti's machines for drawer sides: 
the guides are picket directly from the pallets 
delivered by the supplier, and with the required 
accuracy, they are placed exactly where they 
will be picked to be inserted by a dedicated 
aggregate. We can automatically "depalletize" 
the stacks of empty guide trays into smaller 
stacks, so that they can enter our cell and be 
conveyed by special shuttles to the location 
where they will be picked”...We have been 
working with them for a long time now, learning 
to understand their needs and designing and 
manufacturing specific solutions to fit exactly 
into the available space, maybe even taking 
into account some pillar that forced us to rear-
range the workflows”, Alberti concluded. 
 
“Working with Scavolini is a great experience 
for us, also from a technical and engineering 
point of view”, said Giorgio Cazzaniga, managing 
director of Alberti Engineering, saying goodbye 
at the end of our visit. “Being involved in their 
needs, sharing their peculiarities, contributing 
to maximize the effectiveness of such a rich 
and complex production system is a challenge 
we face with great pleasure, putting all our ex-
pertise and professionalism into it. That's how 
it's been for the past twenty-five years and 
that's how we are handling new projects to-
gether…".  (l.r.) 
Hall 12, stand A30. 
 
 
 
  
www.albertiengineering.com 
              www.scavolini.com 
 
 

From left: Marco Alberti, Fabiana Scavolini,  
Giorgio Cazzaniga and Fabrizio Gualazzi.

A picture of the huge  
Scavolini manufacturing site. 

A picture showing the technology  
by Alberti Engineering”.
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IMS 
NEW SERVICES FOR ELECTROSPINDLES

ICA GROUP 
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS IN GERMANY

Ims confirms its presence also this year at Ligna 
in Hanover. For this edition of the show, the com-
pany from Sommariva Bosco – specializing in the 
manufacturing of tool holders for wood, metal, 
stone, aluminum, plastic and glass working – will 
highlight its new services dedicated to the elec-
trospindles: the repair service and the new 
adapters line. 
Thanks to a partnership with contractors with 
more than 20 years of experience in the field, Ims 
can now offer an excellent service of maintenance 
on all the best known Oem electrospindles and 
servomotors, for any application and operation. 
The key of this service success are speed (im-
mediate diagnostics and quotation in 24 hours 
from receiving) and efficiency (standard intervention 
time of one week, can be reduced at 48 hours 
with the Express service), allowing the shortest 
machine down time and the minimum negative 
impact on the customer productivity. 
At the same time, Ims will introduce at Ligna its 
new electrospindle adapters line, meant to  simplify 
the life of both tool manufacturers and sharpeners. 
Thanks to a sophisticated clamping system, these 
adapters allow electrospindles in any configuration 
(Hsk, Sk, Bt, DinI2080,…) to interface with tool 
holders in any Hsk connection style.  
In Hanover, Ims is ready to share with the attendees 
all the details concerning these novelties, as well 
as info on every other strength point of the Ims 
production, like its catalogue, with over 20,000 
part codes one of the most complete in the field, 
or its incomparable skills in designing and manu-
facturing custom tool holders on request.  
Hall 15, stand F80. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       
          www.ims.eu

Ica Group presents its innovative solutions in 
Germany, at Interzum and Ligna exhibitions. 
“X-Matt”, “Bio Coatings” and “Ink” are the 
latest ranges developed by Ica Group R&D la-
boratories that will be the big highlights in Ger-
many. 
  
“X-Matt” is a range of hi-tech coatings for 
interior furnishings that allows to obtain ultra-
matt, anti-glare, soft to the touch and highly re-
sistant surfaces.  
Thanks to their exceptional chemical-physical 
performance and self-healing properties, they 
can be defined as the coatings of the future. 
 

The “Bio Coatings” range includes coatings for 
interiors and exteriors made with renewable raw 
materials, deriving from innovative refining pro-
cesses of "waste" vegetable substances, which 
are not fit for human consumption. Besides, as 
far as sustainability is concerned, its production 

cycle drastically cuts CO2 emissions into the at-
mosphere. Last but not least, “Ink”, an innovative 
series that brings a significant change in the pro-
duction of wood stains and meets the needs of 
professionals, designers and architects, who 
must be able to provide innovative, high-perfor-

mance solutions. “Ink” is a series of concentrated 
stains that allows to achieve many shades of 
great chromatic effect following a few simple 
instructions. Ligna is also a unique opportunity 
to see the performance of Ica Group products 
live thanks to the application demonstrations 
scheduled at the stands of the most important 
coating equipment manufacturers. 
Interzum: hall 10.2, stand D50. 
Ligna: hall 17, stand B57. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                          www.icaspa.com 
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FAPIL 
EMBOSSING MACHINE “BORGORE 800/ITI”

BRAINSOFTWARE 
SOFTWARE FOR THE FURNITURE INDUSTRY

It was the end of March 1959 when Francesco 
Pesenti founded the company Fapil "Factory 
for Equipment for the Wood Industry" in Brembilla 
(Bergamo). Thanks to his strong passion for 
mechanics and his intuitions, Pesenti gave life 
to tools, accessories and machines that decisively 
contributed to the development of the numerous 
wood turners in the areas of Bergamo and 
Brianza and that, in the following decades, be-
came important reference points for both the 
Italian and international markets. 
Francesco Pesenti passed this passion on to 
his sons Giuseppe and Giampaolo, teaching 
the former the production techniques and re-
serving the latter for the more managerial and 
research aspects of new market niches. With 
pride, Giuseppe and Giampaolo lead the com-
pany today to the goal of 60 years of activity. 
The same spirit of hard work and dedication is 
therefore more than ever present in the modern 
factory of Zogno where, since 1974, the company 
has moved: with the aid of modern design soft-
ware, Cnc machines equipped with four to five 
axes, instruments of state-of-the-art measurement, 

Fapil produces high precision and high perfor-
mance tooling. All Fapil cutters are made with 
the right solution depending on the type of ma-
terial to be processed; a modern technical 
office studies and develops the products based 
on the acquired experience and on the techno-
logy applied to the processing, continuously 
updated with its customers and with the major 
machine manufacturers in the sector. 
Fapil is constantly attentive to the market 
demand, offering consolidated and innovative 
products; it has always been careful to control 
its own production by testing it on the main 
world markets with results in terms of reliability, 
precision and durability, which determine the 
essential characteristics for a Fapil tool. 
To celebrate this important event, the corporate 
website www.fapil.it will be implemented in the 
coming months with a new specific area of   ca-
talogs updated to the 2019 version. 
The company with deep roots, is ready to 
accept the challenges of the digital age. 
Hall 13, stand G06. 
 
 
 
 

        www.fapil.it 
 

“Spazio3D” is developed by BrainSoftwarel, a 
company established on 1992, which ranks among 
the world leaders in CadAD/Cam software. The 
experience gained during 27 years by the engi-
neers and technicians team allowed it to master 
each problem of the furniture trade and by “Spa-
zio3D” offers complete solutions for all needs, 
permitting to manage all the furniture production 
phases: from the design to production printings, 
including Cnc programs.  
The Company supports its customers and through 
a conscientious analysis of the problems and 
management systems, proposes solutions aimed 
at improving efficiency, up to a full integration in 
the users’ information system, offering an easy 
and powerful tool able to solve the problems, 
working absolutely independently. 
Due to its flexibility and steady openness towards 
broader markets “Spazio3D” is required and wi-
despread in many regions of the World, making 
of it a competitive and suitable software for the 
demands of trades with different needs.  
Thus opening of new head offices become 
strategic to support all distributors worldwide: 
Europe, Philippines, Mexico and China. 

Every year “Spazio3D” is updated and improved 
to satisfy the requirements of the market and of 
its clients: its modular structure provides diversified 
and specific solutions for areas of use, from the 
project to the production, satisfying the needs 
from the small carpentry up to the Industry 4.0 
thanks to the interconnection 
and the integration of all pro-
duction flows. 
Hall 12, stand B02. 
 
             www.spazio3d.com 
 

FIMAL 
TRANSFORMING THE HORIZONTAL BEAM SAW IN AN AUTOMATIC SIZING CENTER

The success in terms of attendance and feed-
back of the Open House held at Fimal last No-
vember is only the last proof of the close link 
with the local territory and the constant compa-
rison with the global market needs. 
This mutual sharing of sector experiences and 
the natural aptitude for the pursuit of innovation 
are the main driving force that allows Fimal to 
always keep up to date and able to develop 
cutting-edge solutions. 
“Concept 350” celebrates its fifth anniversary 
on the market and consolidates its leadership 
as the first and original evolution of the traditional 
circular saw, showing itself in its new “2.0/ 
Plus” version which focuses strongly on im-
provements in terms of versatility and ease of 
use. 
Fimal's flagship will be the innovative “Kr Spin” 
cutting center, which redefines the standards 
for horizontal panel sizing and introduces the 
exclusive “Rotomatic” system for the first time. 
Thanks to this system, which automatically tran-
sfers the generated strip after the longitudinal 
cut to the cross cut, the productivity and 

precision of the work cycle no longer depend 
on the operator who is required to provide only 
for the unloading of the finished panels. 
“Kr Spin” meets both serial production needs 
and one-off productions (called lotto one) wi-
thout 
burden on machine times and without depending 
on the operator's dead times. 
“Kr Spin” is the cutting machine for everyone: 
for the carpenter and the medium-sized workhop 
who do not give up flexibility, aiming at produc-
tivity and at the same time for the industry that 
wants to maintain serial productivity and requires 
flexibility. 
This is just a first overview of what can be find 
and see in action in their exhibition area at next 
Ligna fair. 
Hall 11, stand D46. 
 
 
 
 
 

    www.fimalsrl.it 
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FELDER 
“PCS®” - “PREVENTIVE CONTACT SYSTEM”

Every woodworker, and with him every wood-
working company, has ten good reasons to 
make no compromises when it comes to working 
safety. Felder Group will present a next Ligna 
a technology solution that is truly unique on the 
market: non-contact, extremely fast and abso-
lutely non-destructive. “Pcs” – Preventive 
contact system is the revolutionary world no-
velty in safety equipments for sliding table 
panel saws. In the event of detecting the risk of 
an accident, “Pcs” triggers the lowering of the 
saw blade under the saw table at the speed of 
light. The functionality based on the electro-
magnetic law of repulsion allows for an all-time 
extremely short response time of a few millise-
conds. Upon detection of unexpected, fast ap-
proaches within the saw blade area, “Pcs®” 
triggers the safety lowering. The safety envi-

ronment encloses the saw blade and protects 
against access from all directions. The “Pcs®” 
safety lowering works damage free and at no 
cost. The sliding table panel saw is immediately 
ready for use at the push of a button. “Pcs®” 
works without consumable parts and therefore 
completely adjustment and maintenance free.  
The patent-pending Safety Innovation “Pcs” is 
available as an option with the “Format-4 
kappa 550” sliding table panel saw and sup-
plements the existing standard protective equip-
ment. The Felder Group with company head-
quarters in Hall in Tirol is one of the leading 
worldwide suppliers of woodworking machines 
for hobby, business and industrial use.  
Employees in 84 countries and more than 250 
sales and service locations take the passion 
for excellent woodworking machines to custo-
mers all over the world, according to the motto 
“Everything from one source”.  
Despite growing global challenges, the Felder 
Group continues to focus on quality and precision 
from Austria. 
Hall 13, stand B68-E80. 
 
 
 
    www.felder-group.com

SISTEMI 
NEW KLEIN® “TRIMATIC® 22,4” AND OTHER HIGHLIGHTS AT LIGNA

PAGNONI IMPIANTI 
ENGINEERING FOR PRESSING LINES

Sistemi has always paid special attention to the 
demands of woodworkers and their issues in the 
woodworking.  
For this reason, they have developed the Klein® 
“Trimatic 22,4”: the new and only drilling jig on 
the market that can drill the required three blind 
holes for mounting “Lamello Cabineo” furniture 
connection, in a single pass, simply using a 
power portable drill or stationary pillar drill.  
It is especially thought for hobbyists, artisans 
and craftsmen who do not own Cnc router ma-
chines. It has been introduced also the “Trimatic® 
Super 22,4” for drilling the three holes 
for mounting “Lamello® Cabineo”.  
“Trimatic Super” is a special boring 
device that has to be mounted on au-
tomatic multi-boring machines with in-
teraxis 32mm ideal for craftsmen and 
professional workshops.  
During Ligna, Sistemi will show also  
the new Klein industrial quality ad-
justable countersink sets: two in-
novative solutions, both with cylindrical 
shank and hex shank, which ensure 
precise depth of countersink without 
risk of marking and scratching the sur-
face thanks to two different special 
depth stoppers: low-friction and no-
friction stop.  
It is possible to adjust both the depth 
of pilot hole and countersink indepen-
dently and easily.  
Moreover, the new Preset “Prime” 
made by m.conti will be shown at 
Ligna.  

It is a new smaller version of Preset with camera, 
Hd screen and a special software for checking 
and measuring every dimensions of your tool 
before being mounted on to Cnc router or moulding 
machines.  
Hall 12, stand E75.  
 
 
 
 
        www.sistemiklein.com 

Pagnoni Impianti , specialist in pressing lines 
for the wood industry, presents at Ligna its wide 
range of products and engineering services for 
pressing lines for the wood industry.   
Thanks to its long manufacturing experience and 
technical expertise, Pagnoni Impianti can design 
and manufacture complete lines addressed to 
the primary woodworking industry and furniture 
industry. 
Among the latest projects of Pagnoni Impianti, a 
new order from Russia for new multi-openings 
press line for phenolic lamination of plywood bo-
ards. The line is quick and flexible, able to 
respond rapidly to the market that requires 
frequent production changes for high capacity 
production and small production lots at the same 
time with high quality standard. 
Pagnoni is also engaged in Europe for Short 
Cycle Lamination lines with single opening press 
for panel overlaying with melamine papers.  
Thanks to its 70 kg/cm² specific pressure and 
embossed in-register system the press can pro-
duce a deep embossing with synchronous po-
res. 

New developments are on the way for all the 
pressing lines supplied by Pagnoni Impianti and 
in order to keep all customers easily updated, it 
is enough to visit the website. 
Hall 26, stand C77. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              www.pagnoni.com 
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DALSO, TRUE INNOVATION IS AUTOMATION

Thirty years of experience and success cannot 
only be built on single solutions and produced 
automation. More is needed for a business to 
reach it goals, set its vision, consolidate relations, 
develop new ideas, constantly and attentively 
listen to its partners, promote its resources, having 
the world as its own, continuous reference. The 
woodworking and wood by-product sector offers 
continuously lower profits and, at the same time, 
forces companies to be increasingly more "creative" 
which does not only mean different products, but 
also the ability to innovatively manage new ideas, 
relations, aware that technology is not only steel 
and components, motors and wires, but the ex-
pression of the passions, skills and efforts of the 
people that conceive, design, build, market and 
use them. This is why Dalso continuously grows 
and improves in Schio, in the province of Vicenza, 
in the heart of one of the most important industrial 
districts in Veneto, in north east Italy. An area with 
high business concentration and industrial vocation. 
An area that was able to renew itself and find 
new opportunities in an increasingly more chal-
lenging and competitive market where Dalso 
daily strives to improve its resources and those of 
the local community, thanks to its advanced te-
chnical and technological solutions. An age-old 
commitment, from the first automation built for a 
local customer, increasingly bolstered by expe-
riences that range from horizontal and vertical 
loaders for moulding machines, loading and un-

loading portals for automatic cross-cut saws for 
frame processing to automation for finishings. 
Dalso thus crossed the 10,000,000 Euro milestone 
of automations and systems produced in 2019 
with over 30 associates and foreign sales that 
boasts two thirds of the total. These results were 
achieved thanks to a dedicated team and translate 
into a product range that varies according to the 
single customer requirements. Strong business 
principles focused on total quality based on Iso 
9001 standards and “Lean Production” systems 
accompany their experience and team. This ex-
tremely favourable moment will be celebrated at 
Ligna 2019 with a brand-new stand introducing a 
complete automation line that accentuates the 
possibility of creating any custom solution. Thus, 
a complete line of conveyors, loaders and unloa-
ders will be on display with a robot equipped to 
manage “lot 1”. The part will be picked by a large 
sized robot that quickly loads it directly on a 
chain buffer. From here, the part will be selected 
and directly fed on an operating machine by a 
special feed system. At output, this processed 
part will be automatically unloaded and reposi-
tioned for subsequent operations directly by the 
same starting robot. A technique, the Dalso auto-
mation one, applied to many sectors, from window 
and door frames to panelling, from plywood to 
wood flooring to solid wood furnishings. Special 
development in the world of finishings and profiles 
without, however, neglecting the final saw mill 
phases in the selection of wood with optical 
viewing systems. Different worlds, with often ex-
tremely different needs: from a small shop that 
process a few thousand wooden profiles a month 
to a large industry that processes the same 
quantity in just one hour, with maximum flexibility 
and full integration in a complex 
production line. 
Hall 27, stand D20. 
 

             www.dalso.it
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Leveraging the flexibility of in-house production 
of carpentry and 45-year experience in angular 
and special plants in custom size, Macmazza 
offers equipment to cut aluminum, plastic and 
very tough materials up to 200 mm solid thickness, 
combined with specialized solutions also for the 
solid wood segment (not only wood-based panels). 
As a result, several applications have been de-
veloped in Italy and abroad, with high productivity 
and efficiency in all domains. 
The typical cutting quality and size accuracy of a 
structured panel saw have exceeded the limits of 
classical multiblade saws used in these applica-
tions. Macmazza provides a number of clear be-
nefits. Compared to multiblade machines with 
automated loading and unloading, the panel saw 
has a significant footprint and requires similar in-
vestments. Higher panel cutting speeds must be 
combined with equally fast loading/unloading 
operations, which are not necessary for a panel 
sawing plant that can load and cut packs of 
strips up to 200 mm, executing an automatic 
cycle up to the packaging phase; as a result, 
higher productivity with no labor costs is guaran-
teed without stressing the machine. Cutting narrow 
strips out of materials that are subject to defor-
mation, clamped by the strong pliers, pressure 

bars and aligning units of a pack saw, significantly 
reduces the risk of "banana effects", and therefore 
leads to incomparable cutting quality (blade and 
scoring unit) and dimensional tolerance.  
Setting up an optimized cutting program with dif-
ferent strip sizes, while minimizing waste even on 
single panels, is definitely the biggest benefit of 
beamsaws compared to multiblade saws, where 
moving the blades to set different sizes is expen-
sive, though possible with automated plants.  
Even with smaller batches and strips of different 
size, it is much easier to combine panels from 
different orders in packs "just-in-time", leveraging 
very easy programming from the office (remotely) 
with the established benefits of Industry 4.0.  
The digital technology CanOpen by Schneider 
is combined with the user-friendly Pc/windows 
interface streamlines operations, scheduled main-
tenance, alarms and self-diagnostics, which are 
accessible to any user. Protection is much better 
than in multiblade saws in terms of Ec safety, 
dust extraction is perfect and noise minimized 
with a single control unit. 
Hall 13, stand F27. 
 
  
                  www.macmazza.it

CROSS CUT BEAM SAWS BY MACMAZZA LBA AND NAPOLEON ABRASIVES
 
The year 2019 was full of ideas 
and new projects for Lba, based 
in Oderzo, with a 35-year record 
in the design and production of 
innovative abrasive systems and 
patented products for specific 
applications in the wood, metal, 
glass, car body, composite, lea-
ther and textile industries, and 
wherever there is a need for opti-
mal surface processing. The ta-
keover by Napoleon Abrasives 
at the end of 2018 (after the cor-
poration had previously acquired 
50 percent of Lba stocks) had a 
positive impact on the first part of the year, with a 
remarkable expansion of foreign markets. The 
traditional “InnovatiOn Tour”, aimed at expanding 
business overseas, is bringing Lba and Napoleon 
Abrasives to Ligna 2019, where they are reaffirming 
the success of the popular product lines high 
quality, high tech and high performance. Du-
ring the exhibition, more significant technology 
news for 2019 will be presented. “Segmented 
Combi All Black”, a product of the popular 
series of abrasive belts with patented Pet backing, 
developed as an alternative to traditional combined 
paper/cloth backings, offering excellent durability; 
“Abratex”, patented products derived from non-
woven products, boasting unprecedented tear 
resistance, suitable for multiple manual and 
power tool operations; “Net”, abrasive net suitable 
for any support, offering exception dust extraction 
from the processed surface, with no risk of clog-
ging; “PC17”, a revolutionary abrasive product 

with paper backing, designed for 
massive chip removal, with high-
tech ceramic materials and coo-
ling additives that lend constant 
roughness to the product and 
delay clogging, limiting the risk 
of burns even during hard-duty 
operations. As usual, the “Inno-
vatiOn Tour” aims at promoting 
the claim "Your best way to fin-
ish”  a manifest for a new culture 
of finishing. A set of values, ideas 
and concepts that Lba promote 
each day with passion and de-
termination, to spread a new cul-

ture of finishing, knowing that the correct use of 
an abrasive product is essential to achieve the 
desired surface. The company promotes a new 
approach to sanding, to maximize the efficiency 
of production cycles, minimize production costs 
and increase the quality standard of finished pro-
ducts, while shifting the focus from simple tools 
to the finishing result. Contribute to the improvement 
of every kind of surface through high quality, high 
performance and “worker friendly” coated abra-
sives, easy to use and able to improve the envi-
ronment in which they are applied: this is the mis-
sion pursued by the company every day. Choosing 
Lba as partner means taking the first step towards 
a surface optimization path, with tangible results 
in terms of health, quality, performance and re-
duction of production costs. 
Hall 17, stand C75. 
 

www.lba.it
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JOWAT: “PUR” HIGHLIGHTS

 
Finiture in Saonara (Padua) specialize in the 
production and installation of coating plants 
tailored to customer needs. 
The lines are engineered to coat windows, doors, 
chairs, furniture, turned elements, Clt (cross lami-
nated timber) and other elements including han-
dles, knobs and feet for furniture. 
Which materials? Mostly wood, but also plastics, 
metal and composites.  
The business strategy is to manage production 
internally from A to Z, so as to respond swiftly to 
design specifications and make changes with no 
delays. 
Finiture has a customer-centric approach before 
and after selling the plant.  
In the Saonara headquarters near Padua, the cu-
stomer can "touch" the quality of plants before in-
stallation.  
The company has a test area to execute appli-
cation tests with the customer's products. The 
area is equipped with a complete plant with 
vertical and horizontal flow-coating, automatic 
spraying robot “Ras”, spraying booth and 
drying tunnel with “Ldp” systems and axial fans.  
Great relevance is assigned to the after-sales 
service; the Finiture engineers know the customer 
project in detail; they attend the test to check the 
operation of the plant, provide remote support 
and are in charge to train the staff to ensure 
proper operation.  
Although Finiture's core business is currently 
wooden windows, the company offers a diversified 
portfolio: from standalone vacuum plants, to the 
design and development of complete installations 
for small, medium and big companies in the in-
ternational market.  
Finiture plants of all types are up and running all 
over Europe and in China, Japan, India, Australia, 
Canada and the United States. 
 

Also this year, Finiture 
is exhibiting at Ligna 
in Hannover. At their 
booth they will show a 
vertical plant with ar-
ticulated robot and 
overhead conveyor to 
paint hanging profiles, 
and a horizontal flow-
coating impregnating 
plant with roller con-
veyor, drying tunnel 
and brushing machine.  
The vertical plant is a dual-track handling system 
with “Power & Free” technology to carry hanging 
profiles.  
he spraying process is simulated by the 6-axis 
articulated robot “Ras”, that offers fast color 
change and adaptability to all painting styles. 
The operator can manage a number of parameters, 
including gun distance from the workpiece, spra-
ying speed, number of passes, parts of the wor-
kpiece to be coated, crossed coating, possible 
elimination of electrostatic effects (if the corre-
sponding device is installed) and over 100 para-
meters more. With the software "WinPaint", the 
robot can spray both vertically and horizontally, 
following regular and irregular shapes with great 
accuracy. 
The horizontal profile impregnation system consists 
of a flow-coating unit "Pro Flow Evo 1", with five 
independent infeed chambers, impregnation, blo-
wing and profiling, where the profiles are carried 
by extractable motor-driven rollers. A photocell at 
the machine infeed activates the recycling pump 
and the air blades only for the time required to 
impregnate the piece. The product is applied by 
means of nozzles in the second chamber, while a 
series of air blades in the first chamber prevents 

the product from pouring out of the machine. 
After the impregnation chamber, a series of air 
blades removes product in excess.  
The machine is equipped with two liquid collection 
tanks to keep the working area clean. Closed-
loop operation ensures minimum product con-
sumption, while the pipe and nozzle system per-
forms automated internal cleaning. Once impre-
gnated, the workpieces run through the drying 
tunnel "Pro Dry" and the brushing machine "Pro 
Sand", and they are finally conveyed to the un-
loading area by a flat roller conveyor. 
Hall 17, stand B32. 
 
 
   
                        www.finiture.it 
 

CUSTOM PLANTS FOR FLEXIBLE MARKET REQUIREMENTS. 
THE FINITURE EXPERIENCE

On the occasion of its 100th anniversary, the 
adhesives specialist from Detmold will be pre-
senting real Pur highlights. At this year’s Interzum 
trade fair, Jowat will be focusing on the highly ef-
ficient use of Pur hot melt adhesives for the as-
sembly of foam mattresses. The use of new ma-
terials and the development of new, optimised 
mattress structures can quickly push traditional 
adhesive systems to their limits in the assembly 
of foam mattresses. Switching to a reactive Pur 
hot melt can be a sensible and efficient solution.  
Jowat will be presenting the benefits of using Pur 
hot melt adhesives of the “Jowatherm-Reak-
tant®” series in mattress manufacturing. The 
use of new materials and the development of 
new, optimised mattress structures can quickly 
push traditional adhesive systems to their limits 
in the assembly of foam mattresses. At Ligna 
Jowat will be focusing on Pur hot melt adhesives 
for the wood and furniture industry which are 
not subject to special labelling. With the 
“Jowatherm-Reaktant® MR” product group, it 
will be the first time the adhesives manufacturer 
is showcasing an extensive portfolio of Pur hot 
melt adhesives for different applications.  Jowat 
will be also presenting already established products 
for edgebanding, as well as the latest develop-
ments: A newly developed adhesive for the 
general flat lamination of wood-based panels and 
sandwich elements. Also on schedule for Ligna, 
Jowat will be unveiling another milestone in the 
development of Pur products for solid wood ap-
plications and will be presenting a wide-ranging 
group of certified, liquid one-component Pur pre-
polymer adhesives of the “Jowapur®” series for 
load-bearing glulam.  
This year’s participation is headed by the motto 
“Our word is our bond – since 1919”.  
Interzum: hall 10.1, stand F10. 
Ligna: hall 12, stand D69. 

    www.jowat.de 
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WINTERSTEIGER 
PRESENTING FIREWORKS OF INNOVATION AT LIGNA 2019 

Stark, with over fifty years of experience in the 
production of woodworking tools, can offer a 
complete range of tools for planing of which 
Plannex is the flagship. 
The new automatic fixing system “Plannex” for 
interchangeable knives has been specifically de-
signed for tools used in planing applications for 
soft and hard wood, plywood and composites on 
automatic moulding and profiling machines. 
The patented system “Plannex” is able to guarantee 
very high finishing and wear-resistant standards, 
at the same time it is extremely cost-effective and 
possesses all those characteristics that make it 
an essential component for planing.  
The  technical features that make “Plannex” 
system up to date as technology level, production 
and finishing quality are as follows: the cutterhead 
can be made out of steel or high-resistant light 
alloy; two or more pockets are drawn on it for the 
knives positioning which will in turn auto-position 
themselves in the appropriate knife pocket; the 
reversible knives can be supplied in HS (for soft 
wood) or in solid Hw (for hard wood or composites). 

STARK 
PLANING APPLICATIONS, ALWAYS ONE STEP AHEAD!

BACCI 
101 YEARS OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

After celebrating the important milestone of its 
first century of operations, the Bacci Group is 
attending Ligna 2019 with its largest ever 
display. 1,000 square meters will be dedicated 
to two brands with neighboring stands: Bacci  
and Bacci Automation. Bacci Automation, 
the latest addition to the Bacci Group, specializes 
in automation systems through the integration 
of anthropomorphic robots.  
What applications will be shown? Seven different 
Bacci machines will be on display, as well as a 
few robotic units. It will be a welcoming booth, 
with the offices and meeting space dispersed 
around the work centers. As per company tra-
dition, the machines will run woodworking 
cycles, with demonstrations of various appli-
cations – chairs, tables, furniture, kitchen doors, 
and door and window elements – showcasing 
the versatility of the Bacci range.  
he Bacci cutting Division will also be represented 
with curved cutting machines in operation. 
What's new? In addition to Bacci’s classic ma-
chines, Ligna has always been an opportunity 
to present the latest Bacci technologies. See 
the newcomer in the “Master” series, the “Mas-
ter.Flex”, which offers maximum flexibility for 
working chairs and furniture due to its "flex" 
table and clamp technology. The “Evojet.Mitre” 
is an advanced double-head machine for batch 
one processing of kitchen cabinet elements. 
While the “Evo.Jamb”, a Cnc machining center 

for the processing of door jambs, will be paired 
with a Bacci Automation robot to load and 
unload very heavy and anti-ergonomic parts. 
What other robotic technology will be on display? 
Having robotic technology is one of the most 
exciting additions to Bacci’s Ligna presence.  
As mentioned, the Bacci Automation booth is 
right next to the main Bacci stand. To underline 
the importance of robotic automation in the 
world of woodworking,  
Bacci Automation robots will be working with 
multiple Cnc machines.  
There will also be small collaborative robots 
(cobots), which are designed to work together 
with people on various tasks, such as loading 
and unloading, and quality control.  
Not just technology. Every day, around twenty 
Bacci employees will be present, including te-
chnicians, sales and marketing staff, and the 
company’s owners, who are very involved in all 
areas of operations. This showing represents a 
rich, specialized presence, enabling the Bacci 
Group to satisfy visitors' requests and curiosities 
with practical demonstrations and dedicated 
meetings. Bacci Group enters its second century 
of life by investing in innovation and development, 
without forgetting what has made the brand 
known globally – the production of Cnc machines 
for woodworking. 
Bacci: Hall 27, stand F50. 
Bacci Automation: Hall 27, stand H45. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       www.bacci.com

Their section has 
been carefully de-
signed to allow for 
automatic setting 
and positioning. 
This allows for con-
stant tool precision 
throughout, exclu-
ding the use of po-

sitioning gauges 
(thus eliminating 
all checking pro-
cedures); the kni-
fe replacement is 
made on the 
spindle (no need 
to remove the 
cutterhead from 
the machine); the 
great gullet allows 
an easy wood 
chip discharging. 

With the “Plannex” system you may remove up to 
eight  millimnetres with one passing.  
The planing heads “Plannex” can be supplied in 
Hs or light alloy with Hs knives (HWwknives avai-
lable on request). Heads are available on request 
up to 680 millimetres length. 
Hall 16, stand F77. 
 
 
 
 
 
   www.starktools.com

The Austrian company Wintersteiger is introdu-
cing no less than four new products at Ligna. 
As a comprehensive supplier of machines, tools 
and application expertise, Wintersteiger will be 
demonstrating its entire range of service on its 
main booth hall 27.  
n the area of timber repair and cosmetics (“Trc”), 
the team will be presenting a new type of fully au-
tomated filling machine as well as a new machine 
for surface finishing of rustic flooring.  
The third world novelty will be a solution for the 
fully automated stacking of top layers.  

In the area of saw blades, Wintersteiger will be 
showcasing the new “Dsb Prime” thin-cutting band 
saw blades for a significant increase in performan-
ce. 
As one of the largest saw blade manufacturer in 
Europe, in the hall 25 Wintersteiger will be showcasing 
the entire range of band saw blades for all fields 
of application. 
Hall 27, stand F60. 
Hall 25, stand E69. 
 
            www.wintersteiger.com

LIGNA 

Hall 11, booth E02”
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FIVE THOUSAND SQUARE METERS OF HOMAG

As usual, Homag's presence at the next Ligna 
will be "significant", involving two halls: hall 14 
with the group's technologies and hall 13 where 
the specialist "Weinmann" will exhibit wood con-
struction technology.  
Nothing unexpected about the participation of 
Homag in the next Ligna: as usual, there will be 
plenty of news and products on display over a 
surface that will be equivalent to past edition and 
one of the largest exhibition areas (or probably 
the largest) this year.  
The "core of the Homag system" will be presented 
in hall 14, with a display of fifty solutions approxi-
mately, including complete lines and standalone 
machine, while in hall 13, as announced in the 
title, the Weinmann brand will present machines 
for solid wood processing.  
They will reaffirm the group's capacity to give an-
swers to the diversified community of woodworking 
and wood-based materials machinery and plant 
users, from large companies to smaller handicraft 
businesses. It's a comprehensive portfolio of ad-
vance machines, islands, systems and software 
for woodworking applications: under the slogan 
“Your solution” Homag will present complete 
solutions for big and small companies to combined 
current market needs with future trends, with the 
support of many "Homag men and women" who 
will assist visitors with their technology and service 
expertise. At the “InnovationCenter” inside the 
stand, the Ligna visitors will undertake a time 
travel through the milestones of furniture manu-
facturing technology, with an eye to the future, a 
vision of equipment control and "smart" solutions 
that will become real cornerstones for the industry. 
We'll come back to that in a while… 
 
IN HALL 14… 
Plenty of topics: from the integrated island con-
cepts designed to meet different production ca-
pacities, to solutions for handicraft businesses, 
more and more digital.  
In between, a proposal for mid-sized companies: 
standalone and connected islands for efficient 
furniture production with high-performance "batch 
one" operations; software and digital functions 
with many live demos; an introduction to the con-
cepts of "Lifelong service" that distinguish Homag's 
after-sales assistance; new finishing solutions op-
timized for sanding, painting and coating. There 
will also be room for the production of construction 
elements and the latest automation solutions for 
prefab houses, from trellis houses to automated 
solutions for modular elements, up to autonomous 
handling and storage. There will also be many 
standalone machines for edgebanding, sanding, 
machining centers, panel sawing, with a dedicated 

section for “PowerTouch2”, the new-generation 
“machine control”, even faster and more conve-
nient. 
 
IN HALL 13… 
… dedicated space for Weinmann, presenting 
an interesting solution for the fully automated 
filling of insulating material into "framework" timber 
constructions. 
 
FOR HANDICRAFT COMPANIES 
Homag is not forgetting the world of small enter-
prises, an increasingly digital handicraft com-
munity, more and more "open" to high-end te-
chnology in response to specific demands: which 
are the real opportunities that digitalization currently 
offers to small and medium enterprises?  
Which assistants and capabilities can help craft-
smen and joiners in their daily job?  
How can a company identify and select the tools 
that will be the foundation of its future?  
Today, production data transmission to machines 
is already a reality in many companies, just like 
the availability of "assistants" that simplify work. 
Homag has developed assistants for machine 
operators called “intelliGuides”; they show the 
next steps to be executed and how, as well as 
the support software for manual workstations de-
signed to reduce the worries related to the lack 
of suitable professional skills.  
The future holds much more, with an underlying 
philosophy that supports a "change of pace": you 
don't need to invest huge capitals and revolutio-
nized the entire organization. You can start by 
selecting single machines, applications, hardware 
that in the future will be able to interact and that 
can represent the first stage of a system that will 
grow progressively. Right, but what should be 
the first step? Where is it better to start from?  
Homag is dedicating part of Ligna 2019 to the 
selection of entry-level solutions offering transpa-
rency and allowing the user to recognize potential 
optimization margins and improve existing pro-
duction processes, showing how an operator of 
a small company can execute an order through 
all production stages. 
 
ENTRY-LEVEL ISLANDS 
At the next Ligna, Homag will also present high-
tech solutions designed for industrial furniture 
makers that can be adopted also by mid-sized 
organizations.  A presentation called “The solution 
for connected and autonomous islands” will 
allow to experience the effectiveness of a "con-
nected" production island where panels are sub-
mitted to different operations with a self-controlled 
process, also using the automated guided vehicles 
“Transbot”. The ultimate purpose is to improve 
the interaction/integration between man and ma-
chine for a fully "autonomous" production process, 
from sawing to packaged furniture ready to be 
shipped. High automation and efficiency will be 
the key elements of the "batch one" squaring and 
edgebanding segment. 
 
ABOUT FINISHING… 
The partnership with the Italian company Makor 
has been a key driver to relaunch Homag in the 

finishing business. At Ligna 2019 surface and 
profile coating machines will be in the forefront, 
together with sanding machines covering different 
power classes, solid wood profiling machines 
and the latest developments in coatings. In all 
surface processing areas, Homag offers new te-
chnologies or functions. 
 
FUTURE-PROOF SOLUTIONS 
The “Innovation Centre”, the heart of the Homag 
stand at Ligna, will be a real visiting route to show 
all the technological innovations introduced by 
the German group since 1960 and their impact 
on the development of production methods for 
furniture and wood products.  
According to rumors, there will be a real "route" 
through the solutions designed by Homag and 
the companies that have joined the group over 
the past sixty years, generating a constant ex-
change of ideas with customers.  
The starting point for future solutions is “proto_lab” 
(Production Tomorrow Laboratory), an interdisci-

plinary research project about possible trends in 
furniture production in the near future, involving 
the TH Rosenheim with four faculties from the 
university, experts from the Homag Group and 
other partners in the furniture industry as well as 
the Seeoner Kreis (Circolo Seeon), an association 
of entrepreneurs from South-Eastern Bavaria crea-
ted to promote key topics for economy and 
society. Homag will also present the "PowerTouch" 
machine control, originally launched in 2013.  
Six years later, "PowerTouch2" is making its 
debut, an evolution of the touchscreen concept 
to modern requirements.  
Make, interact, communicate, give instructions 
by simply touching a screen of any size is a daily 
experience for everyone now.  
Also at Homag, this familiar skill, this habit becomes 
the key to communicate with machines: a multi-
touch monitor offering easy and intuitive control 
over "made in Homag" technology, with a menu 
design that allows the eye to take in all essential 
elements at a glance.  
Few gestures, few fingertips to control even com-
plex technologies, input data or implement ope-
rating decisions much faster, delivering time 
savings of around 30 percent compared to the 
previous version, thanks to new features, such as 
automatic word completion, a pop-up keyboard 
that can be kept open and functions such as the 
selection of common actions directly via the start 
button. So, exactly the same operating concept 
as our tablets, computers and smartphones.  
And even more comfortable, Homag has improved 
the traffic light dialog: users can now select 
actions directly via the traffic light icon. 
Hall 14, stand H34. 
 
 
 

       www.homag.com

A mockup of two manufacturing cells on display at Ligna 2019. 
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Faithful to the tradition consolidated over the 
years, the Zaffaroni of Turate (Como-Italy) renews 
its presence at the international fair Ligna presenting 
innovations in the field of transversal multi-
blade cutting. Object of some of the last and 
unreleased installations made by the machine 
manufacturer, is the crosswise multi-blade saw 
with top-spindle "Msr-Tr" series. As for the now 
well-known and successful "Msr" series, the re-
cently-born series exploits the presence of a tool 

holder spindle with capacity up to 1900mm for 
transversal cutting or parts sawing without any 
minimum cutting size. The feeding system has 
been solved with precision toothed belts and 
pushing dogs that ensure the precise squareness 
of the elements to be cut. While the loading of 
the bars is entrusted by a vertical hopper that 
could be fed manually and automatically both. 
On the other hand, the new "Mtt" series satisfies 
the requirements of transversal sawing or cut-

ting-off of industrial volumes of bars already wrap-
ped with decorative films of different materials 
and geometries. The belt transport system with 
pushing dogs offers the workpieces to the top-
sawing heads that, independently positioned at 
the programmed quote, cut the bars into elements 
down to a minimum of 400mm in length. The pre-
sence of engraving units always ensures optimal 
cutting without chipping during the tool exit, espe-
cially with geometries and with the most difficult 
coating materials. To complete this series of in-
novations, the company also reports the continuous 
renewal of the series of "Stm” working centers 
dedicated to the "Folding" technology. On this 
occasion, the series has been enriched with a 
“5f2” model drilling unit featuring independent 
vertical and horizontal spindles, including pas-
sing-through holes in the produc-
tion of hanging furniture and fur-
niture cabinets. 
Hall 11, stand E02. 

   www.zaffaroni.com

SALVAMAC 
THE CUSTOMER IS A PARTNER

At Ligna, Salvamac is exhibiting the semi-auto-
matic crosscut saws "Classic 40, 50 and 60"; 
with an affordable investment, these machines 
bring you one step closer to faster, safer and 
more efficient production. The “Classic” crosscut 
saws are designed and built to operate in harsh 
conditions and with heavy wood. The construction 
is entirely made of varnished, high-thickness, 
high-resistance hard steel, featuring two-handed 
safety control in ergonomic position and a blade 
protection cover to operating in full safety. The 
ease of use is further supported by the new suc-
cessful "Salvastop 100" device previewed at Li-
gna, an evolution of the numerical control positio-
ning and length stopping system. This is the ulti-
mate solution to reduce labor costs, loss of pro-
ductivity and to measure human error, while 
getting rid of the tape meter, at last! The system 
manages the stopping and positioning of boards 
or profiles electronically, independently of the 
material, with high speed and high accuracy, 
thanks to a next-generation brushless electronic 
motor. Besides displaying machinery, at the up-
coming exhibition Salvamac is promoting the 
value of relations with partners and customers 
and communicating its vision. Salvamac is con-
stantly pursuing a social and ethic approach to 
production, innovation and competition, which 
means not only a wide range of products, but 
also the capacity to manage ideas and business 
relations with a new approach, aware that te-
chnology not only involves mechanical, electric 
and electronic components, but is also an ex-
pression of the passion, competence and com-
mitment of people that develop it day after day. 
These guidelines have resulted into “3S”: a unique 
software, very easy to use with its highly intuitive 
interface and two different modes: "stop" and 
"push". Operation is based on a touch screen di-
splay 7 "s-Pad, conveniently positioned for reading 
and programming, and a web-based remote ser-
vice software, included in the package and pre-
installed." “Salvastop” can be installed on models 
“Classic 40”, “Classic 50” and "Classic 60”, tran-
sforming “entry-level” machines into real semi-
automatic cutting centers, offering the additional 
possibility to be interfaced with management soft-
ware already available in the company. Salvamac's 
portfolio spans from spraying booth equipped 
with innovative sandwich panels to offer higher 
resistance, to devices that minimize paint con-
sumption, up to "do it clean" sanding benches. 
Besides the "Painting" division offering perfect 
solutions for companies of different size and re-
quirements, Salvamac's “Air” division offers por-
table hoovers, ultra-strong and efficient sleeve or 
cartridge filters, and complete custom systems.  
At Ligna, Salvamac is presenting the new “Com-
pact Super” and “Grande” filter. This unit features 
enclosed zinc panels in the top section, fixed 
with bolts, access hatch to reach the sleeve 
filters, electric cabinet with wired cable and two 
timers (two minutes after the fan has stopper, the 
cleaning system is operated for 
10-15 seconds), fan with suction 
cone.  
Hall 27, stand K09. 

 www.salvamac.com 

The best technology to secure the  
corner joints of your windows.
Glue application and dowel insertion 
with high quality standards and maxi--

La tecnologia più avanzata per garantire lunga vita  

 

 
Reg. Torame, 9 _ 13011 Borgosesia (VC) _ Italy
Tel. +39 0163 02.80.67-68 _ Fax +39 0163 02.80.69 
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BAUMER INSPECTION 
QUALITY CONTROL 

CROMA LACKE-IVM GROUP 
THE LATEST NEWS FROM HANOVER

Baumer Inspection, through the use of automatic 
optical inspection systems, can measure qualitative 
production deviations. With the help of extensive 
evaluation statistics, sound decisions for process 
optimization can be made. The inspection system 
“ColourBrain Furniture 4.0” is the technology 
leader in the double-sided inspection of foil-
coated, melamine-coated and lacquered furniture 
panels. The outcome are impressive inspection 
results: surface defects such as bubbles, dents, 
fine scratches or shiny spots are precisely reco-
gnized in their smallest size - whether diagonally 
or transversely to the feed direction. An optional 
drill hole control also checks for the integrity of 
drilling holes and profile deviations of grooves. 
The slim design guarantees a small space requi-
rement in the feed direction. The system availability 
is maximized due to the ease of maintenance. 
The  system can be used both in series production 
and in batch-1 production for defect detection 
and process optimization. Another inspection sy-
stem is “ColourBrain Edge” which complements 
and expands surface inspection in an ideal way. 
In addition the modular design allows Baumer to 
react flexibly to customer requirements. In the 
most advanced stage the brand new illumination 
in combination with the first-class “multiReflex®” 
inspection module provide outstanding results in 
defect detection. Baumer will also present a 
revised system for the inspection of glued and la-
sered edge bands on furniture parts.  
The “ColourBrain DigitalPrint 4.0” inspection 
system is used in a wide variety of industries - 
applications include single-pass printing on flooring 
planks, packaging, textiles and film with variable 
motifs and batch sizes. Defects such as head 
failures, nozzle defects, color inhomogeneity, 
stains, and substrate defects are reliably detected, 
classified, and assigned to the cause in the pro-
cess. The results of the evaluation are transmitted 
in real time to the printing system and can be 
used for cleaning or compensation measures. 
During the evaluation, it is additionally assessed 
whether a detected defect is disturbing or lies 
below the human perception level. The aim is to 
avoid unnecessary production stops and the as-
sociated loss of productivity. Herewith, Baumer 
uses a completely new approach for a safe defect 
detection.  The “ColourBrain ReworkStation” 
is the cornerstone of an efficient Batch-1 manu-
facturing. After scanning, all inspected components 
are provided with a barcode and the underlying 
defect logs are stored in a “Q- Live” database. 
Defective components are ejected at a defined 
location by means of I/O signals and the defects 
are interrogated using the barcode. The quality 
responsible is now directly shown on the user in-
terface the defect type and the position. A quick 
assessment of whether reworking is possible or 
must be directly re-produced can be done. A 
merger of several production lines in a rework 
station is possible here. The direct and immediate 
intervention in the production allows for the rapid 
and efficient reduction of residues and accelerates 
your supply chain. With the inspection system 
“ColourBrain RawBoard 4.0”, Baumer sets new 
standards in the double-sided inspection of chip-
boards and Mdf/ Hdf boards. Typical process 
errors such as grinding defects, damage to the 
surface and in the edge area as well as contami-
nation caused by oil, water or dust spots are 
stably identified. Using standardized interfaces, 
this system can be easily and quickly integrated 

Croma Lacke is based in Germany and is an 
Ivm Group company. At the upcoming Ligna 
they will introduce the brand new 110 percent 
Uv oil “2311AA90”, a clear “supermatt 3 gloss”, 
with 94 percent of renewable raw materials, the 
highest in the market. This is a perfect alternative 
to conventional oils, offering excellent visual 
impact as it enhances the natural color and 
grain of wood.  It is ideal for parquet as well as 
for furniture, doors and cladding. It can be 
applied using a roller and dries in few seconds. 
The range also includes 100 percent clear 
natural oil "281GAA3", formulated for brush 
and cloth application to regenerate surface onsite 
very easily. Ideal for very natural parquet or fur-
niture finish. Within the wood coatings sector, 
the Ivm Group directly controls and manages 
some of the most important companies in Europe, 

with historical brands 
such as Milesi, Ilva 
and Croma Lacke 
and it markets its 
products worldwide 
through a network of 

specialized distributors. Ivm Group is currently 
active in 100 countries. Its paints can meet the 
needs of both the production of large automated 
facilities and that of accomplished craftsmen in 
the fields of wood, home building, shipbuilding 
or art. Under the brand name Intercoating, the 
Ivm Group is committed to developing its business 
while safeguarding environment and public 
health. Production is concentrated in the Parona 
plant, near Pavia, designed and built to ensure 
production standards that are 
among the highest in the world.  
Hall 17, stand A48. 
 
            www.ivmchemicals.com 
 
 
www.ivmchemicals.com 

into customary line controls. The slim design and 
the concept of a "self-sufficient unit" lead to a si-
gnificantly reduced space requirement in the pro-
duction environment. The new and unique illumi-
nation module in combination with the proven, in-
house developed line scan camera results in a 
powerful inspection unit that reliably detects 
surface defects at the highest tran-
sport speeds and in harsh envi-
ronmental conditions. 
Hall 15, stand D15. 
  www.baumerinspection.com 
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GREDA 
GREDA FLIES TO HANOVER

VAUTH-SAGEL 
NEW CONCEPT FOR INTERZUM

DOMUS LINE 
NEW PRODUCTS AT INTERZUM

Greda is back to Ligna, the world's most important 
industry exhibition. Such an international, dynamic 
and innovative context is home to Greda: five 
days, from 27 to 31 May, for the company to in-
troduce themselves, show their success and 
achievements so far, and most of all to project 
into the future. 
In this excellent showcase, Greda will exhibit a 
poker of aces.  
The company booth will feature some of the most 
popular numerical control machining centers for 
wood: from “Sprinter” and “Diva”, machining 
centers with five interpolated axes to process 
parts on five faces, to “Mitika” and “Poker V”, 
equipped with multiple operating units for milling, 
roughing, contouring, turning and sanding pro-
cesses, in safe conditions and short time. 
But Greda is going beyond. Visitors will experience 
the potential of “Easywood”, an easy-to-use, 
smart and intuitive Cad/Cam package to program 
up to five interpolated axes.  

Greda's machining centers are provided with 
software designed to program, simulate and op-
timize machining paths, offering high yield while 
preventing machine downtime and possible col-
lision. 
“Once again – said Marianna Daschini, Ceo, 
Greda – our company is proud to wave the flag 
of Made-in-Italy, even more in an international 
setting like Ligna: creativity, machine versatility, 
customized offer and the desire to keep devel-
oping ever new solutions, offering high perfor-
mance and efficiency, are our business card, 
and the best reference in an industry that is 
looking for solutions, applications and concepts 
at the leading edge of the wood industry”. 
Hall 27, stand E 09. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.greda.it 

 
Vauth-Sagel's trade fair stand motto for the in-
terzum 2019 is "OpenUp".  
This invitation to open up has several different 
dimensions: it refers just as much to the products 
as it does to the corporate culture, the global 
home trends and the way we use spaces – and 
it is also meant as an encouragement to inspire 
all visitors, partners and customers to become 
active themselves. Anyone familiar with Vauth-
Sagel's interzum history will notice the change 
straight away. The system component manu-
facturer's stand is characterised by a new open-
ness. "Our brand relaunch in 2017 was already 
based on the fundamental realisation that the 
world is changing," says Vauth-Sagel Ceo Claus 
Sagel. "We set off on our own journey and be-
gan to actively shape our transformation two 
years ago. We have opened ourselves up and 
have embraced a new image, new markets, 
new technologies, for the benefit of our cus-
tomers. OpenUp is now the next logical step 
on this journey." 
There are no clearly defined boundaries In open 
plan interiors. The trade fair stand offers the 
perfect setting to call attention to products that 
usually stay in the background and to shift the 
focus towards these. For the first time, Vauth-
Sagel will show solutions for all areas of the 
home: the kitchen, utility room, bathroom, be-
droom – and simply the living environment as 
such. There is potential for the efficient space 
solutions in Vauth-Sagel's portfolio everywhere. 
The products highlight another of the trade fair 
motto's dimensions. In this case, “OpenUp” 
can be taken quite literally: you open a door 
and see straight away how elegant and efficient 
Vauth-Sagel's design solutions unlock areas 
and thereby create more space – frequently 
even where you would least expect it. A few in-
teresting new products will also be on show at 
the interzum 2019, especially in the areas of 
home living, bathrooms and bedrooms. 
However, “OpenUp” is even more than just an 
extremely apt description of the trade fair stand's 
various dimensions – “OpenUp” is also an invi-

tation to everyone interested in future home 
design. Visitors, partners and customers are 
asked to become actively involved themselves. 
The family-run business invites them to experience 
spaces in a new way with Vauth-Sagel products. 
The visitors are taken on board as they are 
shown the latest trends.  
Together with Vauth-Sagel, they cross the boun-
daries between the different areas in the home 
and shape the way we will live in future. Vauth-
Sagel has stood for contemporary and innovative 
storage space solutions for over 55 years.  
The owner-managed family business develops, 
manufactures and sells system components for 
the kitchen and furniture industry that are aimed 
at making people's lives more comfortable. With 
many years of expertise in working with all of the 
materials used, 850 employees manufacture 
more than 85 million quality products "Made in 
Germany" every year. "Vauth-Sagel creates high 
quality system solutions for all living spaces. 
And for everyone." With this promise, Vauth-
Sagel accommodates the needs of its customers 
around the world with ground-breaking inspira-
tional innovations they can include in their product 
design and fittings to ensure that they are always 
the one decisive step ahead. 
Hall 7.1, stand C20. 
 
 
 
         www.vauth-sagel.com 

This year too, Domus Line has 
again confirmed that it will be 
exhibiting at Interzum, the leading 
international fair staged in Colo-
gne from 21 to 24 May for the 
supply sector of the furniture 
production and interior design 
industry. The exhibition will feature many innovative 
elements, starting from the new strategic position 
of the exhibition space, in which the company 
will be present near the entrance in hall 7.1, in a 
high-visibility area located just a few metres from 
the northern entrance to the exhibition area. 
In this edition, a particular space will be set aside 
for Led profiles, designed for use in increasingly 
integrated, minimal and functional applications 
to meet the most demanding market requirements. 
There will also be a preview of a special new col-
lection of products with Tunable White and White 
Changeable technology, developed based on 

patented technologies, to which 
Domus Line now has access 
thanks to the recent “EnabLed 
licensing program for Led lu-
minaires and Retrofit Bulbs” 
agreement confirmed with Signify, 
the new company name of Philips 
Lighting. 
A new collection of architectural 
devices for under cabinet instal-

lation in the kitchen, new wireless solutions for 
the collection of smart “X-Driver”converters, the 
new finishes of the “DMatt” collection and the 
first edition of the American Standard collection, 
which encompasses the entire range of UL 
certified products for export to the Usa and Ca-
nada, will complete the vast selection of new pro-
ducts in the 2019 Summer Collection 
“Wolf” for instance, is a main-powered (220-
240Vac) modular Led profile with built-in power 
supply for under-cabinet installation. Provided 
with a diffuser for asymmetric light beam projection, 
“Wolf” can be installed in a continuous row by 
using the special back-to-back connector inte-
grated in each luminaire. The power wire can exit 
either radially or axially from the profile, either pa-
rallel or perpendicular to the luminaire, to simplify 
concealing it behind the cabinet. 
Hall 7.1, stand C11. 
 
 
 
 

www.domusline.com
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PESSA IMPIANTI 
NEW EQUIPMENT AND UP-GRADING OF EXISTING PLANTS

TECNOLEV 
CERTIFIED QUALITY

Specialist in wood flaking and chipping lines, Pessa 
Impianti designs and manufactures machinery and 
plants for the particle size reduction of wood and 
preparation of flakes, chips and fiber, mainly used in 
the Wbp, Mdf, Osb industry. It supplies a wide range 
of systems and equipments with complementary fun-
ctions to improve their performance and for the com-
plete automation of the lines. It is a reliable partner to 
face and work out the realization of new lines and 
machinery but also for the up-grading of existing 
plants to meet changing production needs. 
A consolidated experience of more than fifty years is 
a real guarantee for customers who can also count 
on a reconditioning service of the part subject to 
heavy wear as cutterheads, rotors and impellers, that 
assure high efficiency and top performance of the 

machines. An im-
portant remark on 
the universal di-
scontinuous flakers, 
reliable machines 
with extraordinary 
performances, de-
signed to comply 
with different pro-
duction require-
ments and able to  produce good quality 
calibrated flat flakes and Osb strands with 
superior mechanic characteristics.Their 
high performances allow to eliminate working 
shifts with consequent reduction of the 
plant basis cost: one only machine is able 

to produce flat 
flakes already 
suitable to the fi-
nal use. That me-
ans reduced 
manpower, redu-
ced maintenance 
costs, less ener-
gy consumption. 
Established in the 
Russian market, 
Pessa Impianti si-
gned an agree-

ment for exclusive distribution of Universal dis-
continuous flakers: that permitted to deliver 
two machines in 2018 and to replicate with two 
more machines in 2019! 
The production range includes ‘wood shaving 
machines’ type “PL”  for zootechny field, designed 

for animal bedding soft flakes production, qualified 
for animal comfort and obtained from roundwood. 
In details, the production includes: machines for 
the primary working of wood and recovery of 
wood wastes as discontinuous flakers, drum chip-
pers, wood shaving machines for animal litters; 
milling machines and shredders; machines for 
particle comminution as knife ring flakers, hammer 
mills, refining mills; systems for wood feeding, 
handling and storage; extraction, storage and 
mixing systems for flakes, chips, sawdust; auxiliary 
equipments. 
Hall 26, stand G07. 
 
 
 
 
 
         www.pessaimpianti.com 

 
Tecnolev de-
signs, manufactu-
res and develops 
technological so-
lutions for proces-
sing surfaces. The  
products, of cer-
tificated quality, 
are aimed to im-
prove working 
processes and to 
reduce working ti-
mes. It’s available 
a line of standard 
items, however 
other innumerable customized proposals complete 
the wide range offered by Tecnolev. 
Brushes for rustic finish: brushes designed for 
a brushed and rustic finish on wood. The treated 
part highlights the wood’s vein assuming a used 
look, already-lived in. A carefully selection of em-
ployed filaments (steel or abrasive wire), careful 
balancing and test before sale, give elevated and 
considerable performances. Realization in custo-
mized sizes. 
Multibrushes it’s the solution offered for the treat-
ment of every kind of surface. The special and 
considerable innovation is given by the modularity 
of the brush that allows not to have any restriction 
for diameters and heights, and to have the practi-
cality to change the worn-out inserts in a fast, 
easy and cheap way.   Inserts are divided, each 
one on  its own strip, therefore the user changes 
only the strips actually worn, i.e. the abrasive 
inserts only. 
“Tecno-flex”: they are brushes realized for the 
brushing and the finishing of profiles and surfaces 
of moderate ampleness. They are countersigned 
for their simplicity of use.  
They don’t need the substitution of the worn-out 
materials since the complete exhausted product 
is discarded. 
Available also in the frontal format for the sanding, 
gleaning and radius of panels or milled profiles 
more or less complex, in different sizes and with 
different elements of composition. 
“Fix-Mec”: It’s a sanding system studied for all 
kind of profiles, when it’s required a quickly system 
for the replacement of the abrasive. Particularly 
suitable for the frame sector. 
“Profilev”: Innovative and practical disposable 
system for the finishing of every kind of shaped 
profiles. It was been realized purposely to offer to 
the operator practicality of use and immediate re-
storation for new manufactures, without breaks. 
Hall 16, stand B19. 
 
 
 

          www.tecnolev.it 
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A NEW SEASON FOR GIARDINA GROUP

FREE TO INVENT

Change is in the air at Figino Serenza, in the he-
adquarters of the coating specialist, with plenty 
of news and an industrial strategy. Ligna is an im-
portant showcase for the strategies of Giardina 
Group, as witnessed by the participation of Ste-
fano Tibè, sales manager, in the press conference 
in Milan. We took the opportunity to ask him what 
we are going to see in their booth in Hanover. 
“We will show the highlights of our production, 
focusing on new solutions: the events of recent 
years and the inevitable reorganization have re-
sulted into a different management and vision, 
with positive effects also on our innovation ca-
pacity. First of all, we are bringing to Ligna our 
excimer technology; probably, we believed in 
this technology more than others from the be-
ginning, we designed a laboratory solution first, 
implemented by many leading coating producers 
worldwide, developing coating products that 
were more suitable for this process; it's not a 
new technique, but it is finally offering the results 
requested by many. In Hanover we will exhibit 
two roller coating machines, one for coatings 
up to 5/7 grams and the other for applications 
up to 30-40 grams per square meter; the coated 
panels will then be finished matte in our excimer 
oven “Gst Zero gloss” and finally crosslinked 
with our popular technology “Gst Uv”. So, we 
will show the final result for different finishing in 
different segments, from parquet to furniture. 
There will be another global piece of news in 
the area of technology for opaque surfaces 
using excimer UV radiation, an ambitious project 
that will arouse the interest of many visitors: but 
I am not going to tell you more, this will be our 
"surprise" at Ligna. Another new solution in 
Hanover will be "Softy", a very soft roller - de-
signed to be installed on our spreading machines 
- that will show how roller machines can achieve 
the same results as spray coating machines, 
while reducing emissions and optimizing the 
transfer efficiency. All of this in collaboration 
with coating leaders such as Adler, Heidelberg 
Coatings, Ica, Sherwin Williams and Sirca. They 
will join us at the exhibition and, each day, one 
of them will be our partner and we will apply 
their products exclusively". 
“Ligna will be another opportunity to remind ev-
eryone that we are global leaders in the coating 
sector”, said Stefano Mauri, business owner to-
gether with his brother Riccardo. “2018 was a 
year of consolidation, we have finalized the 
transition from Mauri Macchine and Giardina 
Finishing to a unified organization. The financial 
results went beyond our expectations: revenues 
exceeded 16.5 million euro, higher than in 2017. 
And the first months of 2019 have confirmed 
this positive trend, we already have orders until 
2020! “... The excimer technology will certainly 
open up new doors: we believe and we have 
invested massively in research to achieve the 
quality we were looking for”. 
“We have been invited to present the results of 
our research – Stefano Tibè added – also to the 

Milan Polytechnic, during an event dedicated 
to “future finishing”, and at the latest Domotex 
we have shown what we can achieve with UV 
excimer technology applied to wooden flooring, 
creating surfaces with a very natural look com-
bined with very high resistance, also suitable 
for stepping surfaces!”.. 
“Before the end of the year, we will inaugurate 
our new showroom, the “Giampiero Mauri In-
novation Centre” – Stefano Mauri said – because 
the innovation we are promoting, such as ex-
cimers, cannot be presented only at exhibitions, 
they have to be accessible to our customers 
every day. That's why we have invested in a 
new building, with a two thousand square meter 
area dedicated to tests using our technologies, 
accessible to anyone to test our plants with 
their coating products or cycles; there will also 
be areas for meetings, seminars, in-depth dis-
cussion and training. A permanent open house 
that will be a powerful vehicle for our image, 
communications, sales and, most of all, a show-
case for the quality and potential of our tech-
nology and expertise. And, as I mentioned, we 
are also empowering our business engine, im-
proving all the departments with targeted in-
vestments for new production tools, approaching 
new working methods and increasing the level 
of automation, to make our products and our-
selves more and more "4.0" day after day. My 
brother Riccardo, production manager, is gov-
erning a season of change, visually represented 
by the new dress of our machines, that will be 
presented at Ligna in the "final version". Giardina 
Group currently offers four product categories 
(spray, roller, profiles and glass, plus special 
applications), developed and redesigned for 
more "industrial" production: this is, in my opinion, 
the turning point of this season, the decision to 
be more "industrial", to recognize that "special 
products" have a high level of craftsmanship 
that has always distinguished us, while reaffirming 
our role of producers of advanced technology, 
developed with specific "industrial" principles 
and in suitable volumes to achieve the dimensions 
required to be market leaders all over the world". 
“Let me add that we are also investing in our 
sales organization in many emerging markets, 
where we are committed to opening a number 
of “Giardina Group Experience Centres”, show-
room-labs that will replicate the offer of our 
headquarters also outside Italy”, Stefano Tibè 
added. “The showroom we are opening in Oc-
tober will be the first of many facilities that will 
expand our business in different global markets..”. 
“We are approaching 3d printing through a 
major partnership with a company we have col-
laborating with for some time...We want and we 
have to be "complete", we have to think how we 
can improve finishing, going beyond the tradi-
tional limits. This is the message of the new 
communication campaign we have created for 
Ligna 2019. It's a female image representing 
elegance and style, and a "spray" of color to 
symbolize Giardina Group's vocation for coating, 
and a pay off – “Painting the future!”– that tells 
about our determination to look ahead into the 
future and keep moving on the way to innovation”.  
Hall 16, stand A12. 
 
 
 
        www.giardinagroup.com 
 

We have recently met Alberto Papa and his 
father Enrico, owners of PapaArreda, a family-
run company based in Mergozzo, in the Verba-
no-Cusio-Ossola province, making top-quality fur-
niture. PapaArreda is deeply rooted in the handicraft 
tradition and characterized by the typical Italian 
ingenuity. They have been going through sixty 
years of history and today they reaffirm a model 
of excellent joinery, based on the reinterpretation 
of selected operations and the implementation of 
advanced panel processing technology offered 
by Vitap's "K2 Top" machine. The favorite marketing 
tools are word of mouth (witnessing to the high 
quality of product and service) and the website 
that presents the company effectively, highlighting 
their customization skills. 
 
A STORY, A FAMILY, A BUSINESS 
Alberto Papa is almost reluctant to tell the story of 
his family, starting from his grandfather, a sculptor, 
an artist by profession, deeply rooted in the local 
territory: the Candoglia quarries in Mergozzo are 
the "birthplace" of the marble used for the Milan 
cathedral. “My grandpa, Romeo Papa, began 
to work as a sculptor. He attended the school of 
sculpture and carving in the Fifties, then went 
to work for a well-known sculptor, Germano 
Tedesco, to learn the job. Once trained, he de-
cided to leave his master and start his own 
business, namely the production of mirror frames 
in Baroque style...” "Grandpa was also a teacher 
at the former Bellini school in Mergozzo, a 
school for mechanical engineers and stonecut-
ters. My father initially made the same choice, 
then he preferred to dedicate to woodworking, 
a traditional business in our territory...”.. 
 
Why did you move from marble to wood? 
"Many furniture makers requested friezes and 
marble elements to integrate their production of 
cupboards and mirror desks. When I joined the 
company, the focus shifted to joinery and that 
became the core business. When my father's 
"master of arts" closed his workshop, he took 
over the equipment, a classical combined ma-
chine and a few more elements, and started his 
own business: the route was set". "My father 
worked with mallet and gouge," Alberto Papa 
continued. “He took a routed and roughed out 
panel and finished it. He mainly used linden 
wood, because it's soft and versatile, but with a 
compact grain, it does not splinter and can be 
processed easily to achieve great results. When 
I came into the production department at 17, I 
had good technical skills from school, some 
professional practice made at an architecture 
firm as designer, as some workshop practice 
from companies in Brianza where I had been 
for a sort of vocational training, to learn how to 
make furniture. In the Eighties, the demand for 
furniture with a mix of wood and carved stone 
was decreasing quickly, and wooden furniture 
seemed to offer much more attractive business 
opportunities. Those were the early years of the 
so-called "poor art" and the powerful rise of 
panels "versus" solid wood. With my father's old 
combined machine we designed a new vision 
for our business, based on respect for tradition 
and the knowledge of the joiner's job, but also 
ready to take up and integrate the technology 
of industrial machinery. We ran for a bid of the 
Piedmont region and, as a "handicraft excellence", 
we received a loan (a forty-percent lost fund for 
machinery purchase) that helped us replace 
the old combined machine with a few more "up-
to-date" units…". 
 
What were your requirements?  
“We needed different separate machines, en-
abling me and my father to work together and 
concurrently. But we also needed to shift gear 
in our laboratory and to streamline operations. 

After an accurate survey involving different 
equipment manufacturers, we chose “K2 Top” 
by Vitap.”...“We needed to meet the deadlines 
promised to customers, which is not easy for a 
company with two people only, and also to 
offer different quality: cutting a panel with the 
good old disk saw will not guarantee the same 
accuracy as the new Vitap machine...We needed 
to make a compromise, a center that would not 
be totally versatile, without forgetting that most 
machining centers are not the fastest solution 
for wardrobes and drilling operations. ..We re-
viewed many solutions, as I said, and when we 
saw “Point” by Vitap in action, it was a revelation. 
We entered an unexplored territory but we 
were really enthusiastic, so that only two years 
later we decided to make another step forward 
and replaced it with “K2 Top”, offering even 
higher performance. We were so happy that 
we continued our collaboration with Vitap, 
adopting a machine featuring a working width 
up to 1,250 millimeters, a more powerful router, 
an even more efficient workpiece clamp, which 
always ensures excellent squaring"... We can 
give an even more individual touch to our furni-
ture, and our "craftsmen soul" is not vilified by 
the fact that we use a high-tech machine. "K2 
Top" is perfect for our business, we can execute 
the same operations we would carry out on a 
machining center, but faster, especially for 
tooling and drilling time. Another factor that 
cannot be overlooked is that the investment 
was commensurate with our capacity, while re-
ducing the lead time to make a piece of furniture 
helps us to be more competitive with higher 
quality. What more could we ask? ". 
 
FRANCO TANZINI 
“We thinks this machine is a very interesting 
solution for small and handicraft businesses”, 
adds Franco Tanzini, co-owner of Vitap, who 
introduced us to the Papa family. “We have in-
troduced several enhancements from the pre-
vious models and now we have a "mature" ma-
chine, with patented mechanisms in the different 
operating stages, ideal for a compact machine 
that combines different operations, starting 
from the squaring of bars or cabinet doors, 
which are loaded, cut to size and drilled with 
any scheme. The workpiece moves on rubber-
coated rollers to avoid any damage even to 
delicate surfaces. Furthermore, the machine 
worktable is "set to zero" to ensure the best ac-
curacy in drilling operations: as the panel is 
processed "from below", possible panel defor-
mations are irrelevant and the parts are delivered 
fully "finished", ready to be edgebanded and 
assembled”. 
Hall 11, stand B62. 
 
 

www.vitap.it 
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Elettromeccanica Giordano Colombo is one 
of the main world-wide manufacturers of electric 
spindle and birotative head for working wood, 
plastic, glass, aluminium and light alloy. 
Starting from the early days of foundation, each 
company’s activity was achieved considering re-
search and building of a reliable and high quality 
product as the final aim. Even today, after more 
than 60 years, the password is the same: absolute 
quality. In order to ensure and guarantee this 
quality Giordano Colombo chose and continues 
to choose to realize all the components and the 
main working procedures inside the company, 
using high-technology machineries, Cnc machining 
centers, N/C grinders and lathes. This allows to 
follow the birth and the achievement of each pro-
duct step by step, checking constantly and 
carefully each production cycle. 
In this way, each electric spindle rises from a 
design achieved inside the company, where a 
staff of designers using a 3D CAD plan system is 
constantly engaged in searching new solutions. 
Again inside Giordano Colombo all the production 
procedure processes are carried out and checked. 
All the required inspections are made: staring 
from the dimensions checking, when the compo-
nents are manufactured, up to the customary 
working checking, when the motor has been 
completed, i.e. vibration proof, balancing and 
final testing. The great project flexibility as well as 
the technical and production ability of proposing 
several different solutions in according to the 
precise machine manufacturers requests, make 
the company peculiar and unique. 

Due to the acquired “know how” as well as the 
gained experience, Giordano Colombo is a real 
“technological atelier” able to design and build 
“to measure” motors establishing a continue coo-
peration relationship based on the dialogue with 
the customer. 
Due to the experience acquired for more than 
sixty years of activity, the spindles range currently 
proposed on the market by Giordano Colombo is 
so wide to allow the company product use for 
many different applications meeting, therefore, 

the various custo-
mer require-
ments. Speeds 
can reach the 
60,000 rpm with 
a power range 
from 0 Kw to 30 
Kw. The faultless 
service as well as 
a fast repair ser-
vice all over the 

world make the Giordano Colombo service range 
for the customer satisfaction complete. 
At Ligna Giordano Colombo will present: Multi-
spindles Unit “Bima Cr”, an operating unit with 
one double ended shaft collet electric spindle 
(DinI499/B) and one “Atc” electric spindle with 
Hskf63 (Din69893) cross assembled, with just 
one interface with the machine, but with power 
supply and compressed air cooling system se-
parate and independent. “Bima Cr” is the perfect 
solution for panel and solid wood five Axis and 
Robot machining centers. 

For double ended 
shaft spindle, spe-
ed12,000-24,000 
rpm, Power: 7,4 Kw, 
Cooling: Compres-
sed air cooling, 
Bearings: Ceramic, 
with grease lubrifi-
cation. For Hskf63 
Spindle, Speed: 12,000-24,000 rpm, Power: 7,5 
Kw, Cooling: Compressed air cooling, Bearings: 
Ceramic, with grease lubrification. 
Multispindles Unit “Trima Cr” is the result of the 
connection of 3 electric spindles (2 single ended 
shaft collet electric spindles (Din6499/B) plus 
one “Atc” electric spindle with Hskf63 (Din69893), 
in coplanar configuration, with just one interface 
with the machine, but with power supply and 
compressed air cooling system separate and in-
dependent for each of the 3 spindles, allowing to 
work one autonomously from the other on the 
machine. 
The machine interface flange is manufactured on 
customer request and power and cooling supplies 
for the three spindles are integrated in this unit. 
“Trima” is the perfect solution for panel and solid 
wood five axis and robot machining centers. 
Technical features: for the Two Er32 Collet Spindle: 
Speed: 12,000-24,000 rpm, Power: 7,4 Kw, Cooling: 
Compressed air cooling, Bearings: Ceramic, with 
grease lubrification; for the  Hskf63 Spindle: Max 
Speed: 12.000-24.000 rpm, Max Power: 14,7 Kw, 
Cooling: Compressed air cooling, Bearings: Ce-
ramic, with grease lubrification. 

The “Compact 110-50°” is a two-axis head with 
compact body frame. It is suitable for woodworking, 
light alloys and composites (glass fibers, carbon 
fibers) machines, this 2-axis unit allows complex 
medium entity operations. Motion transmission 
trough servomotors (equipped with integrated 
encoder) controlled motorization. 
For “C” Axis: Axis rotation ±220°, Maximum con-
tinuous work speed: 80°/sec, Maximum continuous 
positioning speed: 140°/sec, Axis torque under 
continuous work: 430Nm, Torque under disconti-
nuous working condition: 
800Nm. For “A” Axis: Axis 
rotation ±180°, Maximum 
continuous work speed: 
80°/sec, Maximum conti-
nuous positioning speed: 
140°/sec, Axis torque under 
continuous work: 430Nm, 
Torque under disconti-
nuous working condition: 
800Nm; Weight: ~80Kg; 
For electric spindle - RA110 
Hskf63: Liquid Cooling: Max speed: 24.000 rpm, 
Max Power: 10 Kw, Tool attachment: Hskf63 
(Din69893). 
Optional: Spindle Encoder, Axis Encoder, Axis 
Brake, Continuos Rotation. 
Hall 15, stand D65. 
 
 
 
 
                    www.gcolombo.eu 

ELETTROMECCANICA GIORDANO COLOMBO: TECHNOLOGICAL ATELIER

“Bima Cr.”

“Trima Cr.”

“Compact 110-50°”.

MAKOR 
NEW ERA OF ADVANCED SOLUTIONS

Makor presents more flexible machines, higher 
performances, faster, easier to operate and with 
smarter control, at Ligna. 
The customers can see a demo and production 
of finishing with integration and control of Industria 
4.0 Process: RFid on pieces to be produced – 
automatic set up of the line both of spraying pa-
rameters and colours and drying parameters, 
management of drying time and modes; colour 
change, fast and with low waste of paint; high 
transference application system (that is the nitrogen 
system); spraying parameters control, measure-
ment of paint consumption; smart working mode 
for times, cycle and quantity with considerable 
paint saving; Tapio to be connected to the future;  
For more than 50 years, Makor is recognised 
around the world. as leader company in the fini-
shing. 

At Ligna 2019, Makor is going to introduce the 
customers in a new era with the following machines: 
“Flexy Oven”, the new flexible oven flexible 
system (Drying + Storage) that makes the process 
extremely flexible and integrated in the production 
process; “New UV Oven”, Ultradry slot gun in-
novative edge finishing process; “New uv putty 
line”, innovative process to repair wood imper-
fections; “Quality Control System”, innovative sy-
stem to detect imperfections 
Hall 17, stand H15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

             www.makor.it
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Twt presents to all our customers the evolution of 
the “Twt-Style” window. The project was born 
in early 2018, and it is the result of a study made 
by our German subsidiary Zuani Deutschland, 
driven by our Director Mr.Martin Rauscher, together 
with the technical support of the Twt headquarter 
in Rovereto. The new Window Type, composed 
by two elements obtained from a single raw 
piece, has innumerable advantages from the te-
chnical and aesthetic point of view. Its strength 
lies in having eliminated the glazing bead. The 
Twt-Style window is designed with similar features 
we can find in a wood-aluminum window, but 
with an external part completely produced in 
wood that acts as a mechanical closure of the 
glass. The main advantage that we have, is on 
the external glass bead. It is obtained during the 

working of the Internal Sash Profile, without any 
repositioning of the pieces. This concept guaran-
tees greater resistance of the "glass system" to 
wind load and greater resistance to air permeability. 
Thanks to all those technical details, even the 
execution of two different colours between the in-
side and the outside, becomes extremely simple. 
The new products, that Twt presents at Ligna, in-
volve also a range of accessories for the glass 
locking. A complete range of components that 

will guarantees safety, versatility and speed of 
assembly, made entirely in Italy with the highest 
quality materials. During the Ligna Twt shows the 
milestones tools, with the “Logifix” and “Topfix” 
clamping systems, which represents a unique 
solution in terms of finishing, quality and durability 
that thanks to Nadia's nano-structured coatings, 
gives a 3 times longer lifetime to your knives. For 
high-speed production lines, Twt offers 4Life 
cutting technology, roughing and finishing on a 
single tool. The professional needs of door and 
window installers are at the centre of Twt innovation. 
At Ligna Twt will presents a few anticipations 
stemming from the research and development 
conducted in the last two years, such as the new 
cutting geometries applied to all tools. 
Another novelty is “Twtweb”, the software deve-
loped by Twt for integrated management of spare 
parts, but that provides the window and door in-
staller with commercial support tools too. “Twtweb” 

contains the data of all Twt products so that the 
operator can easily design the various kinds of 
windows and doors, as well as the codes of the 
client’s Twt spare parts in the warehouse section. 
The client therefore has a tool that, when needed, 
orders the spare parts and thereby avoids pro-
duction downtime and automatically informs the 
client about which spare parts are arriving and 
which are already in. An additional module provides 
the information about when a tool has worked 
enough and needs to be replaced. Other tools in 
the package proposed allow the client to: prepare 
3D product presentations and renderings; present 
2D drawings and layouts to very fine levels of 
detail; manage the job order with basic lists (glass 
panels, wood, components, etc.) 
and cutting measurements. 
Hall 27 stand K32.  

           www.twt.tools

Stemas opened the 2019 presenting a custom-
made automated line for working profiles of 
different shapes.  Their forty-years experience of 
tailoring woodworking machinery according to 
our customers’ specific needs has been challenged 
once again by the requirements of flexibility and 
high-productivity. This turn-key solution features 
an anthropomorphic robot shifting the pieces di-
rectly from pallets to a loading magazine, where 
a Cnc clamp manages the feeding to the pre-
cutting area.   Then, the pieces are transported 
into the “Hybrid-Step” technology machine, which 
combines two different feeding systems to allow 
different working processes. The first part of the 
machine features a continuous feeding system 
composed by high precision chain. The chain is 
equipped by hard still, rectified links connected 
among them by case-hardened ground pins and 
needle bearings; moreover, top pressure with 
rubber belt is up and down Cnc controlled. This 
system transports the pieces trough five different 
stations for cutting to size, pre-milling, edge-ban-
ding with four selectable coils, Cnc trimming with 
three selectable motors and buffing. in the second 
part, the machine features a “step-by-step” feeding 
system consisting of motorized and reinforced 
polyurethane belts with steel core against stretching 
and thus ensuring high belt strength.   
The “step-by-step” system allows the trimming 
operation for the most complex shapes and the 
drilling on 5 sides of the elements. 
Finally, the pieces pass through cleaning brushes 
and are palletized by an anthropomorphic robot. 
The productivity varies from 6 to 24 pieces per 
minute, according to the shapes and the drilling 
patterns. Stemas is proud to have pushed his 
own limits further again and is ready to challenge 
the new requests of the woodworking machinery 
industry, realizing special solutions to help his 
customer gain a competitive advantage in the 
global market. 
Hall 13, stand C42. 
 
 
 

          www.stemas.it

STEMAS 
CUSTOM MADE AUTOMATED LINE FOR PROFILES

TWT 
NEXT WINDOW GENERATION
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CINETTO 
ELECTRIC SLIDING SYSTEMS

Always at their customers service, Volpato intro-
duces a new special machine model “Lbo-60/A 
Sts” for sanding panels with a high-gloss finishing. 
It’s a special machine which contains all the te-

LASM 
NEW SPECIAL MACHINE FOR SANDING PANELS

chnology to get the high-gloss finishing with the 
same quality, if not higher, than obtained by the 
big lines. It is ideal for small customers who want 
to have a high level of quality by increasing the 
level of production or for big companies for over-
sized panel or who have to rework pieces out of 
the line. We also produce fully automatic models 
but we believe that, thanks to this machine, the 
small artisans can finally afford a significant leap 
in quality.  
By changing the brush, the machine can also be 
used for the structuring wood, and is very intere-
sting for sanding or polishing metals, aluminum, 
etc. A very versatile machine!  
Hall11, stand B02. 
 
 
 
            www.volpatolasm.com 

If, on the one hand materials and 
design are the fundamental elements 
for designing furniture, the accesso-
ries distinguish a high-quality piece 
of furniture.  Cinetto is at the forefront 
of the accessories industry for the 
furniture industry. It produces a wide 
range of sliding door systems.  
With innovative technologies and 
adequate control instruments, it is a 
reference for the furniture industry and the 
craftsman. Cinetto sliding door systems are 
designed to satisfy the needs of the most de-
manding client companies and users. The best 
certifications guarantee the quality of the variety 
of sliding door systems signed by Cinetto. 

At Interzum they propose 
the “B-moved” electric 
system, an important in-
novation, with excellent per-
formance. The new con-
cept of electric sliding doors 
for wardrobe (PS48.2 - war-
drobe with overlapping do-
ors and PS40.3 - wardrobe 
with coplanar doors) stands 
out for its flexibility, versatility, 
comfort and safety. It is a 
project entirely designed 

and internally designed for a silent and safe 
movement of the doors 
Hall 8.1, stand E10-F11. 
 
 

         www.cinetto.it

MICHELETTO 
THE NEW TEXTURES 

On their fiftieth anniversary, Micheletto is exhibiting 
at Interzum showing their drawers and Smart-
Wall, wood-painted containers with a minimalist 
look ideal for young, informal and modern interior 
decorations. An established Italian producers of 
folding drawers wrapped in Pvc foil since 1969, 
“Smart Wall” is an expansion of the range and 
an object with simple and essential design. Pro-
fessionalism, attention, care for details are the 
features that have always distinguished this brand. 
The company has an extensive network of agents 
in Italy and abroad, where it has established 
firmly in recent years. It differentiates from its 
competitors for the ability to print the Pvc foil on 
the inside, thus offering an endless range of color 
variations. After relaunching the "multilayer effect" 
drawers as a patented leading-edge product, 
this year Micheletto is betting on new decors in 
the Skin variant, where freshness and taste merge 
perfectly. 
Hall 6.01, stand E81. 
 
 
 
                     www.micheletto.it 
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ORMAMACCHINE 
SAVING ENERGY WITH THE NEW “NPC PRESS ENERGY SAVING”

“Go green go Orma” is the pay-off by Orma-
macchine, proud to present its new “Npc Press 
energy saving” with a revolutionary and patented 
heating system entirely conceived and developed 
by their Research and development office. 
In a world where the green economy is more 
and more important, the main goal of R&D 
office in Ormamacchine was to reduce the 
energy consumption with no compromise as 
far as the strength and the reliability of the ma-
chine was concerned. 
After several tests, a new platen has been 
realized having completely new technical cha-
racteristics in comparison with those actually 
available in the press field.                          
These new platens have absolutely extraordinary 
performances in comparison to the traditional 
heating system. 

Some of the advantages are the followings: 
more than 50 percent power saving compared 
to what is currently available on the market; 
temperature difference between various platen 
places is of plus/minus 2°C.; so there is a ho-
mogenous temperature on the whole platen 
surface; possibility to set different temperature 
between upper and lower platens.  
The platens max. resistance to the pressure is 
of 20 Kg/cm² and no maintenance is required. 
In comparison with any other heating system, 
where periodic maintenance is always necessary, 
with this system such operation does not exist 
anymore. No noise during its 
functioning. 
Hall 13, stand E34. 
 
            www.ormamacchine.it 
 

A wide range of high-tech solutions, offering new 
models with renovated functionality and design: 
with these and more news, Casadei Busellato 
will stand out from the crowd at the upcoming 
Ligna  Born in 2008 from the integration of two hi-
storical brands in the woodworking machinery 
industry, the company is reaffirming they have 
what it takes to solver the “technology issues” of 
a quite large community of users, with a compre-
hensive and constantly updated portfolio. 
These are the results of a merger that was not li-
mited to a sales agreement for distribution, but 
also created strong industrial synergy to develop 
top-quality, reliable, effective products with an at-
tractive price-performance ratio, combined with 
efficient after-sales service all around the world 
through a network of distributors that provide 
sales and technical assistance. 
In Hanover, Casadei Busellato is previewing the 
latest generation of its products, enriched with 
new aggregates and accessories to provide even 
more versatility and flexibility. All product lines 
will also "wear a new dress", a brand new look to 
make work not only simpler and more functional, 
but also more pleasant. 
 
WORKING CENTERS 
The new range of working centers “Jet Master 
T” and “Jet Master RT”, with bar or multifunction 
worktable, shows that the company with its solid 
tradition can translate new market trends into 
highly automated and competitive solutions. The 
new centers exhibited at Ligna offer best-in-class 
performance, showing their full potential in the 
processing of both panels and solid wood. Very 
versatile and flexible in configuration and machining 
capabilities, they deliver excellent productivity 
results. Bigger in size than the previous models, 
they can also handle panels up to 2,200 millimeters 
and offer more options; they are equipped with 
the next-generation software "Genesis Evolution", 
they achieve high performance and offer the 3D 
visualization of the workbench and panel proces-
sing.  The key strengths include the exclusive sy-
stem "Jet Fast" by Busellato, for the automatic 
positioning of workplanes, vacuum cups and 
clamps, thanks to the floating aggregate directly 
controlled by the power spindle, with no action 
by the operator. With drilling heads of different 
size and horizontal milling units with one or two 
outputs, these models meet any processing need, 
while the choice between "Tl" and "Imc Busellato" 
tables allows to respond to specific customer re-
quirements and to "adapt" the machine to any 
need. High speed and maximum productivity are 
further great benefits of this new range, enabled 
by the innovative motor-driven tables "Jet Power" 
for total workbench automation. High versatility is 
further supported by the five-axis unit "Jet 5T" 

available in different power ratings 
and particularly suitable for the most 
advanced companies that need to 
execute diversified operations with 
short cycle time, without compromi-
sing on accuracy and high quality. 
While the “Jet Master T” are equipped 
with bar fixture, the “Jet Master RT” 
series have a multifunctional working 
table and also execute nesting ope-
rations; they can be equipped with 

3, 4 or 5-axis heads and evacuation belt. 
 
A NEW MOLDER 
Ideal to make windows and window frames, 
“Matrix 230X” is the result of Casadei's years-
long experience in the design and construction 
of molding and profiling machines. Designed to 
meet the increasing customization demand, this 
new model stands out with quick set-up, ease of 
use, reliability, strength and high productivity, 
thanks to the innovative feed system based on 
Cardan joints and inverter-controlled feed speed.  
 
"FLEXA" EDGEBANDERS 
At Ligna 2019 these machines will feature a new 
base and construction and new levels of perfor-
mance. The “Flexa” family will be even faster 
and more automated with the new panel recycling 
units “Flexspin”, as well as more versatile with 
the addition of new options such as the air curtain 
infeed table, ideal to handle even large and 
heavy panels. The "Flexa 47", "507" and "607" 
models feature an even more powerful hot-air 
edge gluing system "Air Jet Package", which 
guarantees perfect finishing with edges of the 
same color as the panel. All of this without using 
glue, but special edges that - besides the deco-
rative layer - have a specific functional layer with 
adhesive properties. 
 
CONVENTIONAL MACHINERY 
Sturdiness, reliability, ergonomics and ease of 
use are the "pluses" of the motor-driven spindle 
molder “F25 M” with tilting shaft, another highlight 
on the Casadei-Busellato booth at Ligna 2019. 
The performance of this new handicraft machine 
are top-of-the-class and make it suitable for any 
operation, thanks to the wide choice of optional 
devices. New accessories are also available for 
the circular saw “SC40P”, which stands out for 
quick setup and significant productivity increase 
compared to the previous version. The machine 
now features an innovative three-axis numerical 
control system on teach pendant and a very ef-
fective motor-driven guide. Interesting news also 
for the squarebanding machines "Xenia 40", 
achieving high levels of productivity: the secret 
lies in the three-axis numerical control system on 
teach pendant and the carriage sliding system 
with prismatic guideways and preloaded ball 
bearings, adopted by Casadei for over 35 years 
to ensure smooth and accurate sliding. More be-
nefits are offered by the alloyed aluminum carriage, 
anodized to prevent the panel surface from blac-
kening; the panel can be clamped 
in any position. 
Hall 11, stand D06. 
 
    www.casadeibusellato.com 
 

MEETING WITH CASADEI BUSELLATO 

A working center of the “Jet Master T” series.

The edgebander “Flexa 47”.
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This year, Formetal, specializing in the production 
of highly customized handling plants, will be 
back to Ligna in Hanover to present different so-
lutions ranging from complex automated ware-
houses to custom production lines. 

With a strong focus on customer requirements, 
they have become ideal partners for the deve-
lopment of tailor-made solutions.  
 
An example is the experience of CentroService 
srl, an Italian company based in Borgo Santa 
Maria di Pesaro (Pesaro-Urbino province), that 
produces accessories and components for the 
kitchen industry. T 
he Formetal solutions have been implemented in 
this complex and articulated environment that di-
stinguishes the dynamic and efficient organization 
of this company. 
 
Founded in 2006, Centro Service started its busi-
ness as a supplier of cut-to-size baseboards, 
grooves and backsplashes to the leading kitchen 
manufacturers of the Pesaro district. 

Market feedback about the excellent service pro-
vided has driven the company to expand its cu-
stomer base quickly and today they serve the 
entire Italian territory. Constant growth in recent 
years and the resulting need to improve quality 
and increase production efficiency to remain 
competitive in a more and more demanding 
market have driven the company to continuous 
investments. 
The decade-long collaboration between Centro-
Service and Formetal, specializing in the production 
of highly customized handling plants, has resulted 
into several solutions developed by the latter, in-
cluding conveyors of all sorts that, combined 
with automatic lifts to distribute the material effi-
ciently to each machining center, thus achieving 
smooth production with no bottlenecks. and au-
tomated production lines that integrate third-party 

machines from several suppliers to create a 
single, smooth production process. 
Finally, smart unloading units enable flexible pro-
duction on multiple machining centers, ensuring 
an orderly unloading of materials from the plant, 
grouping production orders by customer, ready 
to be shipped. 
The collaboration with CentroService, committed 
to new technologies, combined with the experience 
acquired by Formetal over twenty years, has led 
to the success of this ambitious project for the 
production of measure-made finished accessories, 
with fully flexibility and just-in-time delivery in 
three days. 
Hall 11, stand F52. 
 
 
                    www.formetalsrl.it 
 

FORMETAL, THE IMPORTANCE OF AUTOMATION IN THE FURNITURE INDUSTRY

At Lligna G3 Fantacci pre-
sents two important inno-
vations that are the result 
of the study and inve-
stments  the company has 
made over the last three 
years. 
 
“Powerlock Hsk Tooling”. 
All the tested range of tools 
for planing and the pro-
duction of profiles on moul-
der machines is now also 
available with integral “Hsk 
Powerlock”.  
Whatever the moulder ma-
chine the user has, it is 
now possible to create cu-
stomized tools in a single 
block without having to use 
adapters.  
The substantial lowering of 
run-out values results in 
longer tool life and better profile finish.  
Another feature of the “Hsk Powerlock” is that it 
allows the construction of tools with smaller dia-
meter and number of cutting edges which allow 
greater rotation speed. In extreme synthesis it in-
creases the productivity of the moulder machine 
and decreases the cost of the tools. 
 

“Finger Joint Tooling” is 
the line of products dedica-
ted to the deep joining of 
wooden elements is also 
completely renewed.  
The cutter bodies are pro-
duced with very tight tole-
rances in order to offer re-
peatability and absolute pre-
cision even in the case of 
important tool packs.  
 
Thanks to the adoption of 
new specific materials to wi-
thstand the stresses and ex-
treme temperatures that the 
jointing process involves, it 
is possible to achieve per-
formances that are over thirty 
per cent higher than in the 
past.  
Initially available for the most 
common jointing lines, the 
range will soon expand to 

all types of machines on the market.  
Hall 27, stand J58. 
 
 
 
               www.g3fantacci.com

From left: Tiziano Benelli and Luciano Amadori,  
respectively owners of Formetal and CentroService.

G3 FANTACCI 
CUSTOMIZED TOOLS
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FRAVOL 
COMPACT TECHNOLOGY

NORDUTENSILI 
THE RIGHT WAY TO GO

HAILO 
“NEW CLASSICS” AND CLASSIC INNOVATIONS AT THE INTERZUM 2019

Hailo has been setting benchmarks for more 
comfort in the home for over 70 years.  
The red dot that makes all Hailo household pro-
ducts identifiable at first glance stands for quality 
"made in Germany" and guarantees that they will 
make your life easier. With its waste separation 
and storage systems, Hailo helps its customers 
to design the functional areas in their homes in 
an efficient, space saving and comfortable way.  
Always a key issue for the Haiger-based company: 
smart product developments that are directly in-
spired by the needs of the users. Hailo will be 
taking a range of innovative new products along 
to this year's interzum, the world's leading supplier 
industry trade fair – and the company will also be 
presenting classics from its product portfolio in 
new designs. The common denominator for Hailo's 
presentation at the interzum 2019 is "comfortable 
to handle".  Several products will illustrate the 
meaning of this motto such as the waste separation 
system “Cargo Synchro”, which is now even 
more comfortable to use thanks to its new syn-
chronised full extending drawer runners. The run-
ners make the drawers run more smoothly and 
also make opening and closing them softer 
and quieter due to the stability increase. Hailo 
has now also transferred this tried-and-tested 
handling benefit to other products: its “Laundry 
Carrier” and “Euro-Cargo” designs will now 
also be equipped with these runners. Hailo's 
classic waste separation systems “Solo”, “Mono” 
and “Tandem” also offer more comfort in the kit-

chen, and have all been rede-
signed in time for the interzum: 
established top selling products 
whose revival versions will now 
impress a new generation. The 
same applies to the service lift 
Hailo “StepFix”, which has also 
been updated – and can be 
effortlessly unlatched and fol-

ded up with just one hand. Besides the "most im-
portant room in the home", the kitchen, Hailo also 
focuses on the adjacent functional spaces. Hailo 
will be presenting a whole host of practical product 
developments for the utility room – whether this is 
a separate space or a dedicated area in the kit-
chen, hallway or basement. All of these products 
are based on the same concept that also makes 
the waste separation systems so unique: well-or-
ganised storage space is one of the most chal-
lenging home design issues. Personal touches, 
layout, interior design – a home's wow factors will 
only impress people if they are accompanied by 
practical and understated storage systems. 
A perfect example for a well-thought-out storage 
element is the Hailo “Laundry Carrier”: the inte-
grated laundry basket provides storage and also 
makes a household chore easier, as it can not 
only be used to store your laundry but also to sort 
and carry it.  
Hailo's individual storage unit, are optional and 
practical and can also make life easier in the 
kitchen with their simple yet functional features. 
In this product segment, Hailo will be showing a 
broom/mop rack and a practical holder for ladders, 
for example, as well as a universal tray for a wide 
range of uses.  
Hall 7.1, stand A40. 
 
 
 

             www.hailo.de

The innovative and powerful medium level edge-
bending machine model “Fast 650-23 Plus” is a 
very compact concentration of technology.  
A solution composed of premilling unit, corner 
rounding unit, edge scraper, glue scraper, buffing 
unit and hot air system, combined with the multi-
profiles tool, which is a Fravol patent, on the 
operating units.  
The machine allows the customer to change pro-
grams and adjustments in a few se-
conds with the most accuracy and 
superb finishing even on the corners 
of the edges from R=1 mm to R=3 
m. 
Colour touchscreen control panel 
with user friendly program, means 
easy machine programming and 
greater productivity.  
All units work on panel thickness 10 
to 60 millimetres with a working speed 
12–16 meters/minute 

Furthermore, company’s  
best “entry level” machine 
“Master M200-23”,  which 
is second to none, is today 
also available with the “Fu-
sion Device” for co-extruded 
edges.  
It’s a concentration of solu-
tions and technology in only 
three meters of space, the 
machine is composed of 
premilling unit and corner 
rounding unit, combined 

with the “Multi-Profiles Tool” for the best accuracy 
and finishing on the corners of the edges from 
R=1 mm to R=3mm. All units work on panel 
thickness 10 to 45 millmetresm (opt. 60 millimetres) 
with a working speed of seven 
meters/minute. 
Hall 11, stand D56. 
 

www.fravol.it 

 
 

Nordutensili presents the new model of in-
novative sharpening machines, a compact 5-
axis sharpener with laser scanning: compact 
dimensions and innovative technology in a 
high performance machine.  
The “Nu5A” compact scan has four characte-
ristics.  
Compact overall size.  
The compact dimensions allow easy and pro-
blem-free installation and integration in pro-
duction lines;.Ease of use: it does not need 
specialised operators. Training on how to use 
the machine requires a very little time.  
Ordinary maintenance is reduced to keep the 
machine clean. Skilled operator could adjust 
the geometry of the tool if necessary, assisted 
by the software that prevents any mistake. 

Technology. Informations about the tool are 
automatically collected by the software through 
the laser. It is easy to verify the geometrical 
properties of the tool to be ground.  An automatic 
procedure also allows to check and compensate 
the shape of the grinding wheels. Software au-
tomatically warns about ordinary operations 
(wheels measuring, wheels dressing and warm-
up); 
Savings. For companies, reducing power con-
sumption and working times is extremely im-
portant both to limit energy consumption and 
therefore environmental impact 
and to make the production 
process more efficient 
Hall 15, stand F69. 

  www.nordutensili.it  
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Unicol produces adhesives in Italy since 1977, 
offering a wide range of products able to satisfy 
multiple requests coming from different industrial 
sectors such as woodworking, furniture manu-
facturing, shipbuilding, construction, and textiles. 
It has been opened the subsidiary Unicol Polska 
in Warsaw in 2012. Unicol has been specializing 
for over 40 years in the production of vinyl adhe-
sives, hot-melt adhesives, urea glues, mono- and 
bi-component polyurethane adhesives. 
Eco-compatible production has become a primary 
target for the woodworking, construction, textile 
and other industrial sectors. Whether they are 
products exported to the Usa, which must meet 
the requirements of the Carb or Epa Stca certifi-
cation, whether they are products destined for 
the European market, the demand for products 
that limit the amount of Voc (volatile organic com-
pounds), of formaldehyde and having a limited 
carbon footprint is on the rise. 
The R&D department looks for innovative raw 
materials and creates products with the aim of 
reducing energy consumption and making emis-
sions of volatile organic compounds very low 
and thus improving the air quality of the environ-
ments in which people live and work. Unicol has 
developed a series of eco-friendly adhesives 
that includes formaldehyde-free, water-based 
and / or isocyanate-free adhesives, to replace 
traditional products with glues that are less 
harmful to humans and the environment.  
Attention to a safer and healthier environment 
has led Unicol to direct research towards substi-

tutes for products containing formaldehyde. The 
products can replace, in most traditional processes, 
adhesives potentially harmful to health: 
Adhesives free from Formaldehyde: “Nunivil 
1501” compliance with standards EN 205 D3, 
product for faced panels for tables, furniture, etc; 
“Nunivil 1108” compliance with standards EN 
205 D4, single component, for the production of 
window fixtures. 
Products with very low formaldehyde content 
“Nunivil 1601” compliance with standards EN 
205 D3, for faced and curved panel. 
Water-based protective film 
Protective film, applicable in line, which once dry 
forms a film that prevents accidental damage. It 
does not leave any kind of residue or halo and is 
very easily removable. This product, once its 
useful life is over, generates a waste similar to 
urban waste. “GreenShield” protects the painted 
or ennobled part of the panel; “GreenShield 
Evo” protects the panel before the painting. 
Polyolephines adhesives 
The polyolefin-based hot melts for edbanding 
and wrapping have resistance to temperature 
and humidity comparable to polyurethane hot 
melts but without con-
taining isocyanates. 
Compared to Eva-ba-
sed hot melt products, 
they have a much hi-
gher resistance to tem-
perature and humidity, 
and also guarantee lo-
wer consumption. 
Compared to polyure-
thanes they have the advantage of being able to 
be used in the same systems that traditionally 
use the Eva glue, to make cleaning the plant 
easier and to have an average lo-
wer cost. 
Hall 17, stand A80. 
 

              www.unicol.it 
 

 
 
Incomac, specialist in the production of drying 
plants for 44 years and present in more than 95 
countries, changes look. On February 6, 2019 
the management of Incomac was acquired by 
two entrepreneurs from Treviso, Livio Torresan 
and Gino Santin, already owners of two compa-
nies in the territory. In the new corporate structure, 
Paolo Pesente, founder remains operational 
alongside the new governance. 
The new property is starting important investments 
for the revival of Incomac, believing that the 
sector still has ample potential for development. 
With a view to expansion, national and international, 
the company will focus on process and product 
innovation, sustainability, value of the “made in 
Italy”and qualified skills. 
Aware of the new global challenges and firmly 
determined to consolidate a widespread presence 
in both national and international markets, Inco-
mac’s new management has launched an impor-
tant rebranding process, which aims at enhancing 
the intangible assets of the offer. 

This process has placed the emphasis on the 
need to perform a restyling of the logo, where bi-
chromy, presence of a new pictogram and the 
choice of a clear and distinctive visual hammer 
allow the logo to be more incisive and modern. 
The history, experience, skills and strengths that 
characterize Incomac since 1975 will be enhanced 
through a strengthening of the technical and 
commercial staff with the inclusion of new highly 
professional and qualified figures. 
This important change will already be visible from 
the next Ligna trade fair, where Incomac will be 
exhibitor to present its relaunch project and its 
range of products that have always been syno-
nymous with maximum efficiency and quality and 
we mention here Kilns using thermal fluid feeding, 
Kilns for thermal treatment of pallets, Kilns using 
heating with gas or Diesel oil and Kilns by con-
densation and heat pump. 
Hall 25, stand K56. 
 
 
                       www,incomac.it 
 
 

INCOMAC: RENEWAL AND INVESTMENTS UNICOL: ECO-FRIENDLY ADHESIVES SOLUTIONS

IST METZ 
UV, LED AND EXCIMER TECHNOLOGY FOR WOOD APPLICATIONS

At the Ligna exhibition, UV sy-
stem manufacturer Ist Metz will 
be showcasing its broad por-
tfolio of Uv, Led and Excimer 
technology for curing, gelling 
and matting of coatings and 
varnishes on wood and wood-
based materials, using a spe-
cially manufactured transport 
system.  
A transport system with a length 
of 3,000 mm will be the highlight 
at the UV specialist’s stand. A 
total of three units with a lamp 
length of 1,400 mm each will 
be used. The “LampCure Blk” unit with long-
wave gallium lamp influences both the viscosity 
of the coating and the reactivity to the emission 
of the Excimer lamp during finishing. The “Lam-
pCure Blk” was developed for the highest industrial 
requirements and can also be supplied in the 
Led version Ledcure with 365, 385 or 395 nm 
wavelength for various applications.  
Gelling with UV or Led technology influences the 
haptics of the lacquer even after curing.  
Additional properties such as a soft-touch surface 
or an anti-fingerprint effect can thus be achieved.  
 
Matting through Excimer technology  
At a wavelength of 172 nm, Excimer lamps have 
an enormously high-energy emission that starts 
a polymerization process in the uppermost part 
of  

 
a layer of UV-curable coating. The penetration 
depth of the UV emission is comparatively low, 
so that this process leaves a thin film on the wet 
coating without affecting the deeper layers of 
coating.  
Since this film formation is subject to shrinkage, 
the near-surface film has micro-folds, resulting in 
a matte surface.  
These can be cured during final curing using 
conventional “Lampcure” technology. The result 
is a mechanically and chemically highly resistant 
and deep matt surface.  
Hall 17, stand B02. 
 
 
 

Kilns using thermal fluid feeding.Kilns for thermal treatment of pallets.
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Masterwood will be present at LignaI 2019  in  
the hall 13 with a big stand close to 600 square 
meters with seven machines exhibited. 
 
The new era of Masterwood is arriving! Master-
wood has been recognized as a producer of 
quality Cnc. They keep their strong knowledge 
and commitment in the Cnc segment, the Dna of 
the company remain the same.  
Meanwhile with intensive R&D investment Ma-
sterwood now can offer a wider range of machines 
and solutions to customers. 
 
The company is proud to present in the show 
two new lines of products: High speed through 
feed all drilling machines that are possible to in-
tegrate in automatic lines and machining all the 
six sides of the panel. They can also communicate 
with factory IT system and other machines as an 
Industrial 4.0 solution. 
Industrial level heavy duty edge bander mod-
els at three levels: “Premium 5” series, flexible 
on multiple glue solutions and computer control, 
“Workhorse 4” series with all commonly needed 
functions, “Compact 3” series economical model 
which is good for smaller floor plan.  

Many other news will be presented. First, the 
new five axes operating group, extremely 
compact, flexible, all made in steel and 50° incli-
nation angle.  
 
“PROJECT 385” 
The superior robustness of the “bridge structure” 
mixed with the highest flexibility of the new five 
axes operating unit, allow “Project 385” to fit all 
kind of machining.  
 
“4WIN” 
“4Win” is the maximum innovation for windows 
production. The Cnc four axes woodworking 
centre which fulfils all the needs of windows pro-
ducer without renouncing to the machining rapidity 
and quality. The working table is automatic 
and patented.  

It allows the complete machining in only one 
cycle thanks to the innovative clamping system 
of the pieces.  
The working cycle and the productivity are further 
optimized adding the integration of automatic 
loading and unloading system. 
 
NESTING KS 
Cnc flat table machine for optimized “nesting” 
processing. The wide composition possibility, 
the machining velocity, the loading and unloading 
system and the automatic or manual labelling sy-
stem, make “Nesting KS” fitted both for stand-
alone and production line integration. 

 
“TF 100 2.0” 
Its a NC throughfeed machine. Configurable 
tools changer and dowel insertion group: perfect 
for complete panels and doors machining. 
During Ligna will be presented the new version 
of dowels insertion group and automatic vi-
brating feeder for dowels. 
Hall 13, stand C28. 
 
 
 
 
  
       www.masterwood.com 

MASTERWOOD: HIGHLIGHTS AT LIGNA 2019
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For more than three decades, Al-Ko extraction 
technology has guaranteed comprehensive and 
individual service in the field of extraction and 
filter systems. At Ligna, they will present its 
expertise for the wood industry with unique 
features and proven extraction technology. Whether 
dry dusts, chips or powdery materials, the new 
level sensor “Al-Ko Alc 21”, approved for Atex 
Zone 21, guarantees continuous and reliable 
level monitoring.  The measurement is contactless. 
At maximum level, the compact meter sends a 
signal to the controller, which automatically switches 
off the extraction system. The sensor can be 
easily retrofitted and can be integrated into a 
control station monitoring system in the course of 
automation processes. When the chip container 
is full, the unique Al-Ko clean dust compartment 
enables easy and dust-free replacement. Its in-
novative container locking system also ensures 
safe and simple handling. It is inserted before 
the container is changed and catches the falling 
dust. If it is removed again, the seal wipes off the 
remaining dust and this falls completely into the 
container. 
Three versions will be presented at the fair: 
“Power Unit 120”, “Power Unit 160” and “Power 
Unit 350”. What they all have in common is a 
high extraction performance with minimum energy 
consumption and excellent cleaning thanks to 
the proven Al-Ko “Opti Jet” technology. The pre-

mium model in the series is the Al-Ko “Power Unit 
350”.The unit is a real alternative to stationary ex-
traction and filter systems. It is available in four 
versions: with chip container, Atex-tested rotary 
valve, round discharge and briquetting press. 
The mobile clean air dust extractor can be installed 
directly in the working area without the need for 
permits. Neighbour-friendly and in self-supporting 
sheet metal construction, without additional fire 
and explosion protection measures. The “Power 
Unit 160” and “Power Unit 120” convince as true 
space wonders. Due to their small external di-
mensions, they fit easily into narrow workshops 
and niches. The new paint spray mist extraction 
wall Al-Ko “Colour Jet” has been approved for 
Atex Zone 2 and thus has a wider range of appli-
cations. The mobile, plug-in spray wall is not only 
extremely quiet and durable due to its variable 
construction consisting of front plate system, two 
filter mats and high-performance fan, but also 
guarantees a high degree of separation of up to 
97 percent. The Al-Ko “Profi Jet” stationary 
system filter system combines individuality and 
standardisation through an intelligent, modular 
system.  
Hall 12, stand D15. 
 
 
 

          www.al-ko.com

Emuca, a reference in the furniture hardware 
sector, presents important new products intended 
for the furniture, carpentry, hardware and DIY. 
Emuca's proposals go far beyond furniture har-
dware, with a stand that reflects its philosophy, 
laid out in different ambiances with examples of 
applications and functional solutions for your 
wardrobes, home, kitchen and lighting. 
They will present a wide range of sliding door 
systems: “Placard 74” system, the “Flow” system 
and the “Clipo 16” system. 
The “Placard 74” system with Slowmove, a new 
sliding system with bottom support that allows 
for a smooth, comfortable and functional move-
ment. The Placard 74 solution combines sets of 
carriages, rails, handles and crossbars in different 
types of finishes such as matt anodized, matt 
white and anthracite grey. Moreover, the entire 
system is designed to be used with different 
board thicknesses: 16, 18 and 19 mm, up to 50 
kg. per door.  
The “Flow” system is ideal for wardrobes and 
bookcases at home and children’s furniture. It is 
characterized by its smooth, silent sliding thanks 
to its ball bearings and a device that ensures 
that the door closes softly and gently.  
This system is perfect for doors up to 50 kg.  
The “Clipo 16” system is an extension of the 
Clipo sliding system family. Its main advantage 
is the easy and convenient mounting of the car-
riage, which is fixed with a simple clip. 
For inside wardrobes and dressing rooms the 
new “Sling” wardrobe pull down rail, available in 
several trendy finishes such as white, titanium 
and chrome. It stands out thanks to its modern 
design and soft and ergonomic movement, desi-

gned to hang clothes hangers at the top of the 
wardrobe, fully utilising the available space.  
Moreover, it is adjustable in width in order to 
adapt to the interior of the wardrobe.  
Thanks to this new design, all mounting screws 
are hidden by a removable, custom cover. 
Emuca invites you to discover the latest deve-
lopments in lighting with the presentation of the 
wide range of “Lynx” Led strips with new con-
nectors. We present two lines with different fea-
tures: Premium for more demanding ambiances 
and “Basic” for more competitive solutions. The 
new Led strip with colour temperature change 
control allows you to select the desired colour 
temperature by remote control, making it stand 
out among the rest.  
Finally, the new flat diffuser allows luminaires to 
be formed with Led strips and fully integrated 
into your furniture with no need to mechanise the 
shelves. 
Following the latest trends in mobile and multimedia 
device connectivity in office and home spaces 
within the furniture sector, Emuca has developed 
new products to integrate this need into your fur-
niture by launching new solutions such as the 
Atom multiplugs. 
Its innovative design in painted aluminium or 
black finish allows its complete integration in the 
piece of furniture.  
As an alternative, they offer the embedded Usb 
Plugy charger, designed to charge your Tablet 
or Smartphone discreetly and in an accessible 
manner within your furniture. 
The “Concept” drawer, with its straight and sleek 
design, is ideal for more avant-garde styles. It 
ensures smooth, noiseless sliding thanks to its 

synchronized full extraction rails hidden within 
the drawer sides. A damped piston in both slides 
and a cushioned extraction stop provide a soft 
opening and closing of the drawer. It is available 
in satin white or anthracite grey finishes with dif-
ferent drawer heights and depths.  
Emuca has designed new solutions for kitchen 
equipment, such as the new “Titane” system.  
The “Titane” corner unit, designed to fully utilise 
the available space in rectangular corner modules, 
stands out among the rest.  
And the new pull-out “Titane” auxiliary carriage 
is ideal for bottom modules in confined spaces 
or auxiliary kitchen furniture.  
Both storage solutions feature a soft close system 
and anthracite grey finishes, following the latest 
trends within the furniture sector. 

Lifting systems, such as the “Agile” system, are 
designed for lifting doors in kitchen and home 
furniture, and ensure a smooth, precise operation 
without the need for hinges.  
Its door opens wide to fully utilise the space and 
make the unit more easily accessible. Its greatest 
advantage -it allows the user to adjust the strength 
of the mechanism so that the door can be left 
open in any position. 
This year the company is launching a more inte-
ractive “The Catalogue” 2019/2020, featuring a 
new design and new functionalities.  
Emuca remains committed to digitalization by in-
corporating a series of icons, QR codes, assembly 
tutorials, etc., which you will find throughout the 
catalogue.  
This information will help to better understand 
Emuca products, whether through instructional 
videos, technical questions and answers, product 
configurators or a B2B platform to help you place 
your orders. 
Hall 5.1, stand C02. 
 
 
 

          www.emuca.es 

LATEST PRODUCTS “MADE IN EMUCA”

AL-KO, EXTRACTION TECHNOLOGY
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PRODUCTS

Woodworking Technology Made in Europe

e
eUMABOIS
European Federation of Woodworking Machinery Manufacturers

Robatech is presenting optimized gluing pro-
cesses for edge banding and flat lamination, at 
Ligna. The focus will be on safe and low-emission 
Pur application systems with easy handling for 
the production of high-quality kitchen and moi-
sture-proof furniture.  
Robatech is focusing on safe and clean process 
solutions for edge banding, flat lamination and 
pot filling with “Pur” hot melt adhesives.  
Center stage is given to short change-over times, 
fast and problem-free adhesive changes as well 
as easy cleaning of the closed systems with 
coating heads. All process solutions are also de-
signed for the use of thermoplastic adhesives. 

Flexible melting 
Robatech adhesive melters offer a high degree 
of flexibility in terms of melting and flow rates.  
Due to its high throughput, the tank melter Multimelt 
is ideally suited for pot filling and flat lamination. 
Used for edge banding, “RobaPur 2 Mod” offers 
also the melt-on-demand technology which ensures 
that the adhesive properties of the molten material 
are not impaired.  
The smaller and extremely reliable “RobaPress” 
is no less interesting. As a premelter for two-kg 
Pur candles it simplifies the filling of hot melt 
pots.   
Identical spare parts: with “EdgePro” for edge 
banding, Robatech introduces a newly designed 
flat head with an identical left and right-hand ver-
sion. Besides being easily adjustable and able to 
process a wide range of viscosities, the coating 
head reduces the number of spare parts to stock 
when used in double-sided edge banding ma-
chines, thus lowering operating costs. 
Smart control for intelligent processes 
Robatech systems are easy to integrate and offer 
process reliability thanks to comprehensive control 
and tracking functions.  
With the integrated “AS-IK40” pattern control sy-
stem, different patterns can be programmed and 
up to eight application heads can be controlled, 
even individually if required. 
Hall 17, stand A32. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 www.robatech.com

Musa is a Cni group company established in 
the mid-Nineties to develop vision systems for 
quality inspection. “Wood Scan” is an automatic 
test bench for the dimensional inspection of panel 
operations. The product was designed starting 
from the requests of customers who had to deal 
with the challenge of measuring and inspecting 
panels processed with drilling machines (inline 
and not), especially after tool change or starting 
a new batch. Panel dimensions (up to three 
meters) and the big number of holes can slow 
down and complicate inspection by an operator. 
It's an industrial scanner that automatically and 
quickly reads and measures the dimensions, co-
ordinates, diameters and depth of the holes and 
millings, while checking also out-of-squares and 
tolerance. It can also check the hole countersink 
and provide an index of circularity related to the 
correct operation of the tool (tip wear). Inspection 
data are displayed on screen and can also be 
printed. The scanner becomes an essential tool 
to certify the operation dimensions and accuracy 
in the corporate quality system, while supporting 
the storage of all inspections for later retrieval 
and reference. Operation is very easy: the operator 
places the sample panel to be inspected onto 
the bench. The start button launches the scanning 
phase, which is very fast thanks to multiple ca-
meras working in parallel to generate the full pic-
ture. During the backstroke, the depth of the de-
tected holes is measured by a laser device. Mea-
surement time varies according to piece length, 
number of holes and type of inspection. “Wood 
Scan” can perform the following inspections: 
panel length, width, thickness and out-of-tolerance; 
panel diagonal and side measurement; out-of-

tolerance squaring inspection (piece diagonals); 
identification of undesired holes in the drilling 
pattern; absence of planned holes; “x”, “y” coor-
dinates of holes from the reference vertex on the 
upper plane; “y”, “x”, coordinates for horizontal 
holes (head holes), “z” coordinates using tools 
(pins) provided; hole diameter (also on panel 
edge); deviations and out-of-tolerance for hole 
diameter and position; drilling depth; milling thick-
ness, length and depts; through holes; holes with 
countersink and double diameter; hole circularity 
index (oval deformation, “stitching”); punch position; 
cutouts on panel angle (socket); slots for quick 
assembling; full scan of unknown panel (Free 
Scan), for all types of vertical holes and millings 
with automatic part program generation; editor to 
create and modify drilling patterns on the computer; 
panel layout on video and printer; drilling bill and 
tolerance checklist on printer; automatic inspection 
program acquisition from drawing or drilling ma-
chine part-program; possibility to connect a bar-
code reader to load the inspection program or 
create it automatically from a drilling program; 
connection to office Pc for data exchange; Editor 
for “Wood Scan” package in office to create pro-
grams and store inspection results; connection 
to customer-side management system (also Sql). 
■ 

www.cnigroup.net

ROBATECH 
FOCUS ON “PUR” AT LIGNA 2019

“WOOD SCAN”: TEST BENCH FOR QUALITY CONTROL

During Ligna 2019 Viganò Mario 
will exhibit a protective film appli-
cation machine entirely automatic 
and completely revisited as regards 
components  and software: the mo-
del “PR”.  
That  is an automatic unit perfor-
med to apply the film on top, bottom 
or on both sides. It is designed to 
operate at a fast speed both in an 
automatic or manual loading production line. It is 
able to apply the film flush, longer or retracted 
against the edge. During Ligna 2019 will be exhi-
bited also the following machines: Model “Sp 
1200”, the one head roller buffing machine with 
speed pallets translation adjustable by means of  
inverter trough potentiometer and motorized sliding 
up/down movement on re-circulating ball runners; 
the polishing machine Model “Brl 1200”. Its poli-
shing system consists of six sponge pads with 
orbital movement and pads rotation ensures a 
great stability and an high quality level of polishing 
in a shorter working time; Model “FD”, a machine 
designed for the application of self-adhesive re-
movable protective film on top of flat surfaces.The 
film cutting is done automatically adjusting the 

length by means of a digital programmer  it is 
mainly used for masking the panel during the 
lacquering process and then the Model “TP”: 
The machine is designed for the application of 
self-adhesive removable protective film on top, 
bottom or both sides of flat surfaces.  
The film cutting is automatic with an overlap by 
means of a digital programmer.  
That unit is suitable for full protection of panels at 
the end of working process. 
As per wooden industries the company designed 
a new one unit: model “Eco 4T” performed to 
apply the decoration into the longitudinal or tran-
sversal “V” millings, visible into door panels, by 
means of an hot drum roller.  
The four heads apply perfectly the film into 

millings by means of a sophisticated 
software and up-to-date technology to 
ensure relevant safety standards. 
That machine will be exhibited during 
Ligna 2021 together with a new one 
currently being studied by the technician 
team.  
Hall 16, stand A02. 
 
 
 
 
 
                
www.viganomario.it 
 

 

VIGANO’ MARIO 
ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Ligna & interzumFOCUS
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PRODUCTION SYSTEMS  
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

Machinery and services for plywood  
and sliced veneer production.  
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing  
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,  
press dryers and clipping lines.

ANGELO CREMONA spa 
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)  
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825 
www.angelo-cremona.com 
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Machines and plants for primary and 
secondary processing of wood: debarking, 
cutting, selection and sorting of logs, 
complete sawmill collection, sorting and 
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing, 
special processing of varius kinds of 
semimachined products, production of wood 
for carpentry, preparation and handling of 
logs for plywood plants. 

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc 
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)  
phone +39 0437 989208-685 
fax +39 0437 989157 
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it

Crossing-cutting lines

CURSAL srl 
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV) 
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851 
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

Secondary processing

The Biesse product line includes cnc work  
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders, 
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing  
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,  
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting  
machines, material handling equipment  
and turnkey plants.

BIESSE spa 
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)  
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248 
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

For over 30 years, De Stefani designs  
and manufactures sanding machine  
for panels edges and profiles.  
Single or double sided edge sanding  
machines equipped to sand flat  
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels. 
Combined machines for panel edges foiling. 
Edge Buffing and polishing machines  
for High Gloss finishing panels.  
Profile sanding - denibbing machines equipped 
with abrasive belt or wheel to sand raw  
or laquered mouldings. Angle profile gluing  
and assembling machines for door frames. 
Double end profile cutting machines.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc 
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16 
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB) 
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915 
www.destefanimacchine.com 
info@destefanimacchine.com

Cursal is the best specialized company that 
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws – 
accessories for small and medium to large cross 
cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds and 
installs machines selecting the best materials 
available in the market. Automatic optimizing 
saw lines, accessorized manuals and 
automations: There are standard turnkey plant 
solutions as well as customized solutions, result 
of a constant cooperation with the best 
partners of the industry. True specialists from 
the industry with over thirty years’ experience 
are ready to help the customer ensure the best 
price-quality ratio. 
Stop looking for!

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for 
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm 
products. Welded steel frames, to grant 
rigidity and precision. Special applications 
allowing the possibility to make also grooving 
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic 
horizontal beam saws with many different 
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes 
and thickness requirements. 

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa 
Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI) 
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335 
www.putschmeniconi.com 
info@putschmeniconi.com 

Woodworking machinery: the widest range of 
products.

The product range is wide in the sector  
of traditional woodworking machines: 
thicknessing planers, surface planers,  
combined surface-thicknessing planers,  
circular saws, spindle moulders,  
combined saw-spindle moulder,  
universal combined machines, band-saws. 

VEBA MECCANICA srl 
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC) 
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029 
www.veba.it - info@veba.it 

SCM GROUP spa 
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini 
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232 
www.scmgroup.com 
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Surface finishing

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the 
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous 
material products designs and manufactures 
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the 
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries, 
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP 
Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO) 
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444 
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com 
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Company specialized in fulfillment  
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,  
tables and assembled furniture, panels,  
windows and doors.

CMA ROBOTICS spa 
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15 
I-33040 Pradamano (UD) 
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018 
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture  
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels, 
doors or parquet flooring with roller  
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air  
drying systems. Automatic and robotic  
spray lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.  
Lacquering and printing on coils.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in 
optimizing saws for innovation, quality, 
technology, price and service!  
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting 
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws; 
cross cutting saws 

ELMAG spa 
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB) 
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202 
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl 
Via dell’Industria, 15  
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV) 
phone +39 0438 777096  
fax +39 0438 778282 
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it 

Finishing plants for the furniture  
and construction industry with application  
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters  
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,  
linear dryers with microwaves technology.  
Complete finishing plants for doors  
and windows. Spray booths. 

GIARDINA GROUP 
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)  
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165 
www.giardinagroup.com 
info@giardinagroup.com

Industrial painting machines as: dry painting 
booth, water painting booths, pressurising 
painting system and suspended transport lines.

TECNOAZZURRA srl 
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio  
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN) 
phone +39 0541 678225-678078 
fax +39 0541 671144 
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it

Wide range of traditional woodworking 
machines for panel and wood processing. 

RS WOOD srl 
Via Achille Grandi 38  
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN) 
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084 
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,  
with a 20 years experience in developing  
and constructing anthropomorphic  
and cartesian robots, offers a comprehensive 
range of complete solutions for automated 
industrial painting applications  
in the woodworking industry.

EPISTOLIO srl 
Painting Robot Division 
Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA) 
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666 
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

CONTACTS

Machines for woodworking and equipment 
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log  
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with 
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw  
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,  
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual  
and automatic edging lines, working centres  
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment. 
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills. 
Saw servicing equipment.

PRIMULTINI srl 
Viale Europa, 70  
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI) 
phone +39 0445 560333 
fax +39 0445 560334 
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

Panel processing machines and plants.  
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal 
milling machines with rollers feeding,  
working centres for the “Folding” technology, 
flooring industry technology, doors, 
modern furnishing industry technology.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl 
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24  
I-22078 Turate (CO) 
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718 
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE  
MODESTO NINO srl  
Via Ciro Di Pers 68  
I-33030 Majano (UD) 
phone +39 0432 959036  
fax +39 0432 959036 
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Our production of woodworking 
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working  
centers with working head support columns  
with transvertal movement. 
Comec Technology, special machines  
and systems for high productive processing. 
Camam srl, special machines for the production 
of chairs and tables. 

COMEC GROUP srl 
Via Cascina Rinaldi,, 39 
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD) 
phone +39 0432 756282 - fax +39 0432 757591 
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
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Tools and auxiliaries

The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the 
production of wood working tools in solid 
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard  
and special production.

ALIPRANDI snc  
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola 
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB) 
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491 
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design 
and build cutting tools for machining wood, 
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc 
tooling.

FAPIL srl 
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG) 
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726 
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets  
of tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads, 
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw 
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring 
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc  
trimming hoggers. 

FINK srl - Woodworking tools 
Via G. Giusti, 15  I-20900 Monza (MB) 
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458 
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com 

Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working. 
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits 
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M. 
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking 
industry. Special accessories for hobbysts, 
craftsmen and small industry.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE 
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU) 
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476 
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com

Since 1973, Utensiltecnica designs and  
manufactures tools in hard metal and diamond 
for woodworking machinery, aluminium and PVC. 
The company manages both the production  
of standard tools and customized solutions, 
thanks to technical qualified personnel, research 
and continuous investments in technology.  
In addition to the production, the company  
offers the sharpening service for diamond tools.

Lacquers

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the  
leading European industrial companies in the 
production and commercialization of coatings. 
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints 
and the careful analysis of the Italian and 
international trends in the design world mean 
that Ica Group is now considered a real partner, 
capable of supporting the customer not only 
from technical and production point of view 
but also for its ability to consistently deliver 
new creative ideas. 

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa 
Via Sandro Pertini, 52 
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC) 
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140 
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com 

Software

Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions: 
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood 
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; 
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls, 
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS”  
for staircases design and manufacturing; 
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french 
doors, internal doors, entry doors and shutters. 

DDX srl 
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111  
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG) 
phone  +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723  
www.ddxgroup.com  info@ddxgroup.com

UTENSILTECNICA srl 
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)       
phone +39 0541 855202/855274 
fax +39 0541 855255 
www.utensiltecnica.com 
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com 

Handling  
and commissioning

From over 40 years we propose integrated 
solutions in material handling and industrial 
automation sector. Highly personalisable and  
specific systems for furniture assembling, the 
automatic storage and the handling.  
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs 
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter 
systems, assembling lines, tilting units, 
management softwares.

CASSIOLI srl 
Place Guardavalle, 63  
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI) 
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084 
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com

Dust extraction  
systems and filtration

Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems 
for industrial dust extraction systems.

CONTROL LOGIC srl 
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano 
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it

Automation

Custom made machineries and automations  
for handling, assembly, storage and packaging. 
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet 
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni 
Via Pezza Alta, 28 - I-31046  
Rustignè di Oderzo (TV) 
phone +39 0422 853770- fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it – info@cma2.it

AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAA

20
19

FAIRS
14-17 May  
Woodprocessing 
www.galexpo.com.ua 
• Lviv  (Ukraine) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
23-25 May  
Tekhnodrev Far East 
www.restec-expo.ru 
• Khabarovsk  (Russia) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
21-24 May  
Interzum 
www.interzum.com 
• Cologne  (Germany) 
Semifinished products, components 
and supplies 
 
27-31 May  
Ligna 
www.hfitaly.com 
• Hannover  (Germany) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
12-15 June  
Timber & Woodworking 
www.eng.atakentexpo.kz 
• Almaty  (Kazakistan) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
18-20 June  
Expo Ampimm 
www.expoampimm.com 
• Mexico City  (Mexico) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
20-22 June  
Bangladesh Wood 
www.futurextrade.com 
• Dhaka  (Bangladesh) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
2-6 July  
Fitecma 
www.fitecma.com.ar 
• Buenos Aires  (Argentina) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
4-6 July  
Afriwood 
www.exporg.com/afriwood 
• Nairobi  (Africa) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
17-20 July  
Awfs Vegas 
www.awfsfair.org 
• Las Vegas  (Usa) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
9-11 August  
Woodtech India 
www.woodtechindia.in 
• Chennai  (India) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
14-17 August  
Tecno Mueble Internacional 
www.tecnomueble.com.mx 
• Guadalajara  (Mexico) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
28 August -1 September 
Kofurn 
www.kofurn.or.kr 
• Seoul  (Korea) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
3-6 September  
Expodrev 
www.krasfair.ru 
• Krasnoyarsk  (Russia) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
6-8 September  
Sri Lanka Wood 
www.futurextrade.com 
• Colombo  (Sri Lanka) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
8-11 September  
Wmf 
www.woodworkfair.com 
• Shanghai  (China) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
10-13 September  
Drema 
www.mtp.pl 
• Poznan  (Poland) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
11-12 September  
Woodtech 
www.woodtech.events 
• Rotorua  (New Zealand) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
11-14 September  
Woodex 
www.woodexalger.com 
• Algeri  (Algeria) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
18-22 September  
Bife-Sim 
www.romexpo.ro 
• Bucarest  (Romania) 
Woodworking technologies 
 
24-27 September  
Lisderevmash 
www.lisderevmash.ua 
• Kiev  (Ukraine) 
Woodworking technologies 

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it
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